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Abstract 

The Second World War ended more than fifty years ago, however, historians 

have constantly been learning and uncovering new information about the conflict. This 

is especially the case for affairs which occurred on the Eastern Front. The Nazi-Soviet 

confiict is now widely accepteci es the main theatre of World War II. Nevertheless, 

historians are still at a loss to explain the fundamental rasons for the military outcorne. 

This study examines aspects of economics as the basis for military defeats and 

victories. It is a comparative study of two totalitarian systems as well as their 

econornies. The thesis is divided into two sections and presents findings by way of a 

parallel study. The conclusion is reacheà, that the Soviet economy was better able to 

withstand the stress of war due to its foundations in the pre-war era. The Soviet 

economy was likewise, better able to propel the Red Amy, due to relatively better 

industrial efficiency and labour productivity compared to the Nazi econorny. 

Therefore, the reader will realize that the basis of military victory was economic 

power, and that less bureaumacy, forthright industrial planning and the proper 

allocation of labour represent the basis of economic efficiency and strength. 
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Introduction: Another Historv of the War 3 

Historiograp hicai Debate: 

The history of the Second World War is by no means complete. Why Nazi 

Gennany lost the Second World War and how the Wehrmacht was defeated by the Red 

Amy7 stiU pose historiographicai problems. 1 do not suggest that fi@ years is enough 

tirne to have produced a competent or 'final' histoiy of such an dl-encompassing event; 

nevertheless, one h d s  that matters of the Western fiont are more or l e s  'settled' 

whereas the affairs concerning the Eastern fiont remain somewhat open to 

Uiterpretation.' In fact, the task of scholarship seems more serious because new or 

previously ignored evidence warrants a complete re-thinking and re-writing of history-* 

In the past ten years there have been cornparatively more books published about the 

Nazi-Soviet aspect of the Second World War than any other topic of military history. 

More importantly these new works do not sirnply 'add' to our pre-existing knowledge 

about the Eastern front, rather they aher our image by chalienging 'established' 

perceptions. 

It is true that a certain amount of blame for the errors of scholarship should be 

laid upon the Soviet govenunent which restrided bi-partisan access to t s  archives. 

However, anti-Soviet 'Cold War7 rhetoric tended to dirninish the efforts of the Soviet 

1 B. Kroenec, in B. Wegner Fmm Peace to War (Orbord, 1997) p. 137. 
The= are îhm cumnt published works which have "the truth" or "the myth of" in their title. 
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Union in much of what was written by Western historians between 1946 and 1975.' 

Jiirgen Ferster mentioned in an article pubtished in 1981, that "the Cold War not only 

prevented any modification of this picture of the enemy (that of the Soviets), but also 

provideci justification for the German atîack on June 22, 1941".~ Indeed, as Tirnothy 

Mulligan stated in the introduction to his book on the Gennan occupation of the Soviet 

Union, the final outwme of a Gennan defeat (1945) "hardly appeared inevitable to 

postwar analysts who believed either in Ge~nany's superior military capability or in the 

Soviet Union's greater poiitid v~lnerability."~ Of course, there were notable 

exceptions of historical scholarship liberated Rom bias such as Alexander Werth's 

Russia At War and Alan Clark's Barbarossa. However, it was only in 1975 after the 

publication of John Enckson's monumental work, Road to Stalinnrad, that historians 

began to seriously contemplate and reassess their opinions of the Nazi-Soviet war. 

What were considered to be the cautious 'revisionist' remarks of Erickson, have 

recently been exchanged for bold assertions by authon such as Richard Overy who 

states on the first page of his most ment book: 

J. Schuk, Ge- Ann~ and Nazi Policies in OoCu~ied R u s h  (Oxfiod, 1989) pp.3-4. The author 
notes î&t much of the work of Histun'caf Division of tire LIS Anny 's European Command h m  mid- 
1945 to late 1961 "seeaaed flawed in a way that probably reflected the political predilections of the tirne 
more than it did any basic conceptuai weakness." Also see introduction of M. Harrison, Accounting 
for War: Soviet Production. Emlovment and the Defence Burden 1940-45. (Cambridge. 19%) 

J. F6rster, "The Wehrmacht and the War af Extermination Against the Sariet Union". Yad Vashem 
Studies. Vol XN, (JentsaIem, 1981) p.8. 
'T.~ulligan, The Politics af IUustion and Eumire. (J%w Yak 1988) p. 1. 
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There is now widespread recognition that the decisive theater of operations lay 
on the eastern eont ... For years the Western version of the war played down 
this uncornfortable fkct while exaggerating the successes of democratic war- 
making ... Without Soviet resistance it is difncuit to see how the democratic 
world would have defiateci the Getman empire, except by sitthg tight and 
waiting until atornic weapons had been developed. The great paradox of the 
Second Worid War is that democracy was saved by the exertions of 
wmrnunism-6 

Decoostructing Mythology: 

There are so many long-standing myths about the NaP-Soviet coriflict, that it is 

dficult to know where to begin the dismantling process. The correction of histoncd 

fallacies and exaggerations is an onerous task because it challenges and often displaces 

conceptual opinion and rnay thus, draw a disproportional amount of criticism upon the 

instigator of tnith. The primary assumption of 'old school' historical amunts  was that 

the Wehrmacht was the most efficient, best trained and best equipped army of its day. 

As proof for this assertion one rads about the 'stunning and brilliant viaones of the 

Bliizkrieg7 in Western Europe. However, his ego bloated by success and given to 

megalomania, Hitfer made 'fatal enors' of judgement during the Soviet campaign in 

addition to 'interferhg with the skillful generalship of his army cornrnanders' . This lead 

to disaster and the ultimate defeat of the Wehrmacht as 'General Mud and Field 

Marshall Winta7 joined Stalin who was willing to sacrifice 'space' and millions of 

Soviet lives in 'wave &er wave' attacks to overwhelm the attacker with 'sheer 

O v q ,  Wb the AiJies Won. (London, 1995) p. l,3. 
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numbers'.' There are also ample examples of books and articles which support the 

hypothesis that the Red Amy was no more than a produa of the backward and barbanc 

nation which it served. It follows fiom these accounts that Soviet society did not 

possess the technological ability to produce, the capability to sustain, or the intelligence 

to mn an efficient economy let alone a war. 

By December 1941, Nazi Gennany had ocaipied the richest areas of the 

European-USSR and deprived the Soviets of their most productive and industnalized 

regions. Nevertheless, a nation on the verge of economic min and rnilitary coliapse 

(USSR) was able to defend and ultimately defeat its aggressor. What was so different 

about the Soviet campaign which did not diow mer to repeat his earlier victories? 

The m e r  to this question is the focus of the present study. It is intended to advance 

knowledge and continue in the footsteps of recent scholarship which is now beginning 

to rewrite and rethink (and in some cases write for the first tirne) the history of the 

Soviet home fiont as well as assumptions about Nazi economic and müitary superionty 

during the war era My thesis wili focus upon aspects of the socio-econornic conflict 

between Nazi Germany and the Soviet Union between 1941 and 1945. My approach 

7 Such accounts of the Nazi-Soviet war are largely suppocted by the memoirs of defeateü German 
~~mmantlers. 
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has been to accentuate and focus upon the economic condition of each belligerent, the 

mobilization of each econorny and the logistic capability of each a n z ~ ~ . ~  

Decompartmentnlizing History: 

Interrelated issues within military history are usually dealt with separately. The 

majority of scholarship regarding the Eastern eont is battlefield history which seldom 

disnisses military matters in an economic c o n t e ~ t . ~  However, as Gerald Weinberg has 

stated in the introduction of the most recent history of the Second World War, "the 

processes ofa  world-wide confiict do not always lend themselves to easy dissection into 

conveniently separated narratives". Io Perhaps because of the author' s met hodology, this 

is why Weinberg's A World at Arms (920 pages) is the lengthiest accuunt of the history 

of the Second Wodd ~ a r . "  Econornics is usually the bais of military Mctory, 

especiaily in lengthy battles of attrition. Nevertheless, this aspect of warfare has ben 

neglected as iftanks7 ammunition and manpower were the sole property and creation of 

generais. E. H Carr has written that military might and economic strength are but the 

determinants of power, and not categories within themselves: 

8 u . . . logistic aspects, questions of transportaîion and supply, have hardly received any attention." 
%huer in Wegner, p.205. 

S. Linz ed The I m m  of World War II on the Soviet Union. (Ottawa, 198S), introduction. This 
point is also made by Mmer and UtbecscW, Hitler's War in the East 194 1- 1945: A Cnticd 
Assessment. (Oxfôrd, 1997) p . W .  
'O G. Weinberg, A World At A m :  A Global Histow of Worid War II. (London, 1994). p.4. 
I I  Coming in a close second is Martin Gilbert's Thc Second Worfd War A Carnalete Historv, 
publishPA in 1989 with 747 pages of- However, it should be noted that GiIbert's approach is 
redmdantly chronologicai and stüi somewhat one sidcd in Eivour of baîtiefietd history. 
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The most important lessons to be drawn ... is the Uusory character of the popular 
distinction between economic and d t a r y  power. Power, which is an element 
of al1 politicai action, is one and indivisible. It uses military and economic 
weapons for the same ends.12 

It is for this reason that Martin Kitchen has imploreci "the next generation of historians" 

to write the "badly needed" history of the home fkont." My study attempts to 

contribute to this task and rectify this oversight by providing a socio-economic histoiy 

of conflict on the Eastern fiont. 

Note on Sources: 

A few comments should be made conceming the use of sources within this 

work. The numerous sources consulted within this thesis reflect the multifaceted 

aspects and considerations of this topic, as weli as the lack of consideration (authorship) 

paid to questions of economy as they pertain to warfare. Hence, the compiling of 

information for the reswch of my thesis was a task in itself. A majority of tirne and 

effort was spent referencing chapters and often paragraphs of relevant information 

rather than leafing through a given work on war economy. There are relatively few 

monograph studies concemec! with the economic approach to warfiue, and none which 

take a comparative (Nazi-Soviet) approach. It was often the case that 1 had to 

extrapolate from vague references conceming economic questions because the authors 

of various studies and memoirs simply alhded to economic details in passing or as 

l2 G. Ranlri, The Economics of the Second World War. (Weimar, 1993) pp. 11-12. 
" M. Kitchen, Nazi Germany At War. (London, 1995) see inlroduction and conclusion. 
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matters of unimportance. In other instances 1 spent tirne analyzing details of military 

accounts in order to establish the2 relation as part of the war economy. Hence, the 

reader will note that throughout this work many footnotes consist of double or triple 

citations. It is because 1 am trying to indicate that the point 1 make can be corroborated 

with more than one source. 

References to prirnary source materials may not always be recognizable through 

footnotes and the bibliography because much of this information has been wmpiled, 

edited and bound in book format by various authors (and in its English translation). 

Every attempt was made to include the most current literature as well as the 'standard 

works' (if any) written about the subjects wvered within this thesis. A supplementary 

bibliography has been provided which represents items which were consulted but not 

necessarily cited within the thesis. The reader will note that this supplementary 

bibiiography rnostly contains references tu the military confkontation which oca~red  on 

the Eastern &ont. As aforementioned, it is awkward and unredistic (and perhaps an 

incorrect methodology) to separate the econornic and miiitary aspects of warfare. It is 

important to keep military prïorities and the d t a r y  situation in mind when discussing 

aspects of economy as they pertain to a nation's ability to wage war. Since this research 

was conductecl for a Masters thesis, the consultation of G m a n  and Soviet archives was 

not possible. This missing element WU most certainly be included within the fiamework 

of this author's doctoral dissertation, for which this Masters thesis provides the 
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foundation. As a final disclaimer, the author would ask the reader to excuse the broad 

range of sub-topics covered within this thesis. Rather than an organizational oversight, 

it is hoped that the reader will attribute this widened focus to a zeal for research and 

perhaps, also the over-ambition of a Masters student. 

Structure of  the Thesis: 

This thesis is divided into two sections: one dealing with the state and 

performance of the German economy during war, and the other deahg with the Soviet 

economic responses to Nazi aggression. III the first haif of this study 1 have concemed 

myseif with three topics: the economic reasoning and basis of 'BIitzkneg', the 

mismanagement and economic inefficiency with which the Nazis conducteci their war 

effort, and the inability to wpe with problems of logistics whether of a rnilitary nature or 

the requûements of an industrial economy. It will be Uustrated that 'Biitzkrieg' was a 

reflection of the nature of Nazi potitics. The Gennan economy was the object of 

political intrigue and ideological presumptions which restricted its fiuictionality within a 

war effort. This affectai the quality and quantity of industrial production for war and 

restricted the Wehrmacht's ability to cunduct operations. Bureaucratie in fighting and a 

lack of economic centralization resulted in the misuse and misallocation of available 

resources and labour. One can say with hindsight, although it was also clear to people 

at the time like Goering, that the German war effort was doomed to fd or at lest 

contained major short corn@. Logistics constraints were a major fault and limiting 
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fictor because the German economy could not 'move' Îts industrial produce or 

manpower in sufficient quantity. 

In the second haif of this study I have concemed myself with four topics: 

aspects of Soviet industnalization which created a modern economy prior to June 194 1, 

the salvaging of the Soviet economic assets in the wake of military disaster between 

June and December 1941, emergency rneasures and the principle of centrakation to 

resurrect the Soviet economy, and the mobiiization of labour and its econornic impact 

for the Soviet war effort. It wül be illustrateci that the Bolshevik policy of 

industnalization implemented as Five Year Plans was indeed an important reason why 

the Soviet Union was able to absorb military defeats. There were elements in Soviet 

prewar planning which cleariy suggested the military nature of the economy. The 

evacuation of Soviet industries and manpower fiom the European USSR, to beyond the 

Urals, provided an indusaial base from which the Soviet econorny could gradually 

recover. This recovery was assisted by the economic rnrucimization of the USSR's 

remaining labour and resources. As in the Nazi case, the Soviet economy was a 

reflection of (Soviet) poiitics. Unique and a heroic chapter in the annals of history, the 

Soviet war effort was largely due to a human &or which is often iil accounted for and 

underrat ed . 
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I would like to mention that every attempt has been made on the author's part to 

represent the Nazi and Soviet war efforts as unbiasly as possible. However, while 

remaining objective, the reader may detect a degree of emotionality attached to certain 

sentences within this work.14 Notwithstanding the author's not too subtle hhts 

throughout the worlg the reader s h d  wme to the conclusion that the Soviet war 

economy out performed the Gerrnan economy. I beg the reader to take note that 

assertions such as 'doomed to Mure fiom the beginnuig', in reference to Nazi 

aggression against the Soviet Union, are not exaggerations. Similar comments were 

made by mernbers of the Nazi leadership whose responsibility it was to administer the 

German economy and the war effort." Here is a case in point, an exarnple of the 

distorted image of the Nazi-Soviet war. It seems that rny comments are inaccurate 

because of the cornmon view that the Germans were on the verge of victory. Yet far 

eom havhg historiai credibility, such views are largely a figrnent of the imagination 

and social construction. This, due to the immediate (1946) distortion of various 

wartime facts because of Cold War antagonism. Furthemore, artificial realities were 

also created by German generals whose memoirs Western historians cherished 

unquestioningly as 'prime sources' while the writings of Soviet veterans were written 

l4 I wodd & ta site a comment by Riebard Pipes h m  an article writien as a rebutta1 to those who 
a c c d  him of 'emotioaality' in his thdes against the M o n i s t  school ofRussian/Soviet histonans 
(R Pipes, " 19 17 and the Revisioaists" The National Interest No.3 1, S p ~ g _  1993, p.68.). The author 
noted that perhaps if his critics were more emotional, that is felt a conviction for what they m t e  or 
had sorne emotional at?achment to tht suûject matter, that they might 'get it right*. Wbife 1 do not 
agree with a lot of what Richard Pipes has written, 1 applaud the idea behind the aforementioned 
statement. 
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off as tainted works of ideological propaganda- Peter Tsouras, in his introduction to a 

senes of books which contain the comments of German generals who fought on the 

Eastern fiont, states that the reader should be weary.I6 Therefore, it is more mie to say 

that the charge of b i s  and exaggeration should be leveied against such people." 

Importance of this Study: 

A final word concerning the importance of this work is necessary- There are 

many reasons why The Reichsmark and the Ruble represents a valid thesis topic that 

contributes to histoncal scholarship. This study, in dealing with MO economies in 

conflict, has sirnultaneously illustrated a cornparison between two totalitarian systems. 

As a comparative study of two totalitarian states and theu respective ability to wage 

war, this is a pioneering work. It contributes to the inteflectual perestroika conceming 

the Soviet war effort while highlighting the misperceptions of the wnnict on the Eastern 

fkont and Hitler's war machine. As a reference source, this work has coilected and 

collated much of what has been written in English regarding the topics under 

consideration within this study. As aforementioned, history cannot &y be 

cornpartmentahed into separate studies due to the integrated nature of the histoncal 

process, the cause and effect of action and reaction. Hence, the present study rnay 

- - 

15 This is amply fmtnoted throughout the thesis- 
16 An example of such a comment are continuous references to Soviet soldiers as %arbaric, Agatic 
mongrek''. This is the reason behind Soviet vaiour and snibborn resistaace. 
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effect scholarship in other fields of historical investigation such as: the military history 

of the Western fiont'', the socio-economic history of Weimar ~ e r m a n ~ ' ~ ,  the 

perception of the Russian revolution and Bolshevik domestic policiesaO, and maybe even 

the image of stalin2'. Therefore, my thesis is not just simply, another history of the war. 

" 1 wouid also Wre to point out that the introductions to many US Historicai Series documents and 
interrogations ais0 contain wamings to the reader. Many editors note that German contributors 
engaged in 'Wes on paper' against former colieagues and to exonerate themselves. 
'* If Gerxnan economic and müitary pceparations were poor or hdeqnte, does this cbange the rrasons 
for the cohpse in the West 1939- 19401 
I9 The ne- image of Weimar, its decadence a d  sterility may change in the Light of objectivity vis- 
&vis the soci~ec~nomic Us and stagnation of Germany during the 1930s. 

Especially when cornparhg this cm with the rest of Rusrian history. Can it be said that the 
Bdsheviks represented an element of makmity? S W d  the industriaIization proces be heralded as 
one of the fàctors wbich saved Russia h m  Nazi enslavement and ultimately helped save Europe h m  
further torturous pars under the Nazi boat? 



The Reichsmark 



Introduction: 

'BLitzkrieg' has always been heraided as the müitary counterpart and proof of 

German efficiency and planning. Nevertheles, this long accredited 'military doctrine' 

wss ultimately responsible for the Wehrmacht's defeat. 'Blitzkrieg' was not the choice 

of rnilitary genius but the product of economic necessity. 'Blitzkneg' was a reflection 

of the poor state of the Nazi economy and the inept way in which it was mn. It was the 

ody viable option for a Gerrnan leadership bent upon waging war. One of the crucial 

determinants of victory during the course of any conflict is the efficient use of a nation's 

economy. However, the Nazis arrned "in width and not in depth" meanhg that the pre- 

war Gerrnan economy was organized to create a highly armed military without 

adequate preparations for an armaments resewes. a No dotment was made in Nazi 

economic and military plans to replace soldien or equipment." Throughout the entire 

penod of the Nazi-Soviet war the Wehrnacht's müitary maps were devoid of reserve 

2' HiS image bas caused historiographicai debate for some h e  now. In particuiar, the role of Stalin as 
'Generalissimo'. 

A Milward, The Ge- Economy At War. (London, 1%5) p.6. and F.D. Graham and J.J. 
Scanlon, Economic PrePafations and Conduct of War Under the Nazi Regime, (Washington ,1946) 
p.4. 
a Accordhg to the minutes of a conference at Karinhall on January 30, 1940, General Thomas of the 
Wirischafts undRrbfungs Amr (pianhg division OKW) réported that G o e ~ g  and Hitler thought that 
"the best way ad building up stocks is the building up of stocks not of raw matierais but of fiaished war 
material.. . it was decicled to use our cesezves of raw material without regard to the iùture . . ." J. 
N d e s ,  et al., Documents on Nazisrn. 19 19-1945. (London, 1974) p.63 1. 
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formations.24 The Nazis planned for a short and easy fougit victory, not the long-tenn 

war of attrition that became the Second Worfd War. 

*' Weinberg, p.266. 
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Ecooomy as a Refïection of Poütia: 

Hitler's aim to achieve autariry for Germany was far fiom completion in 1939. 

h that year the Reich still importeci: 70% of ali its iron ore, 80% of its wpper, 65% of 

its petroleum, 50% of its fibres, 45% of its hides and pelts, and 100% of its nickel, 

manganese, and chrome.25 By June 194Q the USSR had becorne the leading supplier of 

grain and held second place for the supply of oil and timber to ~erman~."  More 

irnportantly it was the Soviet Union, which Hitler would attack in June 1941, that 

supplied the Reich with haif of its total essential war supplies such as bauxite, copper, 

tin, lead, nickel, and rubber? Hitler possessed no economic poiicy per se, he simply 

allowed industrial production to retum to its pre-depression levels rather than attempt a 

reorganization of the German e~onorn~.*~ Mer the seizure of Czechoslovak (and later 

the capture of French) arrnaments and industry, Hitler was confident that Gemany 

possessed aii that it needed for a short war. "The stock-piling of the raw materials of 

war was, in Hitler's passion for finished war-goods now; discouraged rather than 

fÙrthered."w Before the commencement of hostilities in 1 93 9, Hitler actudy reassigned 

G. StopIer, e t  ai., The Gernian Eainomv: 1870 to îhe Present. (New York, 1967) p. 159. and 
Documents on German Foreim Poticv 19 18-1945: Series D (1937-1945). Volume 8. (Washington, 
1954) p.233. 
" G. Wright. The Ordeal of Total War. 1939-1 945. (London, 1994) p.57. and Doaunents on German 
Foreim Poiicv 19 18- 1945: Series D (1937-1 949, Volume 8.. (Washington, 1954) p.762. 
" R W. Hitler's Decision to Invade Ruma 1941. (hndon, 1975) p. 148. and Documents on 
German Foreim Policv 19 l%-l94îS: Series D (1937- 1945). Volumel2. (Washington, 1954) p.826. 

Grabam et al., p.20 
" ibid., p. 13. (author's uadaiine), and Ksoener in Wegner, p. 142. 
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many essentid resources necessary for war production, to the Gennan civil ec~norn~. '~  

Hence, no measurable progress was made in the war econorny between 1939 and 1942. 

Indeed in the Auturnn of 1941, shortly after his attack on the Soviet Union, Hitler 

authorized a decrease in Nazi arms production.3' Previous to that, as General Halder 

notes in his diary entry of July 8, 1941, Hitler prohibited the delivery of replacement to 

tanks the Eastern front." 2 s  confidence in forecasting the imminent Soviet defeat was 

such that, Hitler had transferred the bulk of the Luftwaffe to the eastern &ont without 

an overhauling of its equipment after the Battle of   ri tain.^^ 

American and British economists who compiled a report entitled The Effec 

Strateaic Bombina on the German War Economy in 1946, concluded that: 

The outstanding feature of the German war effort is the surprisingly low output 
of armaments in the first three years of the war ... For these early years the 
conclusion is inescapable that Germany's war production was not h t e d  by her 
war potential-by the resuurces at her disposal -but by demand; in other words, 
by the notions of the Gerrnan war leaders as to what was required for achieving 
their aimau 

This is  üiustrated by a graph in Di Nardo. Gefmaay's Paazer Am. p.27 which attests to haphazard 
tank production. 
" This was also related to a dasion reached during the OKW meetings from August 14-16, 1941, to 
reduœ panzer output h m  900 to 650 per month. The Luftwaffe flak pmgmm was also restricted due 
to manpower and maîensils shortages, K. Reinha&, M~~~~~-Turn in~;Po int .  ( Mord, 1992) p.40. 
'* F. Halder, The Haider War DUw 1939-1942.. (Nwato, 1988) pp.459460 and Weinberg, p.266, see 
footnote # 6. And Reinhsrrlf p.6 1. 
33 Ceci& p. 146. and HaIder, pp.23 19232,297. 
34 Stopter, e& al., p. 163. 
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It should be mentioned that Hitler did have two valid reasons for avoidhg fùll-scale 

German economic rn~bilhtion.~' An avid reader of history, Hitler also learned by 

expenence that the lack of bread causes revolution. He had witnessed the chaos of 

19 18 when civil insurrection threatened to bring down the Gennan government, and he 

later used the popular discontent of Germany's poverty to rally the nation around the 

Nazi Party. It did not take much imagination for Hiuer to envision what rnight happen 

should the Nazi war effort undermine the Gennan public's high standard of living.36 

Hence, even though fats and butter were rationed in Germany tiom August 1939, 

Gennan rations remaineci the highest of any of the European beliigerents until 1945." 

In fact, there was a gradua1 irnprovement in the German standard of living until 1943 .38 

Hitler's second reasun for avoiding fiiii-de econornic mobilization was a result of his 

manipulation of Nazi politics in order to maintah power. Hitler dreaded conspiracy 

âom within the Nazi party as much as he f a e d  a revolution fiom the masses. His 

method of maintainhg leadership was to encourage and exploit the rivalry of his 

a~sociates.~~ There was "a tendency to aiways promote opposition in order to mate  

codicting forces in domestic politics."4 Indeed, Hitler detest ed most of his generals 

and preferred to work with them on an individual basis so as to exert the maximum 

" The orda to mobilize the economy did not corne until aAa the Western Powers declared war in 
September 3, 193 9. Kroener in Wegner, p. 138. 
* U. H e m  Hitler's Foreim WorLers. (Cambridge, 1997) p.4 1. 
37 Weinberg p.471. 
38 Graham, et al., pp.12,15-16,20.21. 
* For example the Speer versus Keitel feud over manpower. W. Keitel, The Mernoirs of Field Marsha1 
Keitel. (London, 1965) p.171. 
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influence upon miiitaiy decision making4' This is why Hitler rejected General Keitel's 

suggestion that Erich von Manstein be appointed the Chief of the General Staff of the 

Armed Forces. Hitler fwed opinionated and uidividualistic men so Fritz Halder, a man 

who lacked convictions and possessed a weak personaljty which Hitler could 

manipulate, was given the job." 

m c e r s  of the economic planning division of the arrny (Wehrwiirtschafler) made 

regular and diligent reports which were ignored by An example of Hitler's 

disregard for army concems and economic planning can be iilustrated âom the initial 

campaign of the war. As the Wehacht invaded Poland, the objective of Major Erich 

Will's 'Oil Commandos' was to have been the Galician oil fields, an area of 600 square 

miles. Each participating member of the mission had been selected for his technological 

knowledge conceming some aspect of the oil industry, Wili being directly responsible to 

the economic section of OKW (Oberkommanûb der wehnnacht)? However, Hitler 

neglected to debief Will and other rnilitary officers about the Nazi-Soviet secret 

agreement concemhg the division of Poland. Indeed, when General Alfied Jodl was 

informai by his aide that the Red Army was fighhg in Poland, the bewildered 

" A Speer. Innltration. (New York, 198 1) p.3. 
" A Wüt, War h m  the Tm: Getman and British Militarv M o n  Makine DunDp World War II. 
(InWpolis, 1990) pp.4,26. 
" Keael &ers to this as the "Hitler-Wder ~gime*, Keitel p. 165. 

~raham a al., p.ll. 
R Goraldri, et al., Oil and War: How the Deadlv Strupple for Fuel in WW II Meant Victorv or 

Meat (New York 1987) p.27. 
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commander had to ask "against ~ h o m ? ~ '  The Oil Commandos who were attacheci to 

22 Corps were just as shocked when, &er capturing the refineries at Jasle on the west 

bank of the San River, they found the Soviets occupying W d  which was on the 

river's east bank. Wuuiiki had actually been the prime German objective because its 2 

273 wells produced 700h of pre-war Poland's oi1? 

Inefficiency and bureaumatic chaos was tolerated and even fostered by Hitler in 

an attempt to ensure that no one person or agency of state power could grow strong 

enough to threaten his personal leadership." Hitler ailowed the German economy to 

become the battieground for protracted Nazi leadership stniggies, both interagency and 

Each senior Party comrade worked against the other comades so as to become 
if not the de jure then certainly the de facto second man in the Reich.. . .There 
was no control at the centre of power to wrest the pnvileges and the 
opportunities for exploitation fkom the hands of individual Party leaders and 
$ace them at the disposition of the nation, except by Hitler, and he would not 
act.* 

At any given tirne the Nazi war economy had ten or more independent organizations or 

personalities trying to manipulate resources and raw materials for production: Funk's 

Ewnornic Ministry (Reichswirtschrrft.mrinisterium, R W ,  the War Ewnomy and 

45 ibid. p.3 1. The intervention of the Red Anny took the German General StafFcompletely by 
surprise. . - W. Goerliîz, Histow of the German Generai Staff. (New York 1957) p.358. 
46 Ibid 
47- R Suchenwirth, Historical TurnUin: Points in the German Airforce War Effort. (New York, 1968) 
p.5. and Speer, Infiltration p.3. 

J. Lucas, Reich!: World War II Throuah German Evs. (toodob 1990) p. 156- 
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Armaments Office of the Armed Forces (Wi-Rü-Ami), Hermann Goering and the C%ce 

of the Four Year Plan, and the Ministry for Arrnarnents and Munitions, Adolf Hitler, 

Martin Bormann and the Nazi Party, AEed Rosenberg and the MUUstry for the 

Occupied Eastern Territories, Joachim von Ribbentrop and the Foreign Ofnce, Heuinch 

Himmler and the SS." The Gennan economy became fûrther decentralized because 

each military commander was at his discretion to deal with emnornic matters on his 

sector of the fiont. The parallel chah of economic wmmand which resulted left the 

jurisdiction of many agencies und&ed.'* Economic and administrative confusion 

ensued as various organizations began to issue conflicting orciers." This struggie for 

power and jurisdiction between Nazi economic agencies has been tenned "authoritarian 

anarchy"? The multiple economic agencies and what they did "remained mystifjing 

even to those appointed to administer the ~~stern".'~ 

49 A. Dallin, Gennan Rule in Russia 194 1-1 945: A Studv of OccuDation Policies. (London, 198 1) 
p.20, and Klein, pp. 149,171. 

In a memo dateà September 5, 1939, Schnum (General Goweraament 'of Poland') indicates his 
disptea~ufe with Goering, and urges the Foreign Ministry to remind the latter that Soviet economic 
negotiations are the realm of the Foreign Ministry. a d  Documents on Gwman Foreign Policv 19 18- 
1945: Series D (19374945). Volume 8. (Washington, 1954) p.78. 
" One of the most f?uîmthg nseanh aspcts of the Nazi war konomy is definiog the multiaide of 

(ecunomic Warcnrr). Maay of these te- originaîed as cyphemimis of the VersaiUes era B. Cano1 
Design for Total War me Hague, 1986) pp-40-41. 
52 Weinkrg. p.477 ... Set fmtnote 1 23. 

D d h ,  pp.98-99.3 13. 
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hdeed, corruption was the only "central organizing principle" of the German 

economy." Evexy influentid Nazi official with an interest in the G e m  economy had 

an 'economic department' which advised hirn on how to best exploit the resources and 

wealth under his control. The paramount example is Heinrich Himmler who controiied 

the econornic empire of the SS in "Occupied Areas East" (Poland and the occupied 

USSR). The Econornic and Administrative Department of the SS, (the SS- Wirtschafrs- 

d-Yerwaifungshaupfamt), wntroiled over 150 firms in aU spheres of production 

including the extraction of mineral water." Robert Ley who controlled the German 

Labour Front and Walter Darré who was in charge of the Reich Food Estate, aiso built 

their own personal empires using their respective organizations. Neither man was 

subject to public audits or had been provided with a legaily defined statu within Nazi 

government bureaucracy." Officiais in charge of foreign labour camps hired labourers 

to private fimis or wealthy industrialists at the pifce of one packet of cigarettes for each 

male and haIf a packet per femaie worker." 

"Commissioners" were assigned the responsibility of performing most ministensl 

duties since leading Nais were often busy constmcting and defending their personal 

econornic empires. However, rather than operate as a sub-ministry or civil service, the 

Nazi commissionen added to the exîsting bureaumcy by creating separate and p a d e l  

-- - - 

Y EL Gninberger, The 12 Year Reich: A Social Histow of Nazi G e m v .  1933-1945. (New York 
1972) p.99. 
55 A. Barkai, Nazi Economics: Ideoloav. Theurv. and Policy (New Haven, 1990) p.239. 
" Grunberger p. 1 03. 



organhtions for every ministerial job. Commenthg on this situation in his diary on 

December 16, 1942, Goebbels wrote: 

We Germans just don't know the art of runnhg a large people or a large country 
from a few key position. We are much too thorough and are always in danger of 
adrninistering instead of leadiing, and of instaüing a bureaucracy instead of 
building up a mere supewisory apparatus. This case (occupied USSR) proves 
itSs8 

Furthemore, these positions were often fiiied with the cronies of rival ministers who 

wished to undermine the authority of their c o ~ ~ e s . ~ ~  This lack of ministerial 

authority and wnnol dowed petty officiais to continualiy ignore written orders so long 

as they were not countersigned by Hitler." Hence, in order to preserve their existing 

power and defeat challenges to their rank and influence Nazi leaders perpetualiy strove 

to accumulate new posts and a higher degree of Uinuence with Hitler. This economic 

cornpetition for the matenal resources of production caused infinite problems for 

industry. Manufacturing quotas would rise and fd proportionally to which bureaucratie 

institution was in control (or more control than the rest). 61 

&id, p.111. 
' J. Tbc -1s Diana 1942-1943. (New Yo& 1948) p.246. 
" B. Klein, Germaav's Ecowmic -011s for War. (Massachusetts, 1959) p. 149. and 
Suchenwirth, pp.6-9. (re: conflict betwea Hermann Goering and Erhard Milch) 
60 R Overy, Goerin~. (London, 1987) p.243., "Any promise made in Hitler's Reich was valid oniy so 
long as Hitler did not utter an opposing opinion." Speer* Infiltration, p.22. 
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Enter the Wiprd (Rcroums and Labour as Limiting Factors): 

m e r  the death of Fritz Todt in February 1942, Albert Speer was appointed the 

Minister of Arrnaments and Munitions. At Speer's insistence, Hitler set up the Amr* 

Zen~aie P l m n g  (Central Planning Agency) on April 15, 1942, in order to place the 

docation of raw materials in Speer's handd2 Speer was aiso supposeci to gain control 

over: existing manufactu~g plants and the erection of new ones, the apportionment of 

raw materials (iron and metal) to the various requistioners, the distribution of mal and 

energy, and the coordination of transport requirements in comection with the 

aforementioned re~~onsibilities.~ What seemed a helpful gesture was nonetheless the 

creation of a parailel bureaucracy which remained iargely ineffective because the Reich's 

other economic agencies continueci to exist and voice demands through their influentid 

Nazi champions." Ad& Doenitz maintainecl his authority over Naval production 

untii mid-1943, while Hermann Goering controlled aircraft production untii March 

1944. The vast economic holdings of Himmler's SS, within the Reich and in the 

- - - - - - - - - -- - -- -p. - p. -- - - - - 

61 Speer notes th& "1 was d e d  by the constant fear of losing the Führer's goodwill and henœ also the 
task he had assigneci to me." Speer, Innltration p.9. 

A Speer, inside the Third Reich. (New Y o k  1970) The trimuivate consisteci of Speer, Lufffwaffe 
Field Marshai Erhard Milch and Paul Kdmer who was 'State Secretary' and an official of the Four 
Year P h m b g  office. Noakes et al., p.645. 
" Noakes, et. al., p.645. 
64 The War Econamy and Armarnents Branch of the Wehrmar:ht was incorporated into Speer's 
mhistry to avoid the latter's camplete impotence in the eamomic reaim. However, it more or l e s  
made Speer a spoLesperson and tboi of the Wehrmacht's production needs. Only later, in 1943, did 
Speer succeed in ousting Georg Thomas ( Wi-Rd-Amt) h m  the Speer Ministry. 
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ocaipied temtories, never fel under sPeer's jurisdi~tion.~~ Furthemore, the Luftwaffe, 

the Kriegsmarine, as weil as other organizations with economic branches, were not 

subject to Speer's authority." Additiondy, each of the armed services had pre-existing 

"relations" with "choscn industrial facilities" and greedily attempted to assert their rights 

to the "production capacity of such hcilities exclusively for itself?' 

The Nazi pnonty was war, so Speer maintained the Wehrmacht's pnonty to 

available materials but himseif' decided which factories would be given the 

manufacniring contracts. Thus, Speer's biggest accomplishment was to eliminate 

cornpetition between the various producers of war materials and to monopolize 

production under the management of civilian admini~trators.~~ ~owever, aithough 

production was eventually centraiized, there were no agreements among the various 

requisitioners." For example, the output of the converted watch industry (which 

produced ammunition, fuses, measuring instruments, and machine parts) belonged to 

twelve di f rent  cornminees, task forces, industrial groups, craft and subsidiary 

" The resources and maopower wastage by Himmler for his personal projects was enornous, and did 
not translate into any substantial iwokement with "annaments and warthe production", Speer, 
Innltmtor, pp.S,2 1. 
66 Grabam. et. al., p.22. 
" *ida p.43. 

Stopler, e t  al., p. 166. Speer introduced the concept of "self-responsiibilitf' in industry. He set up 
"cornmittees" which were in charge of producing the finished items such as tanks, and "Rings" which 
overlooM the! production and distrrition of component parts such as gears and hall-bearings. 
Graham et al., p.45. and Ca&, p.288. 
@ ".. parts of the products meant for the army might, without proper supenhion, be siphoned off for SS 
UnitS..." Speer, ~ t r a t i o n ,  p.21, 
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groups." Even when there were enough raw materials to manufacture a product it did 

not ensure that the designated factories wodd receive supplies. The allocation 

problems of the Reich were due to a m d e  priority system which rdected the disarray 

of the German economy and its lack of central planning. In 1939, there were two 

designations for resources being transferred to essentiai war industries: 'S' 

(So~rshrfe) and 'SS' (Sondérson~iersfufe).'~ Materials pre-marked with these 

designations were held in resewe or as quotas for industrialists who manufàctured war 

materials. However, due to the cornpetition between manufacturers and their Nazi 

patrons, it was soon discovered that aü available resources were either marked 'S' or 

' s s ' . ~  m e a d  of redving the problem by org-g and duecting production, the 'Sv 

and 'SS' designations were replaced (or more aptly, supersedeci) by 'SSS' and 'SSSS' ! 

Klein has remarked: 

The creation of these categories was followed by a general pnorities 'inflation' 
in which the priority number given to a particular manufacture was little more 
than license to hunt for steel." 

In March 1942, Speer wmte a letter to Hitler in wbich he stated that such chaos 

in the steel indu- diredy related to the Wehrmacht's fduce in Russia during the 

winter of 194 1-42." Speer concluded that the amount of steel reaching war industries 

'O Stopfer et al.. p.166. 
" Klein, p. 127. 
" Suchnwirth, p.55. 
73 Kiein, p. 127. 
" A M i e n j e ,  The Co- of the German War Econow. (Chapl Hill, 1988) p.35. 
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had actudy dropped from 46.5% of total output in 1940, to 37.5% in 1942 (1940 

figures).'' Speer reported that each war manufacturer had to deal with a constant 

backlog of 15 d o n  tons of steel over a penod of twelve to eighteen rnonth~.'~ Many 

faaories manufachiring war equipment were closed because of a steel shortage whiie 

other business men and industnalists hoarded Meen months worth of steel supply as 

their safeguard to inflation? Speer concluded: 

That in spite of professed shortages, manufàcturers were in general fàbncating 
less steel than they received; and that a much lower percentage of steel was 
going for war needs than had been the case in WW 1.'' 

It was also the case that piles of munitions lay idle and undelivered in warehouses 

beûiuse manufachirers did not want to surrender their surplus (or receive a low price) 

to Wehrmacht requisitioning offices." Although German steel production had siightly 

increased, the output was diverted f?om the war effort to non-essential consumer 

industries. 

Resistance to Speer's attempts to mobilize the Gennan economy was not limited 

to Hitler and competing economic agencies. It was in the interests of industrialists and 

'b~cas, Reich! p. 162. Haiâer nota in his diary entry of Decemkr 23, 1940, that Generai Fromm of 
Home Amy Rear (OKH) reported "Steel quota for the army has been drastically reduced Present 
production figures can be kept up till beginning or middle of March, then will drop.", Halder, p.308. 
" Klein p. 127. and Speer, Inside the niird Reich p. 1 13. 

On the hoarding of nipply and fuei, one Luftwane officer dealhg with the airiift of supply to 
Staiingad has mted that "based on our experiences, we knew tbat ali  th- uni& had mscrves - 
especiaiiy of fiiel that weren't registered." Kersher, in Steinhoff; e t  al., Voices fiom the Third Reich: 
An Oral Historv. (New York, 1989) p. 162. 

Klein p. 128, and Speer, Inside Third Reich p. 11%. 
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individual manufàcturers to continue the production of consumer goods.* P r o h  fiom 

the sale of war materials were usudy invested into consumer production to secure the 

manufàcturer from inflation, and to avoid üquid assets of worthless paper money8' It 

was therefore, a a m o n  practice for manufacttlrers to produce a variety of goods 

rather than specialize; and given the opportunity, more consumer goods were 

manufictured.* This re-channehg of money and resources was possible because the 

lack of central planning in the Nazi economy aiiowed individual plants (whether war 

producing or civilian) to determine what and how much was manufactured. Nitrogen 

for exarnple, a "chief wartime chernical" used for the production of ammunition and 

explosives, was depleted in Germany long before 1945 because manufacturers decided 

that it was in theu interest to produce fertiiizer instead of munitioma However, part of 

the hesitation of manufacturers to commit to the war economy was due to the armed 

forces mismanagement of its own requirements: 

The military authorities were always shifting thei. demands, and it was desirable 
fonn the manufacturer's point of view not to be cornmitted entirely to a program 
which, in any item and at any at any tirne, might be nit back. He therefore was 
eager to take on the production of several rather than merely one of the items 
and to have a back-log of civilian goods production as weil. It was more 
profitable to produce peace then war goods, and every possible plea was used to 
justiQ thek o u t p ~ t . ~  

V. &@atm, Modem Gemuuiv: Sociew. Economv and Politics in the Twentieth Ccnhirv. 
(Cambridge, 1987) pp. 1 15-123. 
'O Graham, et. al.. p.26. 
" Berghahn. Modem Germanv. p. 139. " ~ r a i m ,  a at., p.26. 
V. Berghahn, ed. Gcnaaw in the Age of Total War. (tondon, 1981) p. 166. 
Graham, e& ai., pp.26-27. 



While total Nazi military expenditure rose eom RM 30 billion 1939, to RM 90 

billion in 1942, half of the latter amount was spent for the production of consumer 

goods." In fa* only half of every annual Nazi budget can be traced as rnilitary 

expenditure. It seems kely therefore, that the 'Mssing' half of each budget was either 

absorbed by the civilian economy or 'lost' in the personal empires of individual Nazis. 

There can be no other logical explanation because the non-traceable revenue does not 

show itseif a s  being carried over to the next fiscal year, nor is it accountable as a 

redirezted payment.M Even the listing 'war expenditure' is elusive because in Nazi 

terrninology it could designate the construction of a highway, public-works project or 

renovations at ~erchtes~arten." Hence, even though Speer "got wntrol" of the 

"production" of consumer goods fiom the Ministry of Economics in 1943, the 

manufacture of civilian goods d l  continued throughout the occupied temitories while 

their "distribution" remained the prerogative of the Ministry of ~conornics.~~ 

Regardhg this neglect to fully mobilize the German economy, the Effects of 

Strateaic Bombin~ on the German War Economv report States: 

- -  -- - - 

* Wright, p.119. 
86 Klein, p.91. 
87 Speer, uiside the T M  Reich. p.233. " W. Dmn, The Soviet Economv and the Red Anw. 19304945- (Westpor~, 1995) p.29. Graham, et 
ai., p.44. 
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It rnust be emphasized that throughout this penod the Gerrnan economy met the 
limiteci dernands placed upon it, not only without evidence of strain, but dso 
without controls. The Wehrmacht supply offices were, und well into 1942, 
Germany's only war mobiiization agencies and exercised power only over 
munitions production enterprises. They had no control over the bulk of the 
economy, which was perrnitted to operate in a leisurely, semi-peacetime fashion 
under the loose supe~sion of Funk's Economic ~inistry." 

The foiiowing production figures Eom 1942 to 1944 illustrate the wastage of the Nazi 

economy: 4800 tons of hair tonic, 12 000 tons of walipaper (i 1943 alone), 4.5 d o n  

scisson for the Wehrmacht, and 106 d o n  pain of shoes per year for civilians. The 

annuai production rate between 1942 and 1944 of household pottery equded 190 000 

tons. For the same penod, the production of drllikllig g las  containers was 550 d o n  

per annum while presewing jars averaged 148 d o n  per annum. The output of silk 

and velvet woven products was 61 million metres for civilians and 59 million metres for 

the Wehrmacht. Whiie soldiers on the Eastern Front were fieezing' the annual wool 

production for civilian ciothing averaged 52 d o n  metres. hterestingly enough, the 

annual 65 million metres ofwool which was supposedly delivered to the Wehrmacht is 

unaccounted for in Nazi re~ords.~' 

Resources were also wasted by individual Gauleiter (regional officials), to build 

private bunkers and beaut* their surroundings* Speer's attempt to mobilize the 

economy could not produce maximum results so long as his orders were disobeyed and 

89 Stopler, et al., p. 163. 

' E. Be&, Un&r the Bombs: The Ge- Homcfront 1942-1945.. (Kentucky, 1986) p.77. 
'' Milwad, The German Economv at War. pp.107-108. 
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ignored at the regional level. This is a prime illustration of the State-Party rivairy which 

fostered 'dual power' and p d e l  bureaucraties within the ~eich." The Gauleiter 

appealed every order by Speer, to Bormann who gladly supported the Gauleiter against 

speer." One of the reasons why there was a shortage of labour to repair the damage 

done to workers' housing by allied bombing, was that those employed in reconstruction 

were kept busy with one or another Party building. Apart from diverting badly needed 

labour firom the arms industries, the Gauleiter ais0 fostered conditions of artificid 

unemployment within their respective Gme. Citizens who resided within one Gau were 

often forbidden to work outside its borders because each Gauleiter wanted to deprive 

his rival of labour which might be used to beautify or rnaximize the rival's 

mu ~c i~a l i ty ."  

Another reason for Speer's fdure to CO-ordinate and centraiize the Gerrnan 

economy was that he did not possess wmpIete control over the allocation of labour.% 

Besides the strain on resources, the shortage of labour (amte shortage of skilled labour) 

was the other limiting factor of the war economy." Keitel writes that the labour crisis 

~2 Graham a al., p.6. 
93 Noakeq et al., p.672. 
" ibid. pp.65243. 
% Lucas, Reich! p. 159. 
% h May 1942, Spezr thought thaî he had received Hitler's backing to force Himmler to either, 
reliaquish contra1 of 12 000 tabourers for tnick production or for Himmler to hand over 2000 trucks a 
month. Speer notes that in M y  1944, Himmler had stiU not exercised either option! Speer, 
Infiltration, p. 19. and Herôert, p. 158. 
97 Graham, et. al., p.35. and Speer, Infiltration pp.3 1,47. and Herbrt, p. 146. and Noakes et. al., 
p.643. 
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interfered with the Wehrmacht's organization. "The non-combatant troops of the 

supply echelons, the army's 'tail' which were radicaily ait back", had to be absorbed as 

reauits for fiont-he duties? The acute necessity and stniggle for German manpower 

can be gauged by the foiiowing remark: 

In February (1942) 1 had to force a new Programme on Speer, the Reichsminster 
for Armaments and Munitions ...; The Programme called for the immediate 
release for fiont-line duties of a quarter of a million Amy troops who had been 
made available for munitions production. That was the beginning of the stniggle 
for manpower, a stmggle (with the civil authorities of the war economy) that 
was never to end." 

In 1942, there were 3.8 million fewer persons employed in Gerrnan economy compared 

to 1939. This was despite the addition of 3.8 million foreign labourers, a figure 

representing 15 % of the total G e m y  work force in 1942. '" This amounts to a 10 % 

reduction in the German labour force between 1939 and 1942.1°1 Y& the Nazi Ministry 

of Labour did not take any measures to remedy Germany's labour shortages despite 

having uniimited powers (which extended to regional labour offices) to conscript al1 

adults for work of "national importance for an indefinite penod."lOl Indeed, Funk and 

Goering believed that the maxhization of Gennan labour for the war economy had 

occurred in 1939. Until 1943, there was considerable labour a u t o n ~ r n ~ . ' ~ ~  Another 

- 

" Keitel, p. 169. 
99 ibid, p. 168. 
'" There were slave labour camps in evexy German town, foreign labourers making up anywhere 
betsveen 20 to 80 pwant of the woiL force in each town Weinberg, p.476. and Grabam. et. ai., p.35. 
("the majority" or a ' te ty  high percentage". 
'O' Ki& p.136. 
'O2 Kitchen, p. 138. 

Graham, e t  id., pp.35-36. 
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illustration of "bureaucratie anarchy" is that Hitler's attempted 'solution' was to appoint 

Fritz Sauckel to the newly created post of Commissioner for the Mobilization of 

Labour, in March 1942. 

The Nazis never made any sincere atternpts to rnobilize th& close to 50 % 

femaie pop~lat ion. '~  Measures such as the Cornpulsory Labour Service (1939) for 

single, widowed or childless women between 17 and 25 years of age, were more a 

means of detemence to force Gennan women to marry and raise children. "' No effort 

was made beyond the spirit of the law to encourage women to seek employment. On 

the contraiy, the generous dependency allowances and other benefits given to soldiers 

wives actually prompted wornen to withdraw fkom the labour force.lq Indeed, 

Sauckel's first act as the Commissioner for the Mobiiization of Labour, which he called 

"his most urgent ta*', was to conscript 500 000 Polish and Russian women as  

~àusfrauen.'~' The Reich's most influentid woman, Eva Braun, made certain that 

Hitler provided enough electricity for the hair salons and the cosmetics industry so that 

'" The majority of German women who w e n  employd in the Nazi war m~nomy found work as mai& 
for middie and upper class families. Weinberg, p.471. (The author says "millioas"). and Graham, et. 
al., p.34 "At the begbhg of the war 3.5 milrion unemplayed women. .." Herbert, p.4 1. 
'" A Owuigs, Frmren: German Women Rsall tbe Tbird Reich. (New B m n s w i e  1994) p.2 1. and 
Herbert, p.39. 

On September 7,1939, the Labour Minisny prohibited married women from king mobilized On 
April20,1942, Sauckel passed an edict, concurring wiîh Hitler's view against women in the workcorce. 
The ideological reasoning behind this was that Germau women should be "protected h m  moral and 
mental harm" in order to firnction 'efnciently and effectivefy' in their mpcity as bearefs of children 
and guardians of the race. Noakes, et ai., pp.633,63 1. 
l m  Kieh, p.141. and Noakes, et, al., p.651. (Sauckel edict Apd 20, 1942). And Herbert pp. 187- 
89,305. 
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German women could beautify themselves. Only in 1943 did Hitler see any need to ban 

the production of new hair rollers, and he thanked the Gerrnan women for their 

s a d c e .  los One of the most bitter ironies of Nazi society was: 

that the fàctories lacked personnel. but there were still more than a million 
housemaids in Gerrnany. And those servants did the house-work for their 
perfumed, cof i r ed  and cake-eating mistresses. '09 

FùidUig the Reich's factories were grossly over-rnanned, Speer was able to re- 

direct 500 000 people hto new assembly jobs without impairhg production le~els ."~ 

Other reasons for poor economic performance was that most German factories only ran 

a single shift per day untii 1944."' Ody 10% of those employed in the labour force 

(1944) were working a second or third shifLU2 Through the re-direction of labour 

Speer raised ammunition production by 55% in the space of five months, f?om March to 

July 1942. Between November 1942 and May 1943, when Speer concentrateci his 

efforts upon tank and aircrafi production, output was raised by 250% and 60% 

re~pectively.'~~ Speer also limited the production of différent weapons designs which 

rnaximked the total labour and raw materials employed for war produaion. Assault 

guns for example, were used to pexfiortn the tasks of the expensive Tiger or Panther 

la L u g g  &cb! p.160. 
'O9 - ib i c~  
"O Memorandum of Colonel Helder (Wi-Ra-Amr OKW), March 1942: "th= are still far too many 
workers per production plantn Noakes, et. al., p.643. 
" ' Speer, luside the Tbûd Reich. p. 163. 
'12 K IHardadr The Political Economv of Germanv in the Twentieth Centurv. (Berkeley, 1980) p. 169. 
and Grabam, e t  al., p.21. 
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tanks with fiir les cost and greater maintainability. l l4 Speer's lirnited efforts raised war 

production by 230% between 1941 to mid-1944, with only a 28% increase in 

ernployrnent withh the war economy and a 50% increase in the supply of iron to 

manufacturers."' The conclusion i s  that "whatever the efnUency of Speer in any 

absolute sense the results he obtained are conclusive proof of the inefficiency of the 

p r d g  organization." l l6 

- - - - - -- - -- - 

I I 3  Stopler, et. ai., p. 167. also see Speer, Infiltration pp.6647. 
"' ibid, p.169. 
'ls ibid, p. 168. 
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Conclusion: 

The irnplementation of "total-war" would have necessitated the complete 

overhad of Nazi politics which treated the German economy as a personal possession 

rather than an instrument for war: 

When Blitzkrieg fded it becarne necessary to have a Mullstry, and a Minister, of 
War Production with ovenidhg powers. This proved very difnailt to achieve 
because by 1942 the entire German administrative body was one of competing 
individuals with vested interests. Each was unwüling to relliquish control, 
whereas the BIitzkneg economy had imposed no need for rationaiized 
efficiency. l l' 

The German economy was disadvantaged because Hitler was prepared to appease his 

antagonists (the public and party officiais) with consumer goods and individuai empires 

of temtory and property, at the expense of war production. Speer writes: 

It was one of the most surprishg developments of the war that Hitler wished to 
spare the Gerrnan peuple those trials and burdens which Churchill and Roosevelt 
had laid without hesitation upon their people. 11* 

In fact in 1942, the production of consumer goods was only 3% less than it had been in 

the pre-war era while the production of guns was only one quarter of the amount it had 

been in 19 18. l l9 in every sector of the Geman economy fierce wmpetition existed for 

the means and output of production. A consequence of unregulated production was 

that, scarcity and abundance existed side by side: 

I l 6  Graham. e t  al.. p.24. (author's underlioe) 
"' Müward, The German Economv at War. p. 10. 
' la Spea. inside the T M  Reich (New York, 1970) p.22 1. 
119 Barkai, Lucas, Reich! p. 161- 
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There was confiision of purpose, wnflia of authorities, unresolved disputes, 
lack of o v e d  planning, or a Mure to use i& and the organization scherne was 
much more impressive on paper than in operat i~n. '~  

Although Speer's efforts to correct deficiencies and economic wastage yielded 

some results, an overail benefit to the German war effort was obscureci by economic 

abuse on the part of various industries and individuai Nazi with their bureaucratie 

administrations. The reality of decentraiized Nazi politics translated hto economic 

inefficiency and chaos. Hence, in the final analysis Speer's efforts proved stop-gap 

measures rather than long tem economic solutions. The Nazi leadership also displayed 

an arrogance and ignorance of their economic situation which doomed their war effort 

to Mure. Rather than a pre-planned strategy based on economic capability, the Nazis 

relied on racial theones and military gambits. 'Blitzkrieg' was the logical rnilitary 

corollary to the deficiencies of econornic planning. 'Blitzkrieg' was an economicafly 

convenient way of presenring the hdarnental weakness of the Geman economy Erom 

the ravages of modem warfare. It was a method in which a mediocre nation could wage 

war as if it were such a Great ~ower .  "' 

'" Graham, et al., p.42. 



The Mismanagement of War 

Introduction: 

The lack of coordiiated economic and rnilitary planning for an operation such as 

Barbarossa ailows one historia to express his sarcasm thus: 

As the cornmanders' whistles blew on 22 June 1941 the two von Moltkes, von 
Schlieffen and Ludendorff must, sedately and s*iultaneously, have tumed in 
th& graves. lP 

One of the reasons for this was that Hitler and the militaxy baiked at the thought of 

cifian administrators attempting to bnef generals about the rnilitary possibilities of 

operations in regard to industrial support capability. Hence, "the criterion (of campaign 

planning) was one of military and not economic possibility " '" For 'Bfitzkrieg' to have 

succeeded in the USSR, the Wehrmacht would have had to conclude its operations 

within six weeks.'" However, when the Soviets continueci to resist past September 

1941, 'Blitzkneg7 was doomed beause the German economy was not prepared for a 

war of attrition. In addition to a cripphg resource and labour deficiency, the German 

economy was hindered by the hadequate employment of what it did possess. The 

bureaumatic rivahy mentioned in the previous chapter contributed to the 

decentralkation of the economy and resulted in a lack of coordination between rnilitary 

requirements and industrial output. Furthmore, Nazi ideological suppositions hung 

12' MilwarQ The German Economv at War. p.9. 
J. Ellis, Brute Force: Allied Sûatem and Tactics in the Second World War. (London, 1990) p.52. 

ln Miiward, The Gennan Emnow at War. p.32. 
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over German military and emnomic planning We a l inge~g  iIlness and often clouded 

- 

By September 1941. aii avaiiable forces ofthe German RcpWent  Amy (cesemes) had ken 
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To Rach  the 'PromYeâ Land' (0ü  and Cod): 

Aithough economic considerations were not the ody reamns for Hitler's 

invasion of the USSR, they represented "the Alpha and Omega of Germany's 

occupation policy".'a According to a memorandum by General Thomas (planhg 

division OKW) dated June 20, 194 1, Minister Todt and General Keitel were told by 

Hitler that Gennany's que* for autarky had fded because its plan was too ambitious. 

Hence, rniiitary campaigns of conquest were required to provide the Reich with the raw 

materials and resources necessary to sustain war.'" Hitler hoped that Soviet oil wells 

would ftel Gerrnan industry and the war effort.'" Yet the dilemma which the planners 

of Barbarossa faced was that the target weUs of the USSR were 1500 miles away fkom 

Reich t e m t ~ t y . ' ~  Hence, neariy ail of Gerrnany's available oil would have to be used to 

fuel a risky campaign, which if unsuccessfiil would cause the wiiapse of German 

industry'" Moa Nazi planners estimated that 65 000 barrels of oil a day would be 

required to sustain the hypothetical 150 German divisions to be used in an attack upon 

the USSR This figure was already 45% greater than the total fùel consurneci by the 

emplayed, and thereaffer casual ties could not be replaced. Reinhardt, pp.60-6 1. 
'= DaIlin, p.307. 
las Noakes, et al., p.632. 
M Zeidler, in Wegner p.97 and Goerlitz pp.3&1-385. 
Armamen& planning for Barban>sg assumed that a Gecman victory by ûctober would allow for the 

exploitation of Russian raw materials deposits. Reinhat.dt, p. 140. 
12' Halder in his diary, on Novcmkr 19, 1941, that Generai Thomas stated that a rcrervt of 100 
Ooo tonnes of hi needed to be accumuiaied by December. Note that the Wehrmacht in the east was 
using 88,000 tomes whereas Germany and the occupied territaries usexi oniy 12 000 tonnes. Halder, 
p.559. 
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entire Gerrnan military Grom September 1939 to June 22, 194 1 .13* However, as the date 

for Barbarossa drew closer, the estimates of Wehrmacht fiel consumption grew steadily 

to 110 000 barrels a day, whiie the Luftwaffe ciaimeci it needed a d d y  50 000 barrels 

for itself.13' Most Nazi economic planners wnceded that the Gennan war economy 

could only supply the military at such levels for 60 days.'" 

Nazi economic planners based th& figures on the assumption that a single 

panzer required two gallons of fiel per mile, but this was the 'ideal' performance of a 

panzer dnven at a constant speed upon the paved highways of Belgium. In actual fact, 

the total niel consumption of the Wehrmacht during the k s t  phase of Barbarossa (June- 

December 1941) was four and a half times greater than the combined fuel consumption 

of the armed forces duruig its conquest and occupation of ~ u r 0 ~ e . l ~ ~  Mororeover, the 

Germans found that they were unable to use the captured stock of Soviet gasoline 

because it was of a low octane rating. Benzol could be added to Soviet gasoline, but 

hely tuned German engines ran poorly on this concodon. Moreover, this procedure 

was only possible if there was a specidy constructed chernical fadiity close to the 

fiont. By September 29, 1941, the Wehrmacht was already suffering fiom a fiel 

'" Goralski, e t  al., p.62. '" - Ibi& 
l n  ibid, p.63. 
la Lilrewise, aii  Barbatossa planning was completed under an ideologïcal vcil which under&ted 
Soviet capabilities and ovetestimated the ease with which 'superior' Nazi forces wouid win. 
Reinhardt, p.130. 
'Y Ellib. p.48. 
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shortage of 24 000 barrels a day. Panzers which had cmised on a pint of oil in order to 

cover 60 miles of paved European roads, required 4 gallons of oil to cover the same 

distance in the USSR during the raqmtisu (the weeks during spring and f d  when rain 

reduced the ground to mud).'" The combination of mud, wear-and-tear as a 

consequence of the Russian terrain, and the shortage of rubber in Germany quickly 

reduced the mobility of the Wehrmacht's mechanized divisions. Army Group Centre, 

the Wehrmacht's spear-head, lost over one third of its motorized vehicles within the 

fht  month of Barbarossa and by March 1942, no more replacement tires were sent to 

the Eastern eont. 13' 

This situation explains the mystery behind Hitler's directive of August 2 1, 1 94 1, 

to divert the main attack tiorn ~oscow.'~' The fields of Baku and Maïkop yielded an 

annual output four times greater than the total oil supplies under Reich wntrol by 

194 1 .13*  et there was also another reason why Hitler aimed south, and ironically it too 

had to do with oil. Stubbody resisting the &man onslaught in September 1941, the 

Crimea was a mere 400 miles fiom the main source of the Reich's oil in Romania. 139 

135 Overy, Whv the Allies Won. p.2 16. 
'" GoraW* et. al., p.77. Halder notes on August 2, 1941, that Generai Buhle mentioned that dust bad 
ruined the engines of the Wehrmacht's motorized equipment. Henœ, cap- Russian matenal was 
often behg used IIalder* p.492. 
ln K Trevor-Roper, Hitler's War Directives. 1939-1945: Texts h m  Walter Hubatsch, Hitler's 
Wiesun~en Br die fie~tP1hmnnn. (Landon, 1964) pp.93-95. 
1 38 Ovexy, W h  the Allies Won. p.228. and N. Rich Hitler's War Aims. Vol. 1 (New York. 1973) 
p.207. 
13' Hitler emphasized the n a d  to take Crimea in order to safeguard Romanian oil, duriag a amference 
on August 22, 194 1. Halder, p.5 14. 
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early as June 25, 1941, the Soviets conducted four strategic air-raids comprishg of 

thirty bornbers each, and struck the weiis, refineries, storage and shipping facilities at 

Constantza.'" On July 13, 194 1, six Soviet bomben retumed to destroy three reheries, 

the distillation plant, eleven full storage tanks, and twelve oil-laden rd-cars. Such raids 

continueci on a regulariy basis and on August 10, 1941, the main oil pipeline to 

Germany at the Danube River bridge near Cernavoda was destroyed. Indeed, the threat 

posed by Soviet strategic bombing was so great that during the period from June to 

September 194 1, while the Crimea's airstrips were still operational and in Soviet hands, 

the Luftwaffe was compeiled to divert 5 000 planes from offensive or supply operations 

in order to protect Ploesti and Constand*'  The effectiveness of the Soviet airforce 

during the Soviet evacuation of Odessa and Battle for Crimea in general, is attested to 

by von Manstein who writes that: 

the air above was dominateci by the Soviet air force ... not only the fiont-line 
infànûy and field batteries had to dig in: it was necessary to dig pits for every 
vehicle and horse behind the battle zone as protection against enemy air&. 
Things got so bad that anti-aircraft batteries no longer da rd  to fire in case they 
were irnmediately wiped out f?om the air.'" 

Hitler disaliowed counter-strikes at the Soviet oil facilities in Baku, Maikop, and 

Astrakhan, because he wanted them captured intact. The irony was that during the 

battles of Stalingrad and Kursk the Soviets had the Iwniry of close-quarter oil supplies 

'" One hour after Gennan fighters lauoched their aaack on June 22, 194 1, Soviet bombers raided 
German airfields and "no oae knew where they had corne h m n .  The same thing was reporteci to have 
occurred dong the entire fiont. C. Bekker. The Luftwane War Diaries. (New York, 1973) p.3 16. 
'" Goraiski, et. al., pp.78-79. 
E. von Manstein, Lost Victories. (Novato, 1984) p.2 19. 
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âom their refineries which the Germans generously left ~ndarna~ed.'~~ When Maikop 

was eventuaiiy sunendered to Nazis, the retreating Soviets made sure that the oil wells 

had been thoroughly destroyed. The Germans did not bother to undertake the extensive 

and expensive repairs needed to make the facility operational.'* 

Anothw factor which h t e d  the output of the G e m  war industry was the 

shortage of c o a ~ . ~ ~ '  According to the minutes of the Central Planning Agency's (Speer) 

meeting with Hitler in November 1942, "supplies of iron ore and ferroalloys have with 

great difficuity been assured, but unless the coal problem is solved there can be no 

increase, in steel output."'" In 1939, Germany had been the world's third largest coal 

producer, its output equaling 234 million tons.'" However, the irony of the German 

occupation of Europe was that the majority of occupied European industries dependeci 

upon Gecmany for coal (Britain of course, no longer supplying &er 1939). The harsher 

reafity was that the Geman shortage was in a specinc type of coal, that being the 'hard 

mal' which is used for cokhg. Deposits of this type of coal found in France and 

148 Belgium were left untouched, perhaps due to a shortage of mine labour. Simiiarly, 

the mal mines in occupied Ukraine which were repaireci or had escaped Soviet 

I4 H Rudel, Stuka Pilot (New Yo* 1979) p.71- 
Goraiski. et. al., p. 179. Som accounts note thaî repairs wen aî&mpted but never completcd 

'" Between March and Aupst 1941, cœi production in the Ruhr dropped by 2 million tons per month 
(-15%). This was due to a shortage of minelabour (50 000 vacancies throughout the Reich in 
September 1941). Herbert, p. 143. 

MôdrScy, p. 122. 
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sabotage, were under-utilized. These mines only yielded 10 % of their pre-war output 

with the result that the German armed forces in the Soviet Union was compelîed to ship 

coal nom Upper S k i a  to satisfy their requirements.l'g Yet even though there was a 

general wal shortage, the Nazi leadership did not bother to curtaii non-essential coal 

(civiiian) consumption. 

'47 -- Ibid 
'" O. B a r t ~ ~ ~  Hitler's A m :  Soldiers Nazis and War in the Third Reich. (Odord, 1991) pp. 123-124. 
'" Wrighî, p. 1 19. and DaIlin, p.378. 
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The Mis-Use of Air Powec 

Until 1938, the Luftwaffe High Cornmand had no air-units which were specially 

cornmitteci for support in Wehrmacht operations and yet this was one of the main 

precepts of Blitzkrieg theory." Goering made the fatal error of devoting aii available 

Luftwaffe resources for the construction of fighter planes (during the 1930s) rather than 

a balance between the latter and a strategic bomber force.'" A fighter pilot by training, 

Goering favoured the production of fiist and sleek fighter-planes compared to bombers 

which he thought were too vulnerable to enemy fighters and anti-aircraft weapons."* 

Hitler also favoured this decision because with limited resources one could build more 

fighters than bombers. Nazi planners did not want to use their limiteci raw materiais to 

produce a few heavy long-range bombers at the expense of tanksfi3 Nevertheless, the 

Luftwaffe's General Wever had advocated a four-engine "Ural bomber" to provide a 

strategic capability. The project was ultimately canceIIed in Spring 1937 even though 

Iso D. P. Dachmann, German Air Force ODerations in Suwort of the Army. (New York 1962) p.32. 
151 Lucas, Reich! p. 142- It is noteworthy that among the senior  milita^^ staff, Goering was most 
adamantly against Hitler's plans to hvade the Soviet Union. G o ~ M ~  reah!d that the Lufb&e did 
not have the capability to su-y engage enemies on M o u s  ftonts. Bekker, p.3 10. 
Is2 K Probert, The Iüse and Faii of the German Air Force. 1933-1945. (London, 1983) pp. 16 1- 168. 
B r  a few weeks into the Bahrosa  campaign the Luftwage reported that many of their bombers 
were extremely Merable to infiintry weapons (small-arms fue). It was estimated that 75 % of these 
aucraff (especially in anti-tank roies) were shot down by h f b t r y  weapons. Moreover, the engines were 
extremely sensitive to du* R Muller, The ûermsin Air War in Ruçsia. (Baltimore, 1992) p. 124. 
Soviet MC was very & i e  against low level attacks. (General Marquardt, chief engineer of bomb 
developmmt r Luftwaffe Technid Office). On the fim &y of the Barbarosa campaign, many 
German bombers crash& not as a result ofdirect hits, but becuse explosions of Soviet flak near their 
wings d the L M e  planes ta s-r. Bckker, pp.3 14-3 15. By November 194 1, many Lirffwaioe 
lllLits had to be sent back to the Reich for Mtting. Bekicer, p.325. 
Ia BeWrcr, p.320. Becstuse of the la& ofsufncient ai& level productions, bombers were being used 
(1939-1944) as gmund attadr fighters to replace the latter which had been destroyed. Bekker, p.403. 
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work had progressed on it with great expense since 1933, and two models were ready 

for tes tir^^."^ The Ural bomber and other bombing platfoms were not approved for 

production unless they could "dive" l i e  Stukas (Junkers Jumo 87), which became the 

"id01 of the Luftwee Generai Stafl" and the symbol of ' ~ l i t z k i e ~ ' . ' ~ ~  The JU 88 for 

example, requued 25 000 modifications before it was aüowed into production.1M It is 

estirnateci that between 194 1 and 1943, 10 000 aircrafi engines were wasted in the test 

fiights of only two bombers (He 177 and Me 210) h a  futile attempt to create a 'diving 

Y 157 r bomber . Blitdcrieg' strategy had no use for long-range capabilities since only short 

(distance and tirne ) battles were to be fought. 

General Kesselring supervised the planning for Luftwaffe bornbing operations 

against the Soviet UNon but much of his theorking was never put into practice: 

Suitable targets in sufncient numbers existeci, and in cooperation with the 
Minister of Arrnaments and Ammunition, a bombing program against Soviet 
industry and supply depts was worked out ... but the Grne was passed: what 
would have been entirely practical in 1941 was no longer so (thereafter). "' 

lY Suchenwirth, p-4 1. 
'" ibid. pp.37-38. 
'" Bekkeq p.329. hother example was the He 1 17 whose dcggn d e d  for it to have four separate 
engines, but wbich was pmduœd with two engines in tandem in order to driw its propeIIers in a firtile 
effort to make this huge bomber piz~orm a dive! It crashd 50 times in test runs and wasted much tirne* 
labour and materials unfil its canceüaîioa in 1944. Suchenwirth, p38. 
l n  Suchenwirtû, p.40. 

Deiciunann, p.168. 
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These missions were left on the drawing-board b a s e  by the second day of the 

Baibarossa campaign, the Luftwaffe was already behg used to ferry supplies for the 

~ e h r m a c h t . ' ~ ~  The lack of a separate transport and strategic wing of the Luftwaffe 

meant that its entire strength would be u d  as an extension of the Wehrmacht rather 

than as an air force with its own  objective^'^: 

If Army demands for air support were to be met, adequate air forces were not 
available for action against targets of a type the destruction of which might have 
served to balance Russian numerical supenority in favor of the German Amy, 
as, for example large Soviet tank factories. Practically speaking, the LuftwafFe 
now had to restrict itseif almost exclusively to ody one mission, that of 
supporting the Amy. 16' 

Hence, relatively few raids were made upon Soviet strategic targets such as the 

electricity generating stations at Moscow and Gorky which supplied power to aii of 

western Russia. Luftwaffe planners had noted that "the moa vulnerable aspect of 

Russian war industry is the supply of electric power."162 They concluded that the 

Moscow-Upper Volga region supplied the USSR with 50 % of its electricity, and that 

its loss would result in an 80 % derrease in tank engine production. Indeed, the 

destruction of eight plants1m which supplieci a maon  kilowatts of electricity, was 

caicuIated to be enough to halt al1 industrial production in European ~ussia? 

Luftwaffe intelligence reported that "the aero-engine facilities at Kuibyshev alone were 

p. - -- - - -- - 

'" Bekker, p.3 18. 
" Sudienwirth, pp.34-35. 
''' I)eichmam, p.159. 
1 62 Muller, p. I7 1. and Suchenwkh, p.77. . 
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bigger than Gemany's six main assembly factories". Strikes at it and the factories in 

Ufa, Kazan and Moscow, would have permanently disabled the Soviet air force.'" 

Nevertheless, the accomplishment of such tasks required the employment of all 

Luftwaffe bombers in the east, irrespective of the Wehrmacht's needs for air support, 

transportation or evacuation. This was the reason that these raids were seldom 

atternpted and if so, then the bombig was not conducted 'in concentration'. In fact, 

"the cornmitment of bomber forces in action over the actual field of battle on the ground 

was authotized theoreticaily only in exceptional circumstances.. . 9,166 Luftwaffe 

wmrnanders attest to the poor preparations of the Wehrmacht: 

The German Army had nowhere near enough ad-tank weapons, for which 
reasons the Luftwaffe had to provide support in this field. Owing to faulty 
measures by the German Cornrnand and because in large number of Russian tank 
factories were located in areas beyond the range of German bombers, no 
measures were taken to destroy the factories and thereby reduce production.167 

When Hitler finally authorized a plan agnst strategic targets in Moscow and Gorky 

(Operation Eisenhammer) in March 1945, the nearest distance from Nazi airfields to the 

1 63 Moscow areâ Rybinsk Ulich, Shatura, Kashira, Stalinogorsk; Gorki am:  Balachna, Gorki- 
Molotov, Dsershinsb; Yaroslavl area: Yagres, YaroslavI Synthefic Rubôer fictory, Komosmolsk 
'" Muller, pp.171-172. 
'" ibid. pp.41,115. 
16' It is esîimated that of the raids on Goilri for example. only a fcw Luftwane bombers took part 
Deichmann, p. 15 1. 
'" Deichmam, p.47. 
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objectives was 1000 miles. No Gennan plane was capable of canying enough fûel to 

make such a joumey (there and back) nor a sufncient bomb load to destroy the target.'68 

The bomber is a strategic weapon which if not used 'in concentration', has a 

dissipated effect. The Geschwader (bombers) were divided arnong various Air Corps 

and in twn subdivided among the three Army ~ r o u ~ s . ' ~ ~  Geschwader employed 

individually may have achieved goals for the Wehrmacht (close range support 

operations), but had Wtually no effect destroyuig Soviet strategic targets, industrial 

production or transportation. M e r  a week of air operations the Luftwaffe Mght only 

have destroyed a single day's output of Soviet tanks, and this too, at great wst to 

themselves. ''O For example, on July 22, 1 94 1, the Luftwaffe sporadically delivered 104 

tons of high explosives and 46 000 incendiary bombs over Moscow but failed to 

destroy the Kremlùi which was the main target. The fouowing nights, Moscow was 

again raided by 1 15 bomben. Thereafter, the raids on Moscow had a continuously 

declining number of participahg bombers (50, 13, 15 per mission). It is estimated that 

59 out of the 76 bombing raids on Moscow in 1941, were c d e d  out by a bomber force 

of between three t o  ten planes."' As another example, the 'strategic raid' ordered by 

Lucas, Reich! p. 146. 
The July 22, 1941 atîack on MOSCOW rcpresented a Lidtwane force of 127 ai& which bad been 

assembled h m  Vanous air groups. Bekker, p.32 1. 
170 Be&ker, p.320. 
"' &id. pp.320-322. Erskiae Caldwell reports that "huadreds" of regular parachutists with Light tanks 
and "diversionists* (dressed as Russiaas), were dropped behind Soviet lines during the Bade for 
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Kesselring against the aircraft factories at Voronezh was conducteci by a single long 

range reconnaissance plane tiom Luftl!o#e 2 in the autumn of 1941 .IR The lack of 

'bombing in concentration' aiso aüowed Soviet railways to continue the* transport 

function relatively unscathed.ln Of the 5939 attacks on Soviet railways beh~een June to 

December 1941, the average disruption time "was only five hours and forty-eight 

9 9  174 minutes . 

-- -- -- - - 

Moscow .... But that they were quickly munded up and in geaeral, prowd in&ectual. E. Caldwell, fi 
Out on the Road to smolemk ( I k v  York, 1942) pp.202-204. 
172 Bekker, p.325. 
173 u . . . we have to keep on aüacking the bridges. Their destnrction delays the enemy, but not for too 
long" H. Rradel, Stuka Pilot (New York, 1979) p.29, also pp.72-73. 
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Ideology Intertering 6 t h  Ecoaomia: 

The concept of superiority", the production of weapons thought to 

possess an overwheiming technological or qualitative advantage, was another aspect of 

Nazi ideology which was a thom in the side of the German war e c o n ~ m ~ . " ~  The 

German war econorny was burdened because rniiitary comrnanders on the Eastern front 

ofien demanded the creation of weapons with specinc ments, to ded with a specifïc 

situation. That is to say that there was the mistaken belief that 'super weapons' could 

sohe the Wehrmacht's military problems and win battle~."~ It may also be argued that 

the exoneration of 'qualitative superiority' provided an outlet of escape for military 

cornrnanders who sought to justify their inabilities or to avoid the blame for fdure. One 

illustration of 'qualitative superioritf is the Shrnnmorser Tiger, a seIf-propeiIed assault 

gwi which was supposeci to possess the capability of destroying a building (coiiapsing a 

structure) with a single shot. The Wehrmacht demanded such a weapon ater its siege 

and close-quarter fighting expenences in the Crirnea and ~ta1ingrad.l~ Therefore, to 

eüminate their need to fight protracteci sieges against an fortifiai enemy, the Wehrmacht 

- - --- - - - - - - 

"' Bekker, p.325. 
"' Milward, The German Fmnomv At War. p.10 1. Also thought of as a way to overcome quantitative 
inferiority vis the AUies. 
17' Such as Sfunn-er IV r'Brummb&''(Grizzry Bear), oniy 300  wexe producai, and nished to take 
part in the Kursk offensive. Most were destroyed because their poor handling quality rnacie them 
vulnemble to Soviet tanks and anti-îank weapns. G. Forîy, World War Two Tanks. (London, 1995), 
p.93. 
ln The heaviest calikr bombs (5 000 ibs) on pepcmient fortifications were not enough to completely 
neutraüze the hstalations, even in the case of direct hits." A amplete dtwetopmeat of weaponry and 
ammunition was undertaken shortly aAer June 194 1. Deichmann, p.49. 
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esked for a weapon which could immediately reduce any fortincation to rubble.ln The 

result was the Sturm Tiger (as it was nick-named) which was equipped with a breech- 

loaded mortar that fired a 760 pound projectile. However, the time and effort needed to 

load and re-load this weapon made it impractical for employment during the fast paced 

battles in the USSR, and therefore, ody 1 8 Siwm figer vehicles were built. ln 

The Elefmt tank is another example of the labour and resource wastage of the 

Gennan war economy due to the concept of 'qualitative supenonty7. Elefmt was 

rnanufâctued by Porsche however, instead of the sleek and agile automobiles it is 

hown for, Porsche produced the worst tank design in history. Elefmt was the result of 

Hitler's insistence that the largest possible weapon, an 88 mm calibre gun be attached to 

an impenetrable armoured vehicle. Only 90 Elefmt tanks were buiit because of the 

enormous cost to produce each unit. They were completely ineffective on the battlefield 

"and many were eventually destroyed by their own crews."" Another similar failure by 

Porsche was Maus, an inappropnately named tank which possessed the weight of 1000 

tons. Its designers were unable to develop an engine powerful enough to propel this 

rnonster fhster than 8 miles per heur."' It is no wonder that oniy two Mcns tanks were 

I n  nie Germans blasial the city with 24-inch cannon, each sheU mer 2 meters long. They plowed the 
îand with aerial bombs weighing a ton and a halfor two tons." B. Voitchkov in S. Krasilshcbik, WorId 
War II: DisDatches h m  the Soviet Front. (New York, 1985) p. 123. and Ehrenbwg, The Temuering 
of Russia pp.322-323. 
'" Coliins-Jane's Tanks of Wodd War 11. (Glasgow, 1995) pp.82-833, and Forty, p. 102. 
Iso OColl-Jaae's Tanks of Wodd War ïL pp.û4-û5. 
"' D i N d ,  Ge~enaanv's Panzer Ami. p. 12. 
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built. ln The discussion of 'qualitative superiority ' would not be complete without 

mention of Dora. Von Manstein writes that Dora was originaily built to bombard the 

Maginot Line: 

The barrd must have been 90 feet long and the carnage as  high as a two story 
house. Sixty trains had been reqwred to bMg it into position dong a railway 
especially laid for the purpose. Two anti-aircraft regiments had to be constantly 
in attendance (to protect it).la 

Dora was a gigantic 3 1.5 inch railway gun which required a total component of  44 000 

men for its transport and operation. It is noteworthy (like Mais and another huge siege 

gun called Thor) that there was no bridge over which Dora could traverse, and that it 

had to be shipped in pieces to its location and then reassembled.'" In marshy and 

muddy theatres of operation, Dora's recoil created a mater into which Dora became 

submerged. 18' 

"Qualitatively supenor" weaponry was more expensive, and consurned rnuch 

more production time and resources than regular issue equipment. Its production 

caused an unbearable deficiency of arms and equipment for the m e r  (front-he 

Geman soldiers)." A second detriment of "qualitative supenonty" was that it caused 

a shortage of spare parts because resources were constantly being diverted to produce 

ln CoIlins-Iane's Tanks of World War 11. pp.90-91. and Foriy, p. 107. 
'" von Manstein, p.245. 
lu Nol&& in SteinhofFet. al., p. 144. 
185 Weinberg, p.537, and 1. Hogg, German Artiiiew of WorId War Two. (London, 1987), 
pp. IO9,ll9,12O. 
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new types of weaponry instead of for the maintenance of existing rnodels. This explains 

why many German officen have written that the roads f?om Berh  to Moscow were 

littered with discardecl weapons which were missing parts.'" Scarcity meant choosing 

to produce one item, out of a multitude which were absolutely essential to the Nazi war 

effort. An apt illustration of this dilemma wncerns the supply of tungsten-carbide used 

to manufacture the tips of high speed machine tools. These tips enabled industrial 

machine tools to mold steel, without which the manufiicturing of weaponry was 

impossible. However, the valuabIe commodity of ningsten-carbide was instead 

requisitioned to the mandàcturer who produced the carbide-core of anti-tank 

ammunition. The aforementioned ammunition was the only type of its kind in 

production which was "only just capable" of piercing the amour of Russian heavy 

tanks.'" The concept of 'qualitative superiority' was also incompatible with an army 

which mainly depended on the horse for its transportation. Oversized and overweight 

weaponry required eight strong draft horses for its transport. Yet, this was not the oniy 

problem which the horse enwuntered. German manufacnirers insisted upon building 

horse drawn carts made of steel. Hence, the Wehrmacht requisitioned hundreds of 

wooden carts fiom Poland to avoid transporthg hay upon steel carts!'" Sirnilar 

" Hal- noted on Au- 3, 1941, that the troops =feel very uiicomfortable about the artilleiy h, 
which they cannot nturii because of ammunition shortages". Halder. p.494. '" D. Giantz, et. ai., When Titans CIashed: How the Red Armv S t o ~ ~ e d  Hitler. 1995) p.30. 
lm Guderian, p.277. 

J.  Eridcson, The Road to S t a l i a d  (London, 1993) p.324. 
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problems were faced in the winter when German horses were for& to pull Ûon 

Artillery is a prime example of the mis-allocation of resources and limitation of 

war materials which hindered Nazi military operations. The Wehrmacht, being Hitler's 

Favourite seMce and the main a m  of any invasion force, was nonetheless poorly 

equipped. Its main striking banlepiece the 88rnm Fiak Pak was iderior to every other 

operational artillery piece in the ~orld. '~'  This gun was actually a simple variant of a 

German weapon used during the First World War. Its shortcornings were most 

noticeable on the Eastern Front where the Lamiser were shocked to find that their shells 

were not strong enough to damage Soviet medium and heavy tanks? Yet Hitler was 

determined to keep producing the 88mm Rak Pak because 'Blitrkneg' strategy 

necessitated the production of a cheap weapon in large quantity, irrespective of military 

considerations. 

'90 Ibid 
7 

Ig1 Lucas. Reich! p. 147. "It was dcïlbliy publiazcd and magnined into an aü-conquering super 
wcapon - which it œrtainiy was not" Hogg, pp.162-170. 
'* F. von Meiienthia, Panzer Battles: A Studv of the Em~byment of Annor in the Second World 
War. (Norman, 1956) pp. 153-155. Tbnt are aumemus accaunts: Guderian, Halder, and von Manstein. - '" B. Fugaîe, Oaratioa Barbmm: Strategy and Tactics on ?he Eastern Front 1941. (Novato, 1984) 
pp.285.304-307. 
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Non-Standardbation of Weaponry: 

By far the worst sector of the German economy was the Air Ministry.lW 

Production levels decreased by 20% (1 93 9- 1 943) because air& designs were 

constant1y beïng aitered, thus preventing industry fiom serialking production. ''' 
Furthemore, the Air Ministry was stacked with junior air-aces who believed it was their 

patriotic duty to introduce constant "improvementsy~ in design1% This can be illustrateci 

by the multiple orders that were issueci from the Air Ministry to industries throughout 

the Reich in 1940. Soon after the production of the JU-88 began, the Air Ministry 

ordered the factories to instead manufacture Henschel 129s. Half way into caiibrating 

the machine tools for Henschel 129 production the Air Ministry canceled its plans in 

fâvour of the JU-188. The manufkcture of RI- 188s was ready to begin when the Air 

Ministry decided that the ME-410 was a better choice. Mer 80% of the tooling was 

completed for the latest project, the Air Ministry commandai industiy to produce JU- 

388s. When the manufacturing was already in progress, the Air Ministry informed 

industry that the bomber program had been scraped and that certain factories were to 

produce wings for the ~ 8 8 . ' "  Likewisey the other branches of the Nazi armed forces 

never consulted with industry about the availability of raw matenals, before weaponry 

designs were finalized for production. This resulted in manufactwuig problems and 

'" A vuy good source for this is Bekker, The Luftwane War Diaries. in particuiar see appendix 10 
and 12 (production of mais German types of aircraft, 1939-1945) pp.5 1 1,555. 
'" Bekker, pp. JSS,5S6. 
'% Klein, p. 160. 
Ig7 - lbid 
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consequently, a decline in output due to the expensive and constant re-adjustments of 

machine-tools. In most cases, weapon upgrades were "minuscule improvernents of 

b I t y  designs" . 

The problem of low production was compounded by the fact that so many 

variants of a single piece of weaponry were cornmissioned. From 193 5 to 1945, there 

were 230 difEerent types of armoured vehicles, 94 types of tanks, and 42 types of 

armoured personnel carriers in German services.199 Much of this problem was created 

by the overlap in authority of parailel bureaucracy. For example. both the Army's 

Ordnance Department and the Ministry of Arrnaments and Munitions possessed a 

cornmittee dealing with the development of new ~ e a ~ o n x y . ~ ~  However, it was the 

latter's responsibiiity to ded with producers while the former was relegated the task of 

testing the eq~iprnent.~~' This caused hsunnountable problems for the Wehrmacht who 

train4 soldiers on certain types of machinery only to h d  that the Lumker were 

equipped with different weapons in the field. G e m  divisions were also raised in 

"waves" (wellen), each with a dïerent level of armament and equipment depending on 

what was avaiiable at the tirne? This scenarîo either produced the problem of too 

" DiNado, ûermanv's v ' s r  Arms. p. 12. 
'" - Iôid and R Cross, Citadel. the Battie of KursL (London, 1993) pp.48-54.. also sa Guderian and 
Ellis. 
2m Memofandum of Colonel Helder (Wi-Rn-Amt OKW) March 1942, problems are caused by the 
'ûnplanned allocation of war contracts among the avaiiabie p h t f  Noaices et. al., p.643. 
"' DiNardo, Genaaw's Panzer Arm. p. 12. 
m2 Steiaboffl in Steinhoff e t  al.. p. 1%. 
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many machines which no one knew how to openite (or operate weii), or that there was 

not enough of a single type of weaponry for LarÈdser use." Nazi planners also 

overlooked the fhct that the majonty of German soldiers could not read the foreign 

language which inscriied the operating panels of captured vehicles put into German 

seNice. This problem was rarely rectifieci before foreign equipment entered Wehrmacht 

seNice because the German supply system lacked centralization. Captureci equipment 

was not surrendered to a single supply depot, but distributeci piecemeal.2M Moreover, 

storage facilities indiscriminately inventorieci theu equipment, disregardhg the ongin or 

capability of each piece. Thus, when a fiont line commander requested motorized 

support, the majonty of what he received might be foreign built." 

Horrendous probiems were also encountered, trying to s e ~ c e  and maintain over 

400 types of machines for which replacement parts were not inter~hangeable.~'~ This 

smorgasbord of Wehrmacht weaponry required Amy Group Centre (in the USSR) to 

haui over a d o n  spare parts for the 96 different variants of personnel carriers, 11 1 

types of trucks, and 37 different models of motorcycIes in its ~ntingent.~'' In many 

cases this particular Army group was shipped spare parts for weapons it did not 

2m S. Fritz, Fron&ofdaten: The German Soldier in World War II. (Lexington, 1995) pp. 105- 107. 
DiNatdo, Gecmaay's Panzer Arm p. 13. 

ms K. Macksey, For Want of a Nail: the h m  on War of Loaistics and Communications. (London, 
1989) p.42. 
206 Mil- War. Eamomv and Soaetv. p. 1%. 
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possess.m8 Furthemore, Reich fàctories were prohibited to produce more than a nxed 

quota of spare parts because the Nazis prefmed the production of whole  unit^.^'^ 

Indeed, this industrial practice fostered greater economic corruption in an attempt to 

overcome difficulties: 

The poiicy of fiirnishing as rnany complete tanks and motor vehides as possible 
to the kont was detrimental to spare parts productions it was by no means 
unusual that some arrnoured regVnents sent their technical personnel on 
unauthorized trips to tactories in Germany to obtain spare parts through 
personal contact.2Lo 

Weapons such as the Tiger tank for example, were so complex to repair that each tank 

required "a smd army of mechanics to keep it in the field."2" It did not help that there 

was ody one extra engine and transmission built for every ten Tiger tanks, but even if a 

replacement wuld be found, the installation of these components required several 

Another point directly reiated to the Wehrmacht's logistic defeat was that when 

Hitler began the war in 1939, the German automobile industry had not been geared for 

war production. For example, in 1939,65% of Daimler-Benz' production still consisted 

an K Guderian, Panzer Leader (New York, 1967) pp. 1 18-1 24.157- 159,205. In Geneml, the 
Wehrmacht commenced the W b m s a  campaign with over 2 000 types of vehicles. DNardo. 
Germany's Panzer A m  p. 16. 
ma DiNardo, Gennanv's Panzer Ann. p. 13. 
n)9 Overy, Whv the Allies Won. p.217. and Speer, inside the Third Reich. p.280. 
"O E. Ra- a a l . , (d  P. T s o m )  Fiebtinn in Heu: The Getman Ordeal on the Eastern FrmL 
(tondon, 1997) p. 16 1 
" ' ibid. p.2 18. 
'12 - Ibid 
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of ~it~-lomes.~" Therefore, the Wehrmacht employed trucks built to civilian standards 

which proved completely unsuitable for military service on the Eastern f i ~ n t . ~ ' ~  

Combined with the inability of the German economy to cope with the production of so 

many types of vehicles and their spare parts, the Wehrmacht was forced to demotorize 

many of its divisions between 1939-4 1 .*15 Furthemore, tanks and other weapons were 

contracteci to private wrnpanies which had no past expenence and lacked conveyor-belt 

production rneth~ds.~'~ Companies Like Ope1 who had helped pioneer the latter 

technique were not consulted because the Nazis had considered them to be Bourgeois- 

iewish f i r m ~ . ~ "  Promoting the idea that the Gerrnan soldier was equipped with the best, 

G e m  tanks were individuaüy wnstmcted by artisans until 1944.218 The German war 

economy: 

still employed techniques and organization more attuned to the nineteenth 
century. .. manufacture by a large number of srnall-scale . . . scaîtered throughout 
the wuntryside ... workshops employing no more than thirty men.. . . 219 

" DiNanio. Germmv's Panzer Arm. p. L 3. 
214 van Creveld, Sumlvin~ War Lo&ks h m  Wallenstein to Patton. (Cambridge, 1977) p.9. 
*" M van Creveld, S U D D ~ ~ ~ E  War. p.145. and Fugate, Ooeration Baibamssa p. 101. 
'16 Colonel Helder (Wi-Ra-Amt OKW) March 1942, sta&es that antracts were given to manufàcturipg 
plants "tbe methods of productions (for the weaponry) they are not accustomeci with". Noakes et. al., 
p.643. 
'" DiNardo, Gennanv's Panzer Am. p. 1 1. 
'lu Lucas, Reich! p. 167. 
'19 R DiNNar, MecbaaUed Jug~emaut or Militarv A n a c h n i d :  Horses and the German Armv of 
World War II, (Westporî, 199 1) p. 1 19, 
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Empire, An Economic Cune: 

By 1941, occupied Europe had provided the Reich with 100 billion 

Reichsmarks, quivalent to 85% of Germany's prewar national incorne? France and 

Belgium yielded the most, each surrendering one fifth of th& total pre-war output to 

the Reich by 1942."' In facS 60m 1940-1944, France's contribution alone could have 

supported an ocaipying force of 18 million soldiers.* Nevertheless, although the 

wealth of the Nazi's ocaipied temtories seemed enormous on paper, t did not translate 

into actual gains for the Nazi war effort. The Nazis soon leanteci that the occupation of 

foreign temtory does not in itself'yield that nation's wealth to the occupier. Land has to 

be governed irrespective of its d e r  and there are great costs involved when 

adrninistrating temtory. The stationhg of a vast ocaipying army, and its housin& 

greatly surpass the cost of local polichg.m By June 22, 194 1, one miilion troops were 

stationed as a Nazi occupation force throughout Europe. Besides this rnilitq 

cornmitment there was a h t h e r  drain on the Reich's manpower because hundreds of 

skilied German technicians and administrators were dispatched to the occupied 

territones to ensure that requisitioned materials and industrial output remained on 

PO Kitchen, p.87. 
ibid. p.44.. 
Wright, p.119. 

2P Difecf conîriiutions h m  the Reich ta ocaipied tenitaries for the cost of German administration, 
and othu government fiinctiom, payments to k p r i e  différentiais on imponcd good~, and the 
payent of the bureaudc and military fees. negated any potentiai eeonomic yield h m  ocnipied 
Soviet tenitory. For example, non-agriculhiral deiiveries of Soviet raw materials totaled 725 W o n  
Reichmmb, bowever the Reich had to pay for 535 million Reichsmark worth of coal and equipment, 
not including additional supplies to the Wehrmacht. Dalfin pp.401,406. 
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n 224 schedule. These people are listed in Nazi records as "supeMsory personnel . 

Consequently, the occupation of Europe was economicaliy minous for the Nazis 

because more money was injected into their empire than could be extnicted": 

From 1940 to 1942, total govenunent expenditure in occupied temtories 
equaled 45 billion Reichsmarks. This is equd to one fiRh of total war 
expenditure and 
45 % of what is te& as 'Other War Expenditures' which totals 54 billion 
Reichsmarks. niese governrnent expenditures measure pmctically ali of the 
estimateci net economic contributions of the other ~ o u n t r i e s . ~  

Neither did the Gennan war economy benefit nom the exploitation of foreign 

labour. The idea of employing the vast resewes of captureci Soviet labour was ignored 

by most of the Nazi leadership due to the ideological constraint of employing Slav- 

Asiatic -subhumans in the Reich of the iibermemchen. Three and a half million Soviet 

POWs died (staxvation and rnaltreatment) in Nazi captivity between June to December 

194 1 .m Racial discrimination was relatively less praaiced on occupied Soviet temtory 

(than Western Europe) because the formula "a Jew is a Bolshevik is a partisan" was 

conceiveci prior to Operation ~ a r b a r o s s a . ~  In Inct the two largest extermination 

camps, Auschwitz-Birkenau and Majdanek, were orighally built by and for Soviet 

224 Guderian, pp. 150-1s 1. 
It is &mat& that h m  the entire oonipied aistem temtones, the Nazi extracted only lnth of the 

amount which they teceived h m  France. In a chart entitled "Ostland Budget for 1943". Dailin 
~~ tbat there was a zero surn when comparing *receipts" to "expenditures". Dallin, pp.407-408. 
zx Carroi, p. 16. 

Fugate et. al.. Thunder on the Dnem Zhulrov-StaJin and the Defeat of Hitler's Blitzkriep, (Novato. 
1997) p.347. 
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POWS.* Speer believed that labour was best utilized in its country of ongui, under 

native supervision. However, Hitler later supporteci the idemlogid stance of the 

Minister of Labour Fritz Sauckel and the head of the Reich Commissariat for the 

Strengthenhg of Germandom (RKFVD) Heinrich Himmler, that non-German labourers 

should be transferred to the Reich and used as slave Actudy, there was 

never any Nazi pre-war planning which suggested that workers fkom the occupied 

eastern temitories would be tramported and used as labour within the Reich. 

Nevertheless, this situation graduaiiy arose due to the crisis in labour shortage which 

manifested itself even before the war began."' Typidy, the number of economic 

organizations involved in the regdation and use of Ostarbeiter rose steadiiy as acute 

-- 

a Streit, "Partisans - Resistance - Prisoners of War" in J. Wiecynski, ed. ODeraîion Barbrossa: 
German Attack on the Soviet Union. June 22,194 1. (Salt Lake City, 1993) p.270. 
" ibid. p.274. 

Wright, p.63. 
O' K FrieQ The Emloiiation of Foreien Labour Bv Gemgny (Monireai, 1945) p.30. 
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labour shortages were felt throughout the ~eich.=* However, only in mid-1943 were 

1.5 million Ostmbeiter added to the Reich e ~ o n o r n ~ . ~ ~  

Hitler, ody considerd the paper worth of nurnbers. He envisageci his empire of 

a potential 250 million Europeans as an asset which was merely to be exploited by 

Germany. People however. are different nom rocks and riches which simply have to be 

extracted and harvested. Labour conscription was oniy made mandatory in Poland, the 

Soviet Union and Greece, the nations wtiich ironicaily also most resisted Nazi 

occupation."4 It is  estirnateci that 80 % of the first tmsports of ükrainian labour to the 

Reich consisteci of volunteers. However, by the summer of 1942 no more volunteers 

could be found because of the graphic images of how these Ukrainians were shipped to 

Germany in cade cars and some uncensoreci letters which were sent back to relatives in 

Ukraine conceming the horrible plight of Osiarbeiter in, ~ e i c h . ~ '  On April 25, 1942, 

Dailin, pp.428,430. The foUowing were the main economic agencia invoived in the occupied 
USSR: Goering's Four Year Pian û£€ice, The OBice for Armament Economy of the Wehrmacht 
(Wirtschufi- und Re~tungs-Amt.. . Wi Ra Amt) uader General Georg Thomas, the Economic Executive 
Staf€ East (Wirtschciftsjiihrungsstab Ost - WiF Stab Ost), Rosenberg Ministry for the Occupied East 
(Osbninisterium), and Paul K6mer's separate agency under Goering's supervision called Economic 
Staff East (Wirtschujhtab Ost - WiStd Ost). in addition to this there were individual Economic 
lnspectorates (Wirtschafi-I~t~pektion.~.Wdn) for the rear areas of each army group, and Amy 
bnomic  Chi& (Annee-Wirtschuftsflrhrer - AWiFa) within the jurisdiction of each Army Group. 
There were also economic agencies assigned to every occupied Soviet oblast, caiied Economic 
Commands (Wirtscha& Kommmdo - WiKdo). Alexander Dallin bas prOYided a "simplined" 
illustration of Nazi ecunomic control in his book, which the reader will note, is tnost cornplex DaIlin, 
pp.3 14-3 15. The illustration is on page 3 18. 

Wright, p.121. Behuocn 1942 and 1943.3.5 m o n  of the total 4.6 million new labourers within 
German industry and agricuiture. were foreigners. Thtee million (of the 3.5 million) were suppüed 
fiom the accupied eastern temtories. DaUh p.43 1. 
* Fried, pp.32. 

DaUn, p.430. and A Kuznetsw, Babi Yar A Historicai N d .  (London, 1970) p.258. 
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Goebbels wrote in his diary that the "attitude (of volunteering in Ukraine for Reich 

labour service) has changed completely in the course of mon th^."*^ 

The Nazis hoped that Western European workers would willingiy aid Germany 

d e r  hearing ideological and racial appealaD7 Failllig all else, Sauckel hoped to coax 

Western Europeans with the promise of high wagesa8 When they still refùsed, Sauckel 

delibenitely created unemployment by closing native factories in ocarpied territones, or 

he withheld the ration cards of those who refuseci Reich labour s e ~ c e . ~ ~  

Consequently, most foreign labourers who arrived in the Reich were non-volunteers 

who had seen their nations and families ravaged by the Nazi war machine. This 

resentment transfomed itseif into industrial sabotage, passive resistance, low 

productivity, and unru l ines~ .~~  Besides this, foreign labour was usuaiiy unskilled and 

this was no use to a war industry which crafted cornplex rna~hinery.~' h i e  to a lack of 

interpreters there was also no easy way to train foreign labourers beside hand signs. 

Therefore, mimisunderstandings were an every day occurrence on and off the job site.242 

Furthemore, there was a constant deflation in the ranks of foreign labourers due to the 

conditions in which they toiled, thousands dying 6om poor sanitary conditions, 

Goebbeis, p. 185. 
237 Frieâ, p.33 .. . By November 194 1, a Management and Employment Agency was set up in M s  
which began cecruiting the entire staff of French nrmS rather than individual labourers. Reinhardt, 
p. 137. and Hehrt,  pp.306-308, 
P" Speer, Inside the Third Reich. p. 16 1. 
239 - Ibid 

Herbert, pp.250-260. 
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exhaustion, or ~tanmtioon.*~ Speer noted that even after aquiring more foreign 

labourers nom the grasp of Himmler's SS, it did not raise industrial productivity in any 

significant wayeW Another factor for this was because over half of the 1.6 million 

additional persons who were added to the Nazi war economy by 1943, were sent to 

work as fium labourers because native Gennans (famiers) were being conscripted into 

miiitary 

"' Speer notes that the 'mm M e &  workers. Jewf were extetminated. Speer, Infiltratioq p.6. 
Lucas. Reich! p. 163. and Fried, pp. 138,143,LSS. And Speer, Mibation, p.6. 

~3 S p r  infiittation, pp.43.45. 
244 Ibid., pp. 15.38.78. 

24s Klein, p. 142. 
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Conciusion: 

The natural limitations, as well as those imposed upon the German economy, 

clearly limited rnilitary possibilities. The lack of coordiiation between economic 

plannen and military pemmel was a byproduct of the anarchic state of Nazi politics. 

The non-standardkation of production sapped the potential strength of the German 

economy. One result of fis was that the Wehrmacht was not equipped as is commonly 

thought, with a few examples of the best machinery, but with a multitude of weapons 

varying in their operational capabiiity. The most illustrative exarnple of this was the 

aviation industry. Supposedy the vanguard of the 'Blitzkneg' attack, the Luftwatfe 

was totaliy incapable of wnduaing its role as a tacticai strike air-attillery. Moreover, 

any long range strategical role (bombing) was impracticai given the models and quantity 

of aircraft being produced. The Wehrmacht's dependence on air-supply to correct 

ground-logistics dficulties, soon reduced the LuftwaEe to a transpon role. Rather 

than an asset, the military occupation of Europe fbrther draineci the German economy. 

Any potentid gains by way of the seizure of the victim-nation's economic assets, were 

squandered by the Nazi practice of econornic decentralization or the individuai 

appropriations of Nazi leaders for personal gains. The basis that the capture of 

European Soviet territory would cure the German resource deficiency, also proved 

false. The last reserves of the Reich's cod and oii were squandered after the est  

months of Operation Barbarossa with no appreciable advantage to the German 

economy. 



The Logistics of Defeat 

Introduction: 

The two previous sections of this work discussed the impotence of the German 

war economy and the ineptihide with which it was run. The final economic detriment 

which doomed the German war &ort was its poor logistics capability. The inability to 

transport finished goods depnved the Wehrmacht of the supplies necessary to conduct 

operations. Furthemore, the joumey from sender to receiver was so long that shipped 

goods often did not reach the fiont when the need for them was crucial. The central 

problem of Gerrnan logistics was the railroad because it was the method of 

transportation most relied upon by military and economic planners. However, the 

railway soon proved incapable of handhg the increased trafic, and no measures were 

undertaken to improve and extend its tiinctionality. The motor vehicle industry in 

generd, also remained undeveloped in the prewar era. This lead the Wehrmacht to 

become increasingly dependent upon the employment of horses for transportation and to 

haul supplies. Subsequently, the mobile strategy for swiftly winning the Soviet 

campaign remained unrealized. As the conflia prolonged, the Wehrmacht found itself 

logistidy isolated and under-suppliecl. It was left without an adequate means to 

transport itself in the theatre of operations. 
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Going Nowhere, The Reichsbahn: 

Hitler forbade any arnendments or changes to Nazi rnititq or economic plans 

regarding opponents whose geography could alter Biitzkrieg's e£Eêctiveness such as the 

USSR-" The Führer disregardeci Generai Koestring's report of September 3, 1940, 

that a "review of terrain features and conditions restricting movement in various parts of 

Russia; stress restriction on motorized m~vernents."~~' Reflecting on the poor state of 

the Reichshh  (German railway system) it was noted during a joint OKW-OKH 

conference on January 28, 1941, that the Wehrmacht would have to "depend on motor 

transport" because it could not depend on the transport ability of the Geman 

r a i l r ~ a d . ~ ~  Hence, the OKH concluded that the Red Amy would have to be defeated 

w i t h  the first 500 kiiometen of the Wehrmacht's advance due to the poor state of 

German 10~ist ics .~~ The Gennan railway system was not prepared to handle the 

increase in t d i c  and transport responsibilities as a result of the Nazi war effort.** 

Since there was no spokesperson for Reich railway transport with direct access to 

'4 L. Addington, The Blitzkriep! Era and the German General S t a n  1864- 194 1. (New Brun&& 
1971) p.277. 
'" Hdder, p.255. 

Halder, pp.3 14-3 15. and E. Ziemke e t  al., Moscow to Staüomd: Decision in the East 
(Washington, 1987) p. 14. 
249 M. van C d d ,  Fiating Power Gennan and US Armv Perfafmance. 1939-1945, (London, 1983) 
p.52. 
250 Schnurre (GeneraI Gommament), in a leüer to OKW and Minister of Transportation daîed Aprii 
2 1, 194 1, indicaies îhaî the Depuîy Cammissar for Extenial Trade of the USSR (Kruikoov) cornplained 
tbat although Soviet shipments according to the Economic Agreement were on schedule, that there was 
a backiog at the Soviet-Gerrnan boarder (Poland). This was causai by a lack of German mlling stock 
for the m e r  of goods and the horrendous state of German logistics which Schnurre strongly 
recommended be impmed. and Documents on Ge- Foreign Policv 19 18-1945: Series D (1937- 
1945). Volume 12. (Washington, 1954) p.602. 
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Hitler, the problem of Nazi logistics grew chaoti~.~'  In the first campaign (Poland) of 

the war the Wehrmacht lost 50% of its motorized vehicles and the destruction of the 

railways by both belligerents was so detrimental to supply that "the Gerrnan logistic 

system was saved £kom coliapse only by the speedy Poiish s~ t~ender" .~ '  The seizure of 

motorireci transports fiom Western Europe aimed to correct the Wehrmacht's logistic 

deficiencies.lJ3 "The anny that was to shake the West was a scavenger. Its hopes for 

victory rested in part on the capture and u-tion of French, Dutch and Belgian 

vehicles. 3 9 2 3 4  

Although OKW continuously urged the expansion and irnprovement of railway 

systems in German control, nothing was done?' Similarly, the cornplaints and 

recornrnendations of senior Transport Ministiy officiais fell upon deaf eus. General 

Gerke reported on November 18, 1940: 

railroad situation still tight. Backlog of 540 trains in the east and in Ber lin... In 
the east, output of wd is stilî lagging ... Lorraine mal mines damaged during 
the war stiii not back in production.*6 

. 

*' LUCUS, Reich! p.147. 
" van Crevel& Sug~lvinr War p. 146. and set A Cl& Bahamsa: The Rusian-German Conflict 
1941-45. (London, 19%) p.88. 

Hom dniwn supply and ariillery âid not pos pmblern until Barbama. B. Pem&, Liebtnine War: 
A Historv of Blitzkrieg (London, 1985) p. 163. 
ZY van Creveld, -1vi.n~ War. p. 146. 
255 Quarter Masîer General Supply and Administration OICH, General Wagner urged the immediate 
"creation of a Militw Adniinistration Section and Amy Suppiy W o n . "  (August 26, 1940) Halder, 
p.25 1. 
zsti W&r, p.286. 
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Consequently d w a y  traflic was brought to a halt in S p ~ g  1941 when the 

Wehrmacht's Balkan wnpaign coincideci with Hitler's planning for ~a rba ros sa~ '  The 

inability to transport coal and other raw materials to the Reich's war producing factories 

caused a drop in G e m  industrial production, while finished war products took too 

long to reach the soldiers in the fiont lines or were lost dong the way?* In December 

1941, during the battie for Moscow, only 30% of vital Gennan consignrnents reached 

theù &ont line de~tinations.~~ 

The problem of supply was heightened b w s e  trains wuld not always take the 

shortest route to their destination. This was due to the fact that individual Nazi leaders 

mled their sections of the Reich economy and its tenitory Like feudal lords. Trains 

hauling materials for intluential Nazis were assigned specia! rail priority. Goering, 

Himmler, and Hans Frank (Miiitary Govemor of Poland) were among those who were 

influentid enough to actually cornrnandeer entire railway lines for their exclusive use.* 

The nvalry between these men was so intense and the transport situation in such dire 

straits, that the train(s) of one innuential patron were often hijacked and forced to 

unload its stock?' These trains were then re-routed and reloaded with the cargo of 

another Nazi patron. This uncontroiied banditry prompted the Luftwaffe to post anned 

" P. Caml, Hitler Moves East. 194 1-1943. (London, 196'1) p. 190- 
It was eshaîed by Paul Pleiger (Head of Reich Coal Association, RUK) tbat in 194 1. there was a 

l o s  of60 million tons of coal due to poor transport capability . Mienejewski, p.35, 
2sg - Ibid and Ra- et al Fiating in Heu. p. 163. 
xo Barid, p. 157. 
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guards atop theù trains.M2 Frank succe~sfbliy didowed militaq supply trains to pass 

dœÎectly through Poland en route to the Russian fiont. It was not until December 1941- 

January 1942, after Hitler intervened on behaif of the Wehrmacht, that Frank acceptecl 

"in principle" that track priority should be given to mîlitary supply trains.a63 

The dire situation of the railways was fhther wrnpticated by the existence of 

parailel bureaucracy. Civilian and military transportation (the trains and the tracks) was 

managed by General Gerke who was the head of the T r q r i w e s e m  division of OKH 

(Oberkommavh des Heeres). However, the transport of supply (the goods) was 

controlled by General Wagner who was the Quartemaster-General at OKH. Hence, the 

Wehrmacht's logistics capability was sub-divided between two controllers, "one of 

whom controlled both ends of the pipeline while the other govemed its central 

s e c t i ~ n " . ~  T r a c  jams ensued on the railways due to the lack of communication and 

coordination: 

Eveiything seemed very badly organized, with wnvoy's moving out, only to be 
shuttled ont0 other sections of the track ... People were always moving out of 
the way to let a train go by, only to see it a few minutes later headed in the 
opposite direction. What a mess!a6s 

- - 

Schuler in Wegnu. p.208. 
262 van Creveld, Sup~Ivina War. p. 16 1. 
2a ibid. p.178. 
* ibid.p.145. 
as G. Sajer, The Forp:otten Soldier. (Maryland, 1988) pp.15-16. 
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Furthemore, Gerke had no authority to ship or scheduie supplies belonging to the navy 

or the air force; each ofwhich had their own separate transport burea~cracies?~ 



Pre-war planning for the Wehrmacht's supply requirements during the 

Barbarossa carnpaign were estimated to be 120 train loads of supplies per day, without 

taking into consideration extra requirements of ammunition, equipment or hospitai 

trains. However, the Wehrmacht was never supplid with more than 100 trains a day, 

and this occurred for little more than a week?' Army Group Centre, which was 

supposeci to receive supplies from thirty-one trains a day had to cope with the supplies 

fiom a daily sixteen trains. The farned panzer gened, H e h  Guderian, had to limit his 

movement to four miles per day by October 28, 1941. There was not enough fuel to 

allow for both, his panzers to attack, and the rest of Army G~OUQ Centre to maintain a 

minimum operational distance with ~uderian?' General von Kleist (1st Panzer Army) 

stated that his army haited for weeks during its campaign to reach B a h  in the summer 

of 1942 because of fuel shortages and that ''in some cases petrol had to be brought 

9, 269 forward by came1 train . The transport crisis also detracted fiom Luftwaffe's ability 

to fiilfiil its 'Blitzkrieg' role as a long-range artillery force beause its bombers were 

increasingiy being used to supply the ~ehnnacht.~~'  From June to September 194 1, the 

- - - -. - 

an Keitel, p. 1'17. and Reinhardt, pp.6243. 
" E U  p.82. Amy Gmup Centre, which between June 22 to M y  10, 1941, had coyered 500 km (25- 
30 Wday). were reduced to a speed of 4 or 5 km per day for the next sixîy days. Fugaîe e t  al., p.341. 
Bernuse of lack of spare parts and a shortage of fuel, Guderian was left with 50 of his original 6ûû 
tanks by November 14, 194 1. Penet p. 176. 
269 Perret, p. 188. 

Weinberg p.298. The inabüity of the L M e  to supply the troops is iiiustrated by îhe foiiowing 
example. On December 25. 1942. in the Stalingrad kessel, "each of us got a tabtespoon of pas, two 
tablespoons of soup made of dry potatoes, and two squares of chocdate." Pf'énning, in Stein.& e t  al., 
p. 154, 
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LuftwaEe flew 30 Oûû sorties to supply 40 000 tons of fuel and other supplies to the 

beleaguered hmiser. Even so, this total tonnage was only sufncient to satisfy the 

-y's needs for a mere sixteen h o ~ r s . ~ '  Needless to say this was also a very costfy 

method of transport. Of the total German &el consumption in 194 1, more than half was 

used by the ~ u f t w a f f e . ~  

Furthemore, the Wehrmacht was 2 700 trucks short of their desired 

requirement prior to the Soviet campaign and to make up for this deficiency 750 000 

hotses employed were within a framework of 134 divisions.* The 21 panzer divisions 

which invaded the Soviet Union in June 1941 "betmyed the German Army's lack of 

modernity"." Throughout the NbSoviet war, 80% of the Wehrmacht was composeci 

of idhtry divisions which relied on horse drawn supply mlumns and for transportation. 

hiring the course of the war, the Wehrmacht d e r e d  greatly from a Iack of 
enough motorized infantry to close switty the gaps between fast-racing tank 
colurnns and the slower foot-bound units. The Gennan army in the east had 
only a few battalions that wuld properly be calied motorized infantry; many 
units were given this designation, but most of them were "in tact nothing more 
than infantry units that did not carry theu own packs."" 

Indeed, the German force which invaded the Soviet Union was achidy two amies: a 

motorized spearhead which led the invasion group, fallowed by the infantxy and horse 

transporteci supply columns. Constant road congestion occurred whenever the forward 

271 Overy, Goering p.229. 
Cam4 Hitler M m  East p.83. 
Goralski. pp.68-69. And Speer, Infiltration. p. 19. 

"' DiNdo.  p.37. 
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units tried to shuttle their trucks with supplies (or to get supplies) through the ranks of 

the home drawn transports and rnarching menn6 Many times the roads remainecl 

blocked for both supply and troop movements untü OKW was notified to referee the 

situation.2n One soldier recalls the state of the Wehrmacht's logistics capabiiities 

during the nrst day of Operation Barbarossa: 

We followed behind the panzer and panzer grenadier divisions, because we 
could not keep up with the tanks and motorized Uifantry. Because of the Iength 
of the Russia fiont, horse-drawn artilery was part of the attack group in Russia 
instead of being reserves as we had been in France. We did not have enough 
mechanized artillery to man a 2,500-kilometre front, so horse-drawn artillery had 
to be use& however, the units that advanced quickly were mechanized. This 
was Blitzkrieg, but not has it had been in Poland and France, where the whole 
front advanced quickly. In Russia, the mechanized forces were Ote arrows that 
went out ahead of the rest of us? 

The Wehmiacht could only field the equivalent of one tank per 291 square 

kilometres and one plane per 245 square kilometers on the Soviet front." 

Furthermore, German losses were quite heavy even in the preliminary months of the 

Barbarossa campaign. A former Lamiser noted that "we hadn't been deployed as 

regiments or companies for quiet a while; we were now battle groups: a couple of 

. . - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 

ns Fugaîe et. al., pp.340-341. 
n6 W. Deist, Th Wehrmacht and G e m  Rearmament (Zaodon, 1984) pp.67-7 1. 
"' van Crevel4 Suo~lving War. p. 147. 

S. Knappe, SI& Refiections of a German Soldier. 1936-1949. (New York 1992) pp.205-2%. 
"9 EiIis, p.46. Since Hitler did not have emugb divisions to attadr the Soviet Union, he 'cfeated' more 
by reducing the number of tank regiments in each panzer division Erom two to one. Perret, p. 162. and 
Kroener in Wegner, p. 139. 
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tanks, a few rifiemen ..."= Von Manstein recaiied that on July 10, L 941, 56th Panzer 

Corps (attacheci to Fourth Panzer Group, a spearhead formation) was using 205 

captured Russian tanks and 600 Russian tntcks. "' In fact, comrnanders did not hesitate 

to use caphired Soviet ?34 tanks because they were more rugged and easier to repair.2" 

By July 26, 1941, von Manstein report& that 3 mobile divisions had been lost and only 

between 80 to 150 tanks were serviceable.* General Gerd von Rundstedt reported on 

Jdy 20, 194 1, that he had lost half of his motor transport?" Indeed, as the Wehrmacht 

advanced toward Moscow and Stalingrad, it became less motorized and more 

dependent upon horses? By the rniddle of November 1941, the Wehrmacht possessed 

oniy 15% of  the 500 000 vehicles (tracked and wheeled) with which it began the 

Barbarossa campaign, 6 000 ofwhich were supply 

am Rupp, in Steinhoff et. al.. p.127. 
"' V O ~  Mansieh, pp. l92-l93,lW-l98. 
H von Lu& Panzer Co-r the Memoirs of Colonel Wans von Lu& (Toronto, 199 1) p.67. 
von Manstein, pp. 192-l%,l97-L98. Generalmajor Walter Buhle (Head of ûrganhtion Branch of 

OKW) reported in mid-Jdy that 50 % of panzers in the Bartiarossa campaign had been lost. Hitler's 
tesponse was to release 85 tanks reserved for the hypothctical 'Middle East' campaign, Reuibardtt, p6 1. 
zm C. Messenger, the Last Prussian- (London. 1991) p. 144. Von Rundstedt also noted tbat bis -Panzer 
division" (the la& of vehicles made the author quote this in a srcastic way) d d  only mer 7 km a 
W. " Afkr 200 d e s ,  a divisional conunauder may be left with only 50 % of his combat vehicies. Perret, 
p. 163. 

DiNado, Mecbanized Junnemaut or Militam Anachronism? pp.48.50. On Novemkr 30. 1941, 
General Buhle reported that ody 60 % of the Wehrmacht's trucks were seniceable, motorcycle 
strength was down to 50 %, and he recommended that each armoured division be aUotted six months of 
rehabilitation. Halder, pp.57 1-572. 
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HaWig over-extended its logistic capabiiity during the fded attempt to capture 

Moscow, the Wehrmacht left itselflogisticalfy defeated and vulnerable.* Adding to the 

problem was that f?om June 22, 1941, to March 24 1942, the Wehrmacht also lost 

265,000 horses, which immobiiized Gennan field artillery and anti-tank guns. Of the 

total amount of horses in the Wehrmacht's seMce (2.7 million), 1000 died every day 

from air attacks and artillery fire, and the majority could not be replaced.m8 This is one 

of the reasons why equipment was left abandoned during the Wehrmacht's retreats? 

AU available roads became congesteci: 

Supplies got through to us only with diicuity, sometimes not at d. The truck 
drivers had to make their way against the Stream of units flowing back ... . The 
best we could do ... was to fiil up Our most important fighting vehicles (with 
gas); the others we had to destroy and leave behind.= 

A former L a d e r  has cornmented that "30 mile marches with a battle at the end becarne 

so routine that few veterans of Barbarossa bothered to mention them (in diary 

" Trains bave practicaiiy stopped cunning, there are no reserves and no suppües, no transpoctation 
for the wounded." Rudel, p.49. 
" Goralski, pp. 6849. 
~9 Dunn, The Sovieî Econorrq and the Rcd Armv. pp.225-226. Anotber reason was the antralipd 
repair-system which rcqwred machines to be sent ûack to the Reich, Field repair was not instituted 
util 1942, Reidmdt, p.63. 
" von Luck, p-82. ' 
"' Steinhoc in Steinhoff et al., p. 124. 
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Horses, The Attempted Solution Fa&: 

A specific problem which the Wehrmacht encountered with the horses in its 

seMce was that they had not experienced the 'trauma' of warfare prior to the 

Barbarossa carnpaign. Horses in müitary employment requise tirne and training before 

they becorne accustomed not to spook from the noises of the battlefield. On June 23, 

1941, the second day of the Nazi-Soviet war, German horses were en masse given a 

baptism of fire. As Soviet planes roared overhead (and characteristicaily for Soviet 

fighters, very Iow) the t d e d  supply horses canying ammunition and artiUeq panicked 

which caused the many different German units which s h e d  the roads to collide with 

one anotherrn Spooked horses which break into a gallop generally stop after a 'change 

in scenery'. However on the flat, treeless, lakeless, Soviet steppe, it was possible for 

Wehrmacht horses with good stamina to race for miles? Ln these fïrst days of the war 

when the Nazi-Soviet fiont was a matter of kilometres apart, many Soviet infantrymen 

were startled to find exhausted Gerrnan horses hitched to artillery pieces, politely 

grazhg and acquainting themselves with the native Russian ~anjes? D a ~ g  pilots of 

the Red Air Force achtally used their aircraf€ as flying sheep-dogs, "chasing the riderless 

horses towards ~ o c r a n ~ ~ " " ~  Thus, twenty-four hours after the commencement of 

292 The Wehrmacht kept to the few mads and trail during its advance O MOSCOW, and hence made easy 
singledle targets for M e t  fighter phes. The brunt of these attacks was felt by the infirntry and the 
horsedrawn supply and artiuery uni& of the Wehrmacht. Von Lu&, p.8 1. 
293 J. Piekalkiewicz, The Cavalrv of Worid War II. (London, 1979) p.43. 
2~ A specific and exüemely bardy brccd of Rugian horse. 
zgs Piekalkiewicz, p.43. 
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Operation Barbarossa, Soviet forces had already successfuliy begun killing or destroying 

the means of German l og i s t i~s .~~~  

During the winter periods of the war the death rate of Gennan horses actually 

exceeded that of German soldiers, which translates into men being stranded without 

tran~~ortation." Nevertheless, equaüy important and severe was the eEect of the 

sumrner upon Gerrnan horses which had to trot long distances to keep up with the 

panzer advance. Horses in Wehrmacht service were also not accustomed to di roads 

and the clouds of dust that they brought up while trottbg: 

As we marched ... loose sand and clouds of dust .. .. The horses wughulg in the 
dust produced a pungent odor. The loose sand was nearly as tiring for the 
horses as deep mud would have been .... Such conditions exhausted the horses 
and men ifwe were not extremely carefùl.lg" 

The troops made fiequent stops to water and feed theu animals. Yet, nom September 

16 to November 30, 194 1, a single division's horse casualty rate was 1 072 of which 

only 117 had been wounded while the rest d e r e d  fiom exhau~tion.~~~ 

Horses perfodg hard work wnsumed 12 pounds of grain and 14 pounds of 

hay or grass each day. Horses with lighter duties only needed 8 pounds of grain but stül 

DWardo, Mechanized Junemaut or Militam Anachronism? p.44. 
* GoraWO. pp. 6849. 
" Knappe, p.213. 

DiNardo, Mechidzed Jueeemaut or Militam Anachronism? p.47. 
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required 18 pounds of hay or GraPng was not a viable option because the 

animal required 8 hours a day to obtain enough food in this manner, and the war did not 

aüow for such pleasures. Since the Wehmcht depended on horses for its transport or 

its mounts, the bulk of Wehrmacht shipments was always fodder.'O1 A typical Nazi 

division utilized a contingent of 1200 horses which ate 33 tons of feed da*. This figure 

represents 21 tons per day in excess of that which was needed to feed the s01diers.~~ 

Whereas one ton of gasoline required five cubic feet of rail car space, five hundred cubic 

feet of space was needed to transport cornpressed fodderm303 Furthemore, special rail 

facilities had to be construcmi to transport horses because the standard European rail 

car could only cany either eight light draft horses, six heavy draft horses, or four heavy 

work horses. '" 

The hamessing of a two h o r ~  team required two men between 15 and 30 

minutes to accomplish, while it took a work detachment an hour to hitch the six horses 

required to pull heavy ar t ïUe~y .~~~  Whenever a horse was replaced within a work-team, 

the new animal required a least one week before it got used to its teammates and was 

able to perform its role adequatefy. The larger the team, the more patience required by 

DUM, nie Soviet Economv and the Red Armv. pp.228-229. 
ibid~x229. 

302 Go- p.70. a ~ d  Kaappc. pp.209-210. 
DNNardo, Mechanized Juepeniaut or MiiiW Anachronism? p.49. 
GoraldO, p.69. and DiNdo.  Mec- Juaemut  or Militaw Anachronism? pp.04-45. 

3us DUM, The Soviet Economv and tbc Red Armv. p.226. 
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the sol~i iers .~~~ Whereas the truck driver parked his transport at the end of the day, over 

an hour of veterinary care was necessary for the horse.'07 Grooming was necessary to 

remedy sores which developed around the horse's collar area where the harness rubbed 

against the animal.3q Before mounted soldiers stopped for the Nght a scouthg party 

was sent to find suitable lodgings and accommodations for the horses. If the horses did 

not receive a peacefùi rest, they would have no strength for the next day's work- 

However, it is up to the imagination to figure out how any home could sleep weil at the 

fiont where artillery barrages and night raids were wmmon place.3Dg Furthemore, each 

horse required a complete day's rest once a week in order to remain in good health, and 

an ovenvorked or diseased animal required at least two months to re~over."~ This 

limited the Wehrmacht's mobility because a horse drawn army could not change its 

course without planning for its animais. Even if horses perfoxmed transport duties nom 

the raiiway to the fiont lines it was stiU necessary to buiid stables at both points.311 The 

following is a description of what life was Wte by a mounted German soldier: 

)06 ibib. p.227. 
However. h the wjllter Punzergnrppen hi to to their tanks every two hours during the night to 

avoid the frecPng of the engiue block and to prevent it h m  cracking. K. Rupp, in SteiahooE, e t  al., 
p. 127. 
300 Dunn, The Soviet Economv and the R d  Annv. p.227. 
309 P i a e w i a  DM, 
"O Duna The &et Ecoaow and the Red Armv. p.226. 
'" &id.. p.227. 
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You don't seem to have any idea of what our operations on horse-back are like. 
They expect the same daiiy output fiom us as they do fiom the mototized 
troops ... if a motorized unit travels 150 kiiometres, it takes them maybe fkom 
ten in the momïng to three in the afkemoon. When they r& their destination 
for the day, they c m  park their cars and that's that. But if we cover 90 
kilometres, we need 14 to 16 hours - and that means f?om four in the momhg 
to ten at night. Then at the end of ail that., we have to look after the horses, 
which takes at ieast an hour, and at night be on stable watch for another one or 
two hours. An hfbtryman nowadays can march maybe 50 lcilom~es in a &y. 
If he's given a 20 minute break, he lies down on the grass and takes it easy. But 
the cavairyman has to water his horse, fetching the water from as far as 200 
metres away. In the Uifantry, two holus' rest are two h o u '  rest; but we need 
an hour and a quarter for the horse, what with unsaddling and saddhg up again, 
fetching the animal water, food and so on. And if we want to eat, we still have 
to hold the horse. What's more, if we travel 90 kilometres, we'll probably ride 
for only 40 - we have to lead the horse the rest of the way.. . which means that 
on top of what the infhntry does, we still have 40 kilometres in the saddle and 
that's no trifle either. 3" 
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Complications Arising From Gauge: 

Between the quick moving panzer units and the plodding infantry was a gap 

which was nlied by the Gr-~luportrm (supply columns) and the Eisenbcrhnnyppe 

(formations which worked to repair and convert captured Russian railroad~)?'~ German 

transport problems increased due to the difference between German and Soviet rail 

gauges, the latter beîng much wider3" Track adjustment was necessary before the 

ïnfàntry and its supplies could follow the mobüe spearhead invasion group. Hence, the 

Germans had as much aggravation whether the Soviets destroyed their railways as part 

of evacuation or partisan procedures, or if the railways were left intact.'" This created 

a strange situation where: 

Instead of the logistic apparatus foiiowing in the wake of operations, it was 
supposed to precede them, a procedure probabiy unique in the annals of modem 
war, and one that is indicative of the desperate expedients which the Wehrmacht 
was forced to take in order to maintain its forces at aL316 

A Landser commented on this situation: 

On the post road afker we reached Minsk, a railroad line ran parallel to the 
highway, so we always had a raiiroad to bring supplies up; however, as the 
Russians retreated they tried to destroy it, and repairing the railroad was a 
constant job, because of this, the trains were always at least twenty-five 
kilometers behind us, even if the railroad was repaired quickly.' l7 

'13 Reinha&, p. 147. 
3'4 This was because VVirCUaUy no Russian mlüng stock bad Men into our bands at aii." Keitel, p. 176. 

EUS, p.49. 
'16 van Creveld, Su~olWir War. p. 15% 
" ' Knappe, p.2 18. 
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According to 'Blitzkneg' procedure, the panzer-spearheads loosely encircled or 

bypassed Soviet forces, leaving the rnopping-up operations to the Uifantry. However, 

encircled Soviet troops did not aiways behave as th& counterparts had in Western 

Europe, and surrender : 

As our tanks and motorized wiits rnoved tir out in front of the horse-drawn 
artillery and non mechanized intuitry, the 87th Infantry Division vimially 
becarne a resewe division, although we were not designated as such. When the 
mechanized units ran into hegvy resistance, we would catch up and help cmsh 
the resistance.. .. (then) we feil back again."' 

The isolated holdouts of Soviet resistance wrecked havoc upon the Gerrnan supply 

system and its operators who usuaily enwuntered the Red Amy before the 

Wehrmacht's infant~y.~ lg Consequently, after the e s t  nineteen days of Operation 

Barbarossa, 25% of G r o ~ ~ l ~ ~ t ~ ~ ~ r t r u u m  's vehicles had been d e s t r ~ ~ e d . ~ ~ *  in addition 

to this, by September 1941, 70% of ail locomotives in Nazi service had broken down 

somewhere in European Russia due to partisan sabotage or the ramshackie work which 

Gennan track layers had done while attempting to correct the ga~ge.~*l 

Due to the rapid Wehrmacht advance (and the distancing of the front fiom Reich 

borders) the Eisenbahnhuppe concentrateci on expanding existing Soviet track Iength 

rather than converting it to German gauge or constructing new raü-iines. Hence, the 

"* &id. p.206. 
319 Keitel notes tbat partisaos were so t n ' e  tbat in the morning he couid expect a npon that a 
single stretch of rail üne had k a  sabotagai in over a hundred places, Keitel, p. 177. 
no van Creveld, Suplvine War. p. 155. 
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Wehrmacht was ofken forced to use captured Russian locomotives where the 

Eisenbahntrupp had not converteci the railways to Gennan gauge. This necessitated 

transfer-points (Umschfa~elien) at key track areas where the German and Russian 

d w y s  converged; to load captured Soviet rohg-stock with German supplies en 

route to the hmker. The unloading (German) and reloading (Soviet) of trains caused 

trafic to bottleneclc, increasing the regdation three hour transfer time limit (corn train 

to train) to 80 hour~.~* Furthemore, since the Wehrmacht supply depots were seldom 

close tu the estabiished rail lines, trucks and horses had to feny supplies to the &ont. 

Frustrated field commanders reported: 

This system is disadvantageous in that it wastes manpower in rnovhg stocks, 
requires dual administration records, and d s  for twice the usual number of 
g~ards.~" 

Moreover, it necessitated the Wehrmacht to maintain larger divisions employing many 

more horses, trucks, and men to hifil its transport requirements. By December 4, 1941, 

General Gerke reported to General Halder that the: 

- -  . - -  - -  - 

"' GoralsLi, et. al.. p.81. It was a reguiar occurrence tbat a hundred locomotives bmke down during a 
single &y. Keitel, p. 176. 

ibid. p. 158. 
Rauss, et al., Fightin~ in HeU. p.174. 
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Construction of additional lines in rear ara wiii increase elasticity, but not 
capacity of system. The crux of the problem is in the railroad servicing 
indations (mal and water). Speed is dictated by bridges, strength of rails, 
raiiroad switching points, stations, signal work. Centraüzed system (German) 
not as eady managed as Russian decentraijzed organization. The signai 
installations are geared to the Russian system. Locomotive repai. shops are 
completely wrecked by the Russians. Are operaihg again but only in a 
malcesha fishion. We cannot increase nurnber of engines because we lack the 
requisite maintenance hcilities. Geman engines are not built to withstand 
prevaiting low temperatures. Transport of mal supply absorbs large volume of 
r o h g  stock. Not enough personnel (instead of 16 per km, only 10, including 
one German); not acaistomed to work under war conditions ... gradua1 
elhination of broad gauge (neces~ar~). '~~ 

Contrasting this situation was the Main Directorate of the Red Amy Rear 

(RAR) which was responsible for the maintenance of roads and railways in Soviet 

suppiy areas. RAR ofken laid new railway tracks simultaneously as the Red Army 

conducted offensive operations so as not to disrupt or resvict the Soviet logistics 

capability and the army's momentum. Field army supply depots were situated so that 

railway cars stopped no more than eight to ten kilometres away f?om the kont. " In 

order to carry out their logistic duties, each sector of the Soviet nont (its Main 

Directorate representation) possessed 300 trucks, two construction and traffic-control 

regiments, and two bridge-building bat talion^.'^ The benefit of this contingent can be 

illustrateci by the foiiowing cornparison. The size of the supply corps within a German 

division in October 1943 was 4 047 men, 2 652 horses, 1 029 wagons, and 256 trucks; 

whereas the senice element of a Red Army division, which was not a part of the 

3a Halder, pp.577-578. 
" A Wexth, Russia at War. 1941-1945. (hadon, 1964) p.206. 
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fighting unit but attached to it, was 879 men, 556 horses, 253 wagons, and 9 1 

A Wehrmacht statisticai report Kraefreberechmmnen which alludes to these figures also 

attempted to determine the resson behind the overall Soviet logistical advantage. The 

German report contained five main points: 

1) The Red Amy needed fewer supplies partiy because Soviet weapons were less 
cornplex than theù Germa counterparts which required more maintenance. Soviet 
cmlians pedormed duties in the rear a m  however, the Wehrmacht manned 
hospitals, veterinaxy clinics, and the upkeep of railroads. 
2) Soviet wagons were smaiier than German wagons and did not cause Soviet horses 
much stfain. The heavier Soviet loads were pded by tnctors instud of l u g e  teams 
of draft bolses. 
3) The German division had to suppiy mon men and was equipped with heavier (in 
weight) weapons. 
4) Ge- supply units required more men to awompany them in order to defend 
against Soviet partisan activities. 
5) The Wehrmacht was hindered by German military philosophy which stated that a 
division should supply itself directly nom mny depots, using its own men.'= 
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Conclusion: 

German logistics was ill-equipped to handle the responsibility of supplying the 

German economy and the military effort. No efforts were made in the prewar era to 

improve upon railway or motor capabilities. Indeed, so hadequate were the latter, that 

Wehrmacht was forced to rely upon the captured lomes, locomotives and tanks of other 

nations, arsenals. Nevertheless, this was a gambie that did not succeed during 

Operation Barbarossa. As the G e m  logistical capability was destroyed, the 

Wehrmacht could not sustain itself and was forced to withdraw or face military deféat. 

The differences in Soviet and European d w a y  gauge made matters worse for the 

Wehrmacht. This f o r 4  the Germans to commit 2500 locomotives and 200,000 

railcars to the Eastern Front: 

This, in hini, meant that the Germans had to wnvert large portions of the 
captured rail network to their own, narrower gauge, instead of using the 
existing, broader Russian gauge. Thus the Soviet evacuation effort not only 
preserved industrial potential for fùture campaigns but posed a continuing and 
unexpected drain on the Gennan e c ~ n o r n ~ . ~ ~  

Dunn, The Soviet Economy and the Rcd Annv. p.53. 
ibid. pp.53-54. 
Glana et ai.. p.73. 
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Field Marshal Keitel concluded in his mernoirs that: 

The railway transport system was never really equd to the needs of the anneci 
forces or a war economy, despite the tact that the Geman Reich Railways not 
only expended vast quantities of materials on modemiration but also but its best 
railway engineers and directon to work on the system. The railways 
performance during the winter of 1941-1942 can only be termed disastrous; 
nom December 1941 to March 1942 it grew so critical that only the 
establishment of a special motor transport motorization staved off the complete 
collapse of the vital supply system to out t r o o ~ s . ~ ~  

The attempt to cure the Germa. logistics problem through the employrnent of horses 

failed primarily because the quality and the quantity of the animals was uwfncient. 

Furthemore, reliance on the horse meant the loss of  the mobiiity which 'Biitzkrieg' 

strategy demanded. The fast moving panzer units wuld not continue their role as 

spearhead of the attack so long as the bulk of the supplies and infantry remaineci fiir 

behind the advance. As &el supplies ran out, the panzers and the remaining motor 

vehicles had to be abandoned. 



The Ruble 



Genesis: Economy Born 

Iatmduction: 

When the Bolsheviks took power in 19 17, Russia was an agrarian nation which 

lacked a modem industrial foundation for its economy. The disorganization and 

weakness of the Russian economy caused the collapse of the Tsaria war effoR and the 

disintegration of the regime. The experience of the Russian civil war also supporteci the 

Bolshevik idea that the Soviet Union would have to revolutionize, not 0 4  its society 

but also its economy, to s u ~ v e  in the modem era surrounded by its industrialLeci 

enernies. Soviet politicai and military dogrna presupposed the inevitability of war with 

the nations of 'imperialia' ~ u r o ~ e . *  Therefore, the USSR mua be ernpowered before 

the outbreak of hostilities, which Soviet military planers stressed would occur without 

warning.' The Soviet ability to transform or rather mate  a modern industrial basis for 

their economy durhg the inter-war era, provided the ability to sustain the Nazi 

onslaught in 194 1, and ulthately proved the bais for Soviet victory. 

' Thac are generally two explanations for the miliîary dimensions of SoM# cçonomic deveiopment: 
that militaxy expansion was a k q  part of Soviet modernization, or that perceived threats (by the Soviet 
leadership) of capitalkt encirclement militarized Soviet economic development L. Samuelson, Soviet 
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Preparing for War: 

Lenin began the process of Soviet industrialllation through contracts for 

Western technical assistance. The mass production techniques of Henry Ford in 

particular, reduced costs and rai& productivity in Soviet factories.' As an integrated 

component requîred for the military defense of the USSR Staiin continued to build and 

expand Soviet industries throughout the ~hirties.' In a speech delivered at a Komsomol 

rdy  in 1930, Staün stated that the Russia of the past had continuously been defeated 

and victimized due to her backwardness. He asserted that within a ten year penod the 

Soviet Union m u t  achieve the same level of industriaiization which had historically 

developed over centuries in Western ~ u r o ~ e . '  From its advent, the Soviet defence 

industry adapted "active defence" plans which were also reflected in the Five Year 

plans6 Soviet rearmarnent progressed 'in depth' with the emphasis placed upon 

creating the potential to wage war (building of industry) rather than the amassing of 

... Soviet reamiarnent was not only impressive in itself, but it also revealed a 
more thorough and long-tem character than the rearmarnent of any other great 
power, including G-ermanY.' 

Mence industw Planning: Tukhactievskii and Militarv-Indutrial Mabikation 1926- 1937. 
(Stodrholm, 19%) pp.2-3. 

Fugate et al., pp. l3,7S. 
E. Carr, et. al., Foundations of a Planned Economv Part 1: The Economic Order- (London, 1974) 

pp.291-3 14. 
1. Deutscher, Stalin. (Oxford, 19%) pp.321-322. 
SamueIson, p.1. 
ïbidy pp.30-3 1. 
ibid. p.34. ' M Hamsoa, Soviet Pianninr in Peace and War. 1938-1945. (Cambridge, 1985) p.48. 



By 1940, 9 000 new industrial complexes had been constructed throughout the 

USSR and the national incorne had risen from its 1928 figure of 25 billion rubles, to 

128 billion t~bles.~ Capital investrnents over the same period (1 928 to 1940) rose fiom 

3.7 billion rubles CO 43 billion rubles and the gros output of industry increased six and a 

half times, fiom 2 1.4 billion rubles to 138.5 billion rubles. Within this period (1928- 

1940) the Soviet means of production grew ten fold from 8.5 billion nibles to  84.8 

billion r~bles.'~ The overall hancial effort of Soviet modernkation can be illustrated by 

comparing the annual budget which rose from its 1928 figure of 7.3 billion rubles to 1 80 

billion rubles in 1940.'' The aforementioned figures are extremely signincant recalling 

that German 'planning' for Barbarossa rested on the assumption that the economic 

potential of the USSR was no dBerent then that of Tsarist Russia. However, the main 

benefit of industrialiration was not the stock-piling of m s  and ammunition, but that it 

gave Soviet industry the capacity to replace material which would be destroyed d u ~ g  

the war. '* 

Soviet economic progress stagnated during the years of the Stalinist purge 

between 1936 and 1938, however a d m t i c  recovery in productivity occurred 

- - - -  

9 Between 1938 and 1940,3 000 were built. Gteat Patnotic War of the Soviet Union: 194 1-1945. A 
(M(~oscow, 1974) p.35. 

'O N. Voznesendy, Soviet Eamomy Durian the Secoud World War. (New York 1949) pp. 14-15. 
" ibid, p. 16. 
l2 R Davies, a al., The Eamomic Trarislormation of the Soviet Union. (Cambridge, 1994) pp.66-74. 
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therder,  largely due to the efforts 0fN.A. Vomesensiq who was appohted chief' of 

GoupIarr (January 1938). Any central communication of economic directives which had 

temporady been lost, due to the 'removal' of purged administrators, was quickly 

restored." There was aiso a greater emphasis placed upon the supemïsion @y centrai 

authorities) of plan filfiifment so that regular updates could lead to informeci and thely 

duectives. Furthemore, Vomesensb began the recniitment and training of rural 

labour for Uidustry, to ensure that there wouid be no shortage of manpower as industry 

expandeci. He also implemented a systern for the allocation of raw materials which 

priontized Soviet industrial production according to Moscow's economic agenda." As 

the realities of a Geman threat to European Russia became more evident, the Soviets 

incrrased their efforts to relocate and geographidy disperse their industries to Western 

Sibena and the Ural regions." Acknowledging that the economic basis for modem 

warfue were 'regional industrial complexes'L6 which provided their own metallurgical 

and fuel base; pre-war Soviet planning began to develop the aforementioned regions 

(Western Sibena. Urds) in order to facilitate production.17 These efforts resulted in: 

the cod basins of the Kuzbass, and Karaganda fields; the metailwgical and engineering 

centres at Magnitogorsk and Novo-Tagil; and the oil fields of the "second B W  in the 

l3 R Mecivedev* Let Histoiv Jud~e. (New York, 1989) pp.284-289,396-399,43745- 
" Hamson, Soviet Pfannine in Pratt and War. pp. 13.21. 
" The practœ of building new fàctoria in Asia started in the pcnod of Soviet indwtrhibtion. 
PIanners had taken the Iessons of the F i  Wodd War and the Russian Civil War into account This 
transfer of industry was accounteti for w i t h  the Five Year Plan which aiiocated maîerials and labour 
for these new areas over a hypotheticai three year coafiict. Samuelson, p.204. 
l6 eg. The New Far-East Industrial Base (Dalne-vostochnyi fiao. 
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east. '* In the first three years of the third Five Year Plan (until June 194 1) the annual 

growth rate of Soviet defence industries was 39 %.19 

17 Harrison, Soviet Plsinning in Peace and War. p.49. By 1941, Soviet oil production (3 1.1 million 
tons) was 45 % higher than it haù been in 1932. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. p.35. 
'* Elamison, Soviet Piannin~ in Peace and War. p.50. and S. Bialer, ed. Stalin and bis Generals: 
Soviet Militarv Mernoirs of World War II. (New York, 1949) pp. 153 - 166. 
'' Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. p.35. 
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Economy on the Move: 

W~th the expansion of industry and agriculture, Soviet planners recognized the 

need to augment the transport system to d o w  rapid movement of scheduled t r a c  on 

transit lines. Highly important railway centres such as: Chelyabinsk, Sverdlovsk, Ta& 

Kirov, and Novosibirsk were expandeci and upgraded to improve logistic capabi~ity.~~ 

New rail lines were also buiit dong the Volga and throughout the eastem and northem 

parts of the Soviet Union such as: the Vorkuta üne ran north from the Volga to the 

Arctic, and the Transcausasia-Astrakhan line.21 The expansion of the railways also 

provided previously 'remote' reaches of the country to become integrated into the 

nationd economy. Subsequently east-west mobility (railroad capacity) across the USSR 

grew four and a haif times between 1928 and 1940, f?om 93 billion ton-kilometres to 

415 billion ton-kilornetre~.~ An additional 2 954 locomotives were added to rail lines 

after the completion of the first Five Year Plan in 1933.'~ Such improvements allowed 

the Soviet mobilization plan of 1938 to make conceivable the requirement that in the 

event of war 5 000 trains should transport 112 ritle divisions and 10 cavalry divisions 

over a distance of 250 kilometers to the f k ~ n t . ~ ~  The USSR's single track capacity by 

this tirne was 25 trains (each way) while a double track wuld handle 50 trains* An 

- - - - 

'O ibid., pp.33-34. And E. Reeg Stalinism and Soviet Raü Tmnmort. (London, 1995) pp.57-59,64. 
J. Wesiwwd, Sonet Railwavs Todav. (New York, 1964) p.53. 
V o p l t s e ~ .  p. 1s. 

?hm, The Soviet Eanmmv and the Red Amy. pp.194-195. And Ra$ p.68. 
*' Reiaimât, p. 105. 
2s Westwood, Soviet Railwavs Todav. pp.3,18. 
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Administration for War Communication (UPVOSO) was also developed to 

continuously irnprove the logistic capabiiity of the Soviet railroad system." 

During the 1 9 2 0 ~ ~  the Soviet govemment had opted to lirnit motor transport 

development and allocate the buik of available raw materials and resources to the 

extension and improvement of railr~ads.~ This was due to the fact that the majonty of 

Soviet transport and supply was already carried by rail, which explains the seeming 

neglect to irnprove the roads. Soviet indu- and agridture moved its supplies via 

train not necessarily because the roads were poor but because rail was more convenient, 

cheaper, faster and more accessible. Truck transportation was reserved for local 

supplying, and there was no trend of long distance hauling as in North ~merica.* The 

improvement to the railway system coincided with the Soviet policy to bolster heavy 

industry at the expense of the consumer economy. That is to say, that there was no 

need to build roads when there was no demand, or a suppressed demand, for cars and 

trucks. By 1940 the ratio of Soviet rail to road capacity was almost meen to one, and 

although this figure appears disproportional it is comparable to sirnilar ratios in Western 

~ u r o ~ e . ~ ~  

" H. Huoter, uSucassful Spatial Management" in Linz, pp.50-5 1. 
Carr, pp.292.3 12,645-650,950-953. 

" Davies, et. al., p. 158. 
a Westwoud, Soviet Raüwws Todav. p-66,3444. 
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NevertheIess, the Soviets did improve and constmct new roads during the est 

two Five Year Plans. In 1928, there were 1 400 000 kilornetres of dirt roads and 32 

000 kiiometres of hard surfaced roads. By 1937, 327 000 Mometres of roads were 

constructeci and r e p d  (built or paved), for a total of 400 000 kilometres of graded 

and 70 000 kilometres of paved roads. Many authon comment that even d e r  such 

improvements the Soviet Union only possessed one kilometer of road per 100 square 

kilometres of territo~y.'~ However, this statistic is misleadhg because most Soviet 

roads were situated in the more populated western part of the USSR, also where most 

of the rnilitary was stationed. Furthemore, the improvements or construction of roads 

in under-developed areas was restricted to geographical locales which were planneci for 

the expansion of industry such as the Volga, the Urals and Western Siberia. Therefore: 

The vast undeveloped areas east of the Urals reduced the average kilometer per 
square kilometer to a meaningless figure. From 1933 to 1937 the Russians 
doubled the rniieage of improved roads h o s t  di in the developed areas west of 
the Urals. More than 50 % of the new roads were built in access to railr~ads.~ ' 

A far more important consideration is that by 1940, the Soviets had built highways 

Linking major military and industrial centres: f h m  Moscow to Minsk, Leningrad, Kiev, 

Gorky, and Kharkov; from Leningrad to Kiev; and fiom Kiev to ~hitomir." 

Duun, The Soviet Economv and the Red Annv. p.2 10. 
3' - Ibid 
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Contingexicy Planning: 

Many of the new Soviet industries which were aeated in the pre-war era 

possessed c i d a n  uses but were designed in a way which would rnake them readily 

adaptable for military prod~ction.~"or exarnple, tractor factories buih at Stalingrad 

and Chelyabinsk were designed so that they could be converted to tank production in a 

matter of days. This was also true of many automobile and locomotive plants. When the 

war began, a children's bicycle plant began producing flarne&rowers, while the 

typewriters of  another plant gave way to automatic des.34 Most civilian factoria were 

equipped with contingency plans so that a wartirne switch to the manufacturing of 

ammunition and s m d  maments would be possible at the shortest notice3': 

In the plan-period, the development of annarnents production should mainly be 
diected at utilinng the overd industrial base - through the assimilation of 
production in civilian factories. Better specialization among the factories in the 
defence industry should be inst i t~ted. '~  

Soviet contingency planning delegated the responsibilities of war production to plants 

which already had the necessary technological, material, and labour ski11 requirements. 

In this manner the fwibîlity of Soviet contingency plans were made more reaiistic. 

Indeed, on April 30, 1938, an official Military-Industrial Commission was set up under 

" fiid 
33 Gosplan initiated thne aonomic-wide contingency plans as &y as 1927-28, the main goals of 
which were: to distriiute materials to the main war producers as soon as hostilities commenced, to 
establish a prionty and time-schcduluig for the transformation of the Soviet economy to a war footing, 
and the creation of a long-tenn defiencc plan. Samuelson, p.78. 
34 G. Zhukov, Marshall Zhukov's Greatest Baüies. (New York, 1969) p. 172.. 
" HaniSan, Soviet Planning in Peaœ and War. p.54. 
" SamueIson, p.204. 
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Sovmrkonr 's (Soviet Cound of People's Cornmissars) Defense Cornmittee with the 

responsibility of p r e p a ~ g  the mobilization-readomess of individual regions within the 

USSR" By July 15, 1939, a representative from evexy Soviet factory had been 

appointed to aid the Commission in its development of an AlCUnion War Mob-tion 

In order to gauge the effectiveness of the preparations made by the Commission, 

an ''experimental partial mobiiization7' was d e d  out in September 1939. The results 

of this test revealed certain oversights and d e f ~  which were conected before another 

trial economic mobiluation was carrieci out after the Wmter War (1940, with  inl land).^^ 

From 1936 to 1940, the Soviets modernized their armed forces and improved 

many weapon designs. By 1941, strategically p l a d  reserves (dumps) of specialized 

weaponry such as T-34 medium-tanks, KV heavy-tanks, adexy and ammunition were 

situateci throughout the USSR The speed and effdveness with which this was d e d  

out, in a mere six month penod (January to June 1941)' was accomplished due to the 

sub-contracthg of defence orders to civil industries. This measure had the advantage of 

giving those in cidian manufacturers the background training they would need for 

wartime: 

- - - -- - 

37 - Ibid 
" Dunn, nie Sonet Ecowmv and the Red Arw. p.32. 
39 W. Spahr, Zhukov: The Rise and Faii of a Great Ca~tain. (Noyato. 1993) pp.64-69.. 
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Spreadiig defense orden around civilian industry created a lot of 'part-the' 
defense plants whose main contribution remaineci in the civilian economy but, 
which had acquired a foretaste of what would be involveci in a real war fiom the 
point of view of production? 

The payoff of this planning and expenence was realized nine days d e r  the Nazi attack 

on the Soviet Union when Sowwkorn was able to institute its fist economy-wide 

mobiiization plan. This plan, which was activated on June 30, 1941, was based upon 

the results and knowiedge of preparatory peace-tirne economic trials.41 

fiid 
" ibid. p.94. On Jwie 3, 1941, SoMarlrom drafkd a tesoiution for "The Partial Evacuation of the 
Residents of Mosam in Wartimen which accounted for 1 OQO 000. Kuxnanev, 'The Soviet Econorny 
and the 1941 Evacuation" in Wieczynski, ed. Operation Barbarossa p.164. 
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Conciusion: 

Aithough the rnethod of Soviet industnalization can be questioned (the human 

factor), it is beyond doubt that its achievement provideci the USSR's defence against the 

Nazi onslaught. The pre-war Soviet geographic dispersion of industries cuiminated in 

June 1941 with the Asian-USSR producing: 50 % of Soviet tractors, 39 % of Soviet 

steel 35 % of Soviet coal, and 25 % of Soviet electricity. In the area of nonferrous 

metdurgy, the Asian-USSR was the leading supplier to the Soviet econorny." The 

point is that by June 22, 1941, the Soviet Union had secureci for itself a powerfiil 

industrial base which was immune fiom enemy attack. The pre-war Soviet economy 

also had many inherent quaities which made its transition to war rather simple. 

Furthemore, Soviet pre-war economic planning was long-term and economy-wide. 

Soviet industriaiization was a process that was wnducted "in depth" rather than "in 

width". In the battle of attrition the Soviets had the advantage over the Gerrnan 

economy because prewar Soviet planning had concentrated on the building of the means 

of production rather than the stock piling of weaponry. Unlike the Gennans, the 

Soviets built new railway h e s  to s e ~ c e  a proportional growth in economy. 

Additiondy, the rapid transformation of civil industries to war production was an 

element of the 1930s Soviet industriaiization process. It is interesthg to note that while 

both totalitarian systems stressed 'the coming of war' in their ideologies, the Nazis 

translated this into an economic prerogative emphasizing offensive capabiliw, whïie the 
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Soviets relied on a 'defensive economic mobili7ation' which stemmed out of their fear 

that they would be the victims of an attack. 

- 

Wright, p.57. 



Exodus: Economv Saved 

Introduction: 

The evacuation of Soviet indushy which was accomplished within the first six 

months of the Nazi-Soviet war, remains one of the most heroic feats of economic 

history. It is not an exaggeration to say that an entire nation 'moved'. The Soviet 

evacuation was an exodus which aiiowed the Soviet govemment to salvage much of the 

valuable economic wealth of the industrial facilities in the European-USSR What is still 

more remarkable is that production levels recovered in a relatively short period of time 

d u ~ g  the unsuitable cirwnstances of war. This couid not have been possible without a 

degree of bureaucratie administration. The Soviet govemment and its leadership, after 

temporary inaction (due to Stalin's crisis of nerves), began to organize short term plans 

for the evacuation of manpower and resources. Due to a shortage in these very 

elements (eg. manpower to dismantle factories and man railways) the Soviet 

govemment was forceci to manmize its efforts in this initial period of the war. The 

disruption to the Soviet economy and its administration caused by the Nazi attack 

forced the Soviet govemment to temporarily decentralize the command of the 

evawation process. The individual accornphshrnents of the population were 

instrumental in the success of this procedure. 
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Reaction to Cilamity (The Evacuation Councüs): 

When the Wehrmacht ettacked the USSR in June 1941, the Soviet economy, 

although greatly empowered by the industriakation programme of the 1930s. was s t U  

in a transition stage. The last two months of 1941 was the worst t h e  for the Soviet 

economy d u ~ g  the entire war because, aithough European-Soviet factories had been 

evacuateû, moa had not yet been reconstnicted in Soviet Asia From August to 

November 194 1, 303 Soviet ammunition works ceased production due to evacuation or 

German occupation. The monthly l o s  sustained during these months was: 8.4 million 

shell bodies, 2.7 million mortar bomb casings, 2 million air-bomb casings, 7.9 million 

fuses, 5.4 million detonator caps, 5.1 million sheii casings, 2.5 miilion hand grenades, 7 

800 tons of gunpowder, and 16 1 000 tons of ammonium nivatesu By November 1941, 

the Gemians ocaipied an area of the Soviet Union which containecl: 40% of the total 

population, 63% of the c d ,  68% of the pig iron, 60% of the aluminum, 38% of the 

grain, 84% of the sugar, 38% of beef and dahy cattle, 60% of the pigs, 58% of the 

USSR's steel producing industries, and 41% of nation-wide railway mrleage? In 

Novernber and December coal production ceased in the Donets and Moscow Cod 

Basins. Rolied steel and ùon production had fallen to 300% of its pre-war output by 

December 1941, while non-ferrous rolled rnetal production feu by 43 000%. The 

production of bail barrings, essentid for the manufacturing of tanks, aircraft and 
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artiiiery, had fàllen by 2100%." Additiondy, the Red Amy's casualties for the first six 

months of the Nazi-Soviet confiict amounted to the total strength including reserves and 

rear echelons, of its pre-war strength. 

The evacuation of the Soviet population and industq was considered so 

paramount that the govemment's derrees for the organization of these tasks preceded 

the establishment of the Soviet war cabinet by three daYs." Immediate plans for the 

evacuation ofwomen and children in Moscow for example, took place on June 23, 1941 

as the Order for the Evacuation of CMdren of ~oscow.~ '  On June 24, 1941, the Soviet 

Central Cornmittee and Sovnarkom estabfished a Council for Evacuation and decreed 

that its first priority was to be the "removal and relocation of groups of people and 

valuable resources.* On June 27, 1941, Sommkom issued "The Procedure for 

Evacuating and Relocating Groups of People" which was a resolution for the 

evacuation of specialUed workers, military personnel, the elderly, women, children, and 

industrial equipment." This was foilowed on June 29, 1941, by a directive "To Party 

and Soviet OrgaNzations in Front-line Districts" which stated that the enemy should be 

denied any resources found upon ocaipied Soviet temtory. Resources which could not 

45 - bià. 
Bialystok and Grodno had a(rrady sent 30 evacuation trains on the tira day of the war. 

Krimanev, in Wieczynski, p. 175. 
M. Wetttin, Fiftv Russian Winters: An Amencan Womaa's Life in the Soviet Union. (New York, 

1994) p. 195. 
Hamson, Soria Plannin~ in Peace and War. p.65. 

49 Kumanev, in Wieczyski p.167. 
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be evacuated were ordered to be destroyed." On Jufy 4, 1941, GKO (The State 

Defense Cornmittee) direct& Vomesemky to compile: 

a wartirne economic plan of provision for defense of the country, taking into 
account utilkation of existing resources and enterprises on the Volga, in 
Western Siberia and the Urals, and also resources and enterprises removed to 
the indicated regions in the course of evacuati~n.~' 

The official Sovnarbm decree "On the Evacuation of the Population in Wartbne" was 

issued on Jdy 5, 1941. On that same day, the Council for Evacuation decreed that 

pnonty be given for the transfer of mothers and chiidrem through the auspices of child- 

The initial evacuation of Soviet industry and cituenry were not dealt with 

separately but treated as complementary issues. The rnajority of workers in close 

proxhity to the fiont aided in the disassembly and loading of theû factones on to trains 

which they accornpanied to their final destination. Only in September 194 1, when the 

evacuation of front-he Soviet industries had been wmpleted, was the process and 

responsibility for the evaaiation of industry and civilians placed under two separate 

administrations." Three sub-cornmittees within the Council for Evacuation were 

fonned nom members of Sovnarkom, G o q h ,  various commissariats, and Trade 

Unions whose tasks became: the movement of productive forces which included 
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employees as wdl as enterprises, the movement of refugecs, and the coordioatioo of 

The Councii for Evacuation operated through plenipotentiarks, local 

comm*ssars, deputy commissars, and Party secretaries who were responsible for 

gathering and transporthg their respective evacuees. The plenipotentiaries of the 

Council who numbered 3000 by 1941, were given enabiing powers to stop, check, or 

unload ail non-military railway fieight. These plenipotentiaries formeci part of an overaii 

Inspectorate of the Council for Evacuation which was headed by Alexis ~ o ~ g i n . ~ ~  

Kosygin was aiso the representative of the Soviet government who was given the 

responsibility for the evacuation of industries fiom Moscow which began on October, 

10, 194 1. However, since there was also a rapid German advance through the southern 

USSR, the Soviet government organized a separate Council for Evacuation for southem 

sector of the &ont on October 25, 1941, which was headed by Anastas Mikoyan. 

Sïmilarly, a separate Council for Evacuation for the northem USSR was f o d  under 

the leadership of Shveniik and later passed to ~a~anovich. '~  As the various front 

situations stabilized, the unnecessary bureaucracy was ehhated and these separate 

Counds were dissolved. Mikoyan's Council was dissolved on December 19, 1941, 

wiziie Kaganovich's Council was absorbed by the Cornmittee for Freight Dispersal 

Enckson, The Road to S t a l i n d  pp. 113-1 17. 
" ibid, p. 144. 
56 - ïbid 
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S U ~ ~ M S ~  by Mikoyan. The latter measures was taken to hprove the coordination of 

railway transport to and f?om the northern section of the Soviet fiont especidy 

surroundhg s en in gr ad. " 

On July 5, 194 1, the Poiitburo of the CPSU organized "evacuation points7' at 

many railway centres between European and Asian Soviet temtory. These stations 

received and dispatched evacuees, organized the meals for their joumey, and provided 

medical examining stations through which aiî transients passed.J8 By August 22, 1941, 

120 "evacuation points" had been estabiished throughout Soviet territory Over 3 

billion Rubles were spent by December 1941, to aid Soviet evacuees. These fiinds paid 

for food bundles, dinning halls, showers and disuifiion centres which guaranteed hot 

waterJg Sanitation was strictly edorced by city authorities. In places with no adequate 

plumbing or sewage system, human excretion was collectai at designated places. Upon 

arriva1 at Novosibirsk, for example, evacuees found a "sanitation station" equipped with 

a washing area, a nurse and a medical examination room, locker room, play area for 

children, and waiting a r a  for those en route: 

- 

Harrison, Soviet Planning in Peacc and War. p.67. 
58 Kumanev, in Wiecynski, p. 167. 
" - W, pp. 167,169. 
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These sanitary bureaus were a war messure to prevent epidemics, especially of 
typhus. Thenfore they provided not only bath, but also the disinfkcting of 
clothes. No train tickets were SOM, no one was admittecl to a hotel or public 
lodging without a paper c e m g  that he had undergone the "sterilizing" of a 
sanitary bureau." 

There was aiso a fhcility for child-care in Novosibirsk which provided 200 000 mothers 

with its seMce during December 194 1. Likewise, "everywhere, in each town, especially 

dong the railroad junctures there was a Rwm For Mother And C ' Z I ~ . " ~ '  

" weaün. p.22 1. 
'' ibid. ~p.222~223-224. Itaücs mine. 
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Methods and Accomplisbments: 

There were 1523 factories (monetary value, 92 billion rubles) which were 

evacuated by December 1941, 1360 by A U ~ U ~ . ~ *  However, "their economic 

significance was out of all proportion to their number"." One-eighth of total Soviet 

evacuated economic assets were defense enterprises, key metdurgical, chernical, and 

engineering works, whose "importance to Soviet s u ~ v a l  in 1942 and 1943 can hardly 

be d~ubted.''~ During the month of August in the Dnieper region a daiiy rate of 3 000 

rail cars evacuated iron and steei equipment, 1 000 rail cars transported electrical 

equipment, and 400 rail cars carrieci the manufacturing potentid of the chernical 

industry to the safèty of Soviet Asia. From August 8 to August 15. 1941. 26,000 rail 

cars helped evacuate Ukrainian industry and during the sarne time 8 000 rail cars 

muisported 498 factories fiom the Moscow region? The rnajority of these enterprises 

were able to resume production by December 1941 when the first phase of the Soviet 

evacuation was completed." Of the 100 aircraft factories which were evacuated, the 

largest involved the transport of 30 000 workers, 10 000 units of equipment and 200 

000 square metres of factory space." This was supplemented by the evacuation of 

in five mon& 1.5 million fieight cars wen used to transport evacuated industries. Great Paaiotic 
War of the %et Union. p.77. 
" Davies, et al., p.166. 
64 - ibici 
" A Werth, MW '4 1. (London, 1942) pp.3 9-43. 
" Dum. The Sovia Economv and the Red Annv. p.3 3. In Dsember 194 1 the Soviets Nmed their 
attention to clearing up bottlenecks in which was clogging raiiway Lines. A TrafEc-Transit Cornmittee 
(Kommitet po Raz*). Erickson, Road to Stalinnrad. p.235. 
6'7 Hamson, Soviet Piiurninpr in Peace and War. p.78. 
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weaponry design bureaus, technological schools, and 41 5 vocational and factory 

apprenticeship schools with their pupils (270 000 people).68 

Many of the evacuated materials fkom s d e r  plants were incorporated into the 

already existing, larger complexes in the Eastern haif of the USSR This served to 

enlarge existing hcilities without hinderhg current production levels as construction 

occureci. The Magnitogorsk industriai complex for instance, incorporated the 

machurery of 34 evacuated Soviet European fadories." Most of the evacuated staff 

were re -Wed during the duration of the factory's relocation, which enabled 

production levels to increase as soon as renovations had been c~m~leted. '~ Due to such 

procedures most plants recommenced production within six to eight weeks of their 

evacuation. An example of this is the Kharkov Tank factory which was evacuated to 

the Urals in November 1941, and which sent its first trainload of T-34s to the front on 

December 8, 194 1." Of the 1360 large-sade industries which were evacuated between 

June and August 1941: 455 were rebuilt in the Urals, 250 in Central Asia and 

Kazakhstan, and 210 in Western Siberia. The rernaining plants were not reconstmcted 

or incorporated into existing faciiities until after the spring of 1942. Only 55 evacuated 

" A. -vin, Fmm Woalcn Ploueh to Atomic Power. ( M m ,  1966) p. 14 1. 
69 Davies, et al., p.80. 
'O 30-40 % of workers were evacuated with theu industries wbile the rest volunteered or were d t e d  
for various military and civil posts. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. p.79. 
" Davies, et al., p.80. 
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enterprises remaineci inoperative by 1943, but this was due to a lack of labour to employ 

within these plants.R 

From June to Deamber 194 1, there were an average of 50 daily attacks by the 

Luftwaffe upon the Soviet transport system. " In order to combat disorganization and 

confiision, on August 1, 194 1, Stavka re-designated the responsibilities of the Soviet 

Military Transport SeMce for the delivery and supply of troops and equipment, to the 

Main Directorate of the Red Amy ~ear ."  The chief of the Main Directorate, AV. 

Khlev,  was empowered to requisition supplies fiom sixteen different commissariats in 

order to supply the Red Army with: food, clothing, mobile workshops, and local 

tran~~oi-tation.'~ The Main Directorate of the Red Amiy Rear combined the staffs of: 

C M  of the Rear, Military Transport Directorate, Fuel and Supply Directorate, Military 

Medical Directorate, and the Ve te~a ry  ~irectorate.'' Accordmg to the "Regulation 

Concemhg the Organization and Work of the Army R d ,  the Main Directorate was 

concemeci with: supplying the army, the accumulation of reserve of materials in the 

rem, the creation of mobile resewe caches, the organization of railroad and water 

-- - - 

'* H-n, Sona Planning in Peaœ and War. p.77. 
" DUM, The Soviet Emnomv and the Red Armv. p.5 1. and 1 Ehrcnburg, The Temerina of Russia. 
(New York, 1944) pp.95-97. 
74 A Khruiev (Quartemaster-General of the Red Arrny), in Bialer p.369, kstmcnuing of the Red 
Amy's rear organizations took place in August 1941. Pt?uuiing, transport and supply fiioctions were 
placexi under a unifid cornmanci. Krimanw, in Wieczyski ed. Operation 8arbatossa p. 166. 
" Westport, Soviet Railwavs Todav. p.22. Chid of- SeMces (KhnrIev) (Nachalnik nrlo m o i  
Annii), by Order # 252, Juiy 3 1,1941, Kïuuiev became one of sixteen Deputy Defence Coamhar who 
had a permanent place on Stavka and who aiso maintaineci regular correspondence with GKO. 
Efickson, Road to StalinPJad. p.225. 
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transportation for supply and evacuation purposes, the organization and employment of 

labour for local industrial production and in support of the m y ,  the maintenance of 

roads in the rear area, the evacuation of sick and wounded personnel and horses, the 

supply of medical treatment, and providmg rear-area security. l7 

The Main Directorate also recordeci Soviet material loses and noted 

replacement requests, as weU as supe~sed the salvaging of ail damaged or abandoned 

battlefield equipment (German and Soviet), its repair and rei~sue.'~ Indeed, the 

Luftwaffe mon becarne aware that its air-strikes represented a half-mesure against the 

Soviet war economy unless Soviet equiprnent was completely destroyed, thus making it 

un~aiva~eabie." Each sector of the Soviet nont was appointed a representative of the 

Main Directorate and they convened with Stalin on July 3 1, 194 1 to mordmate their 

e ~ o r t s . ~  Khnilev also resrganized the entire Soviet supply system, Unproving logistic 

capabiiity by extending railroads to factory facilities and building new factories next to 

existing railways. In certain cases rail cars drove directly Uito the factory and were 

76 Khnrlev in Bialer, p.372. 
" M Parris4 ed. Baüie for Moscow: Th 1942 Soviet General Sta£FStudv. (Ladon, 1989) pp.185- 
186. The mobiie tesene field depot maintaineci: one unit of ammunition, food and fodder for four 
days, two renlls of iùei. 
'14 Mobile rep& base @odvizhnayct remotnaya bma - PRB) and 'salvage collection points" (SPAM), 
were introduced at the end of 1941 and attachai to Soviet mnk brigades and regiments. Erickson, Road 
to Stalingrad. p.225. D. Reynolds, et. al., AUies at War The Saviet. Amena and Britisb 
ExDerience. 1939-1945. (New York, 1994) p.268. and Werth, Russia at War. p.206. 

K Uebe, Russian Reactions to German AirPower in World War IL (New York, 1964) p.87. 
" hinn. The Soviet Econow and the Red Armv. p.52. 
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loaded right off the platform. This saved valuable tirne which wes otherwise used to 

mafshal rail cars or shunt locomotives back and forth? 

The feat of the Soviet evacuation was completed with the aid of 30 000 trains 

compnsing 1.5 d o n  carriages (the quivalent of 1 600 000 ten-metre long trucks) 

which if placed fiom end to end would have fonned a sotid line fiom the Bay of Biscay 

to the Pacinc 0 ~ e a . n . ~  In the initiai interval of the Soviet evacuation fiom June 1 94 1 to 

Febmary 1942, a total of 10 million people were rescued." By July 194 1, half of  the 

USSR's trucks were being used for evacuation purposes. Trains canying non- 

perishable items were often unloaded dong the tracks where they were stopped by 

Khxulev's inspectors, and re-routed for immediate evacuation a s ~ i ~ n m e n t . ~  Trains used 

to evaaiate the Soviet population, traveled a daily average distance of 600 km.'' From 

June to August 1941, 2.5 million Soviet soldiers were transported to the fiont." The 

most effective testimony for the Soviet raiiway system is that within a fifteen day period, 

3.25 million soldiers were transported mainly form theù postings on the Japanese 

BI Ibid, also see the cuncluding points of rny chapter, "Logistic of Defeat". - 
a Harrison, Sona Planning in Peace and War.p.78. 

Khavin, p. 142. 
A. Seton, Tbe Russo-German War. 1941-45. (London, 1971) pp.244-253. 

83 Kumanev, in Wteczyski ed. ODeratioa Bahamsa p. 168. 
'6 From July to Nmember 194 1,6 million people wexe evaagt#l Linz, "Worid War Two and M e t  
Economic Growth, 1940-1953." in Linz, p.13. 
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border, to various secton of the Moscow fiont in preparation for Marshall Zhukov's 

counter-offensive on December 6, 194 1 ." 

Besides the logistical aspects of the evacuation, there are innumerable human 

accompiishments which contributed to the rehabilitation of the Soviet war economy." 

The evacuation of fhctones dong the main railway line through Byelorussia continuai 

under heavy bombardment despite the hct that throughout July and August, the railway 

üne was damaged on 49 occasions.~ In the Urals, worken built a 10 000 square metre 

factory complex equipped with sanitary and technical facilties within ten days because 

of the urgent need to re-start artiliery production. Similar complexes of 12 000 and 14 

000 square metres for weaponry production, were completed within 35 and 37 days 

respectively . The Zaporozhstal steel plant was dismantled in 1 9 days (nom August 1 9 to 

September 5, 1941) and its 320 000 tons ofequipment occupying 16 000 rail cars, were 

transporteci to the ~ r a l s . ~ '  The generator of the large turbine at Zuevo power station 

was dismantled and loaded for transport within eight h~urs.~'  In another instance of 

record breaking reconstruction, the last train carrying the equipment of a dismantled 

assembly plant amived at its Volga destination on Novernber 26, 1941. On December 

- ppp - - - 

" EU& p.77. 
im For example, the evacuation of; and the continuhg production of the Kirov plant in Leniagrad 
Kislitsyn et. al., Leningrad does not Sunender. (MOSCOW, 1989) p.41. also see A. Werth, L e n i n d  
(New York, 1944) chapter on "Endurance: the Kuav works", also note that the author has dedicated 
his book "to the workers of the Kirw plant". 
" Erickson, Road tD Staiinerad- p.234. 

A Nove, An Economic Historv of the USSR (London, 1986) p.271. 
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10, 194 1, the reassembled plant produced its first MiG fighter and was able to send 

thirty MiGs and three Shtumoviikr (Ilyushin 2 fighter-bomber) to the front by the end of 

~ecember." In total, the efforts of ali Counds for Evacuation rescued 25 million 

people fiom the ocaipied regions of the Soviet Indeed, the Soviet evacuation 

effort amounted to "'an economic Stalingrad' which mattered more than the great 

victoiy won later by arms on the banks of the Volga, and indeed it made the latter 

possible. "" 

Nevertheles, the Soviet goverment is often cnticized for not h a h g  exerted 

more effort for the evacuation of its industries and population. This accusation is 

leveled because many Soviet industrial plants remaineci operational until the front 

collapsed around them. In such cases if evacuation occurred at all, it was completed 

under unfàvorable circumstances. Athough these observations are correct, they do not 

explain the economic signifiaince nor the necessity of such Soviet procedures. 

Production facilities which operated near &ont line districts or were kept operational as 

the fiont advanced deeper into Soviet temtory, empowered the Red Amy with badly 

needed materials and war equipment.gs This enabled the Red Army to resia the Nazi 

9' &id. p.272. 
" fiid 
" Davies, et al., pp.144-146. 
" Harrison, Swieî PLannina in P a c e  and War. p.78. 
gs S. Shtemenko, The M e t  General Stanat War. 19414. (Moscow, 1970) pp.27-30. 
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attack to the degree which was attaineâ, ofien delaying the Wehrmacht's advance for 

weeks due to well equipped pockets of Soviet raistances: 

Sacrifïcïng immediate production, many tactories closed in August, packed up, 
and moved to the Ural Mountains. But because their products were needed, 
some plants remained in production untii too late to be moved. Only 17 of the 
64 iron and steel plants in the Donbas were evacuated between October and 
December 1941. The Kharkov tank faaory was being dismantled as the 
Gemans arriveci." 

German sources certainly dispute any clairn that the Wehrmacht captured any 

valuable Soviet industries or war materialq and this not only due to the Soviet 

scorched-earth policy, but because of an efficient and highly effective evac~ation.~~ This 

is why, for example, the oniy 10 000-ton press in the USSR (in Novo-Kmmatorsk) was 

kept operational until the last possible moment and then evacuated within five days. 

When the work was completed on October 21, 1941, the Wehrmacht was ody seven 

miles away from the factory and the press had been loaded on the last east-bound train, 

leaving a group of 2500 technicians to walk 20 d e s  to the nearest evacuation point.99 

Another illustration of 'last minute' evacuation is the Red October Tractor Plant in 

Staüngrad which was mobilized to produce tanks. General Chuikov who was the head 

of 62nd Amy, received MïJitary Order #164 on September 25, 1942, '?O prevent the 

enemy âorn reaching the B d W  and f i ~ m s y  Oktyubr worker's settlements, and to 

" Ucbc, p.88. (m: Gorki md Staiingrad) 
" DUM, Tbe Soviet Economv and the Ral Amw. pp.32-33. 
* Ra- et al., Fighting in Heu. p.89. 
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prevent any advance by the enemy towards the Tractor workers' ~ettiernent.""'~ By the 

end of August 1942, the Nazis were within 8 0  metres of the Red October Plant and yet 

it was only on September 2, 1942, when Red October began evacuation to the other 

bank of the volga.''' Through the fortitude of its workers, Red October supplied the 

Stalingrad anny with 200 badly needed tanks in the month of september.'02 An 

additional reason for delaying the evacuation of the Stalingrad area was because 

Stalingrad was also the main transport juncture for oil deliveries fiom the Caucasus and 

for the deliveries of arrns shipped fiom the factories in the Ural and Volga region.'" 

That is to say that the untirnely evacuation of Staiingrad might have paralyzed Soviet 

iogistics. 

The adaptability of Soviet planners to deal with a situation in flux also ensured 

that the Soviet economy would not collapse under the strain of war. The Soviets 

resurreaed the Council for Evacuation (southem USSR) on June 22, 1942, after Hitler 

ordered the Wehrmacht on April 5, 1942, to destroy ail remaining Soviet defence 

industries and seize the oil of the Caucasus. The reconstituted southern Cound 

wmpleted the evacuation of 150 enterprises 6om the Don-Volga area, of which 40 

" Enckson, Road to Sîaiinerad p.234. The plant was kept operational b u s e  its press was usd to 
hirmmer-out the la&, and W U y  need, of heavy equipment in that Soviet Mence sector. 
'Oo V. ChuiLov, The Bemnning of the Road (London, 1%3) pp. 150-15 1. 
'O1 150 industries wm evenaiauy evaaratcd h m  Leningrad and Stalingrad ktween 1942-1943. Linz 
"Worfd War T m  and Soviet Ecciaomic Growth, 1940-1953" in Linz. p. 13. 
'" Kha- p. 143, " . . . evcy night the Russians drag everything necded by the Red Guardsman aaoss 
the Volga." Rudei, p.7 1. 
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were large-scale industrial plants. In addition to this hundreds of thousands of cidians 

were aiso evacuated fiom this area before the Wehrmacht reached ~tal ing.rad.*~ During 

the evacuation of the Don-Stalingrad ana, Soviet vains nui every twelve to Meen 

minutes. In nezirby Astrakhan, evacuated supplies fiom 1 300 rail cars were unioaded 

onto Street-cars and thm the trains were re-routed in order to avoid blocking other 

incoming tratfic. In a parallel process, ffom November I to November 20, 1942: 160 

000 men, 10 000 horses, 14 000 vehicles, 6 700 tons of ammunition, 4 000 tons of 

rations, 600 guns, and 430 tanks, were deiivered to the Stalingrad fk~nt.'~' Had the 

Soviets imrnediately evacuated ali industrial plants f?om al1 vulnerable areas, the Red 

Army would not have had any supplies or weaponry with which to defend their country 

in the most critical (and decisive) penod of the war. Hence, "wuld more have been 

evacuated with better management, allowing reduced costs and sacrifices? The answer 

seems to be: probably not." 

No examination of the Soviet evacuation would be complete without a bnef 

discussion c o n c e h g  the pli@ of agriculture. Due to the Nazi occupation of the most 

fertile and concentrateci food producing areas of the USSR, there was barely enough 

food to feed the rernaining population under Soviet control. Nevertheles, with the 

lm A Rodimtsev quo- on the 1st h e  in Two Hundred Days ofFire: Accounts bv Partici~aaîs and 
Witnesses of the Battre of S t a l i n d  (Mosaw, 1970) pp. 16 1-167. 

Oreai Patriotic War of the Sovict Union. (MOSC(YW, 1974) p. 124.. 
'O5 Dunn, Soviet Economv and the Red Armv. pp.202-203. 
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exception of "the nightrnarish experience of Leningrad, the only mass starvation appears 

to have taken place in occupied area~."'~~ AU Soviets received a daiiy food ration 

whose quantity varîed acwrding to the individual's occupation, a higher ration going to 

those in the army and war industries. The first Soviet directives conceming agriculture 

were: to gather the harvest as fast as possible, to evacuate as much agricultural 

macheiy and iivestock as possible, and to destroy whatever was left when the Soviets 

evacuated the temt~ry.'~' On June 26, 1941, the Central Cormittee of the Ukrainian 

Cornmunist Party and the Ukrainian Sovnarkom (Cound of Muiisters) rnobilized ail 

available labour for agicultural work. Hundreds of teachers and 84 000 high school 

students nom Sumy, 70 000 students from Zaporozhe, and 50 000 school children f?om 

the Voroshilov district were strafed by enemy artiliery and dive bombers as they worked 

in the fields. log 

Many collective f m s  brought in theu harvest within 12 days instead of the 

planned 18 day lirnit set by the Ukrainian ~ovnarkorn.~~~ People worked 20 hours a day 

in order to achieve this, there were even ni@ shifts which worked by moonlight. 

Similar to industriai evacuation, the evacuations of agricuiturd machinery did not begin 

'O6 J. Barber, et al., The Soviet Home Front. 194 1-1945: A Social and Economic Historv of the USSR 
in Worid War II. (London, 199 1) p. 130. 
l m  W. Mo&* The Bread of Affliction: The Food Suu~lv in the USSR hirina Worid War II. 
(Cambridge, 1990) p.3. 
los fiid.. p. il. 
'O9 ibid.. p.21. 
"O iaidd. 19. 
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until mid-July 194 1, in order to help salvage as much of the h m e s t  a s  It 

was logicd to sacrifice a few hundred tracton for the extra tons of grain which were 

hawested with the help of these machines (and most of the machiries were destroyed 

before the Soviets lefi). By August 20, 1941, 88% of the Soviet harvest outside the war 

zone had been ~ l l e c t e d . ' ~ ~  Regadmg the grain w i t h  the war zone, most of it had been 

planted in the spring and was thus not ready to be harvested because it was still in the 

fields during October when the first signs of winter amved (1941 being the coldest and 

earliest winter in over a centq).'" The Soviet evacuation or destruction of agriculture 

was a major factor in stinù>g the Wehrmacht's campaign. "Even if tirne was of the 

essence, the Russians succeeded in canying off large numbers of cattle, as weU as a 

substantiai arnount of equipment and 

"' Barkr, et al., pp.56-58.. 
"' Note thaî on August 17.194 1, tbe Nazis cap& Daiepmpetrovsfr and were just breaching the 
'Dnieper Line' . The Battie of Kiev did not begin until September 10, 194 1. 
"' Baikr. e t  al., pp.56-58. 
'14 Rauss, a al., Fiehth in Hell. p.89. 
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Conclusion: 

Despite its stunning evacuation achievements, Soviet economic production did 

not recover to its 1940 levels untii Spring 1942. lLS The drawing of manpower into the 

armed forces and to help with the evacuation ofindustry, caused a decline in the Soviet 

labour force fiom 31 d o n  in 1941 to 18 million in 1942."~ Nevertheles, the 

adjournment of the German offensive (during the winter 1941-42) gave the Soviet 

economy the respite it needed to partiaily recover. By the summer of 1942, the Soviet 

economy was almost wmpletely placed on a war footing. Evacuated Soviet industries 

had already begun to retum badly needed war supplies to the front. In fact, "by thjs 

t h e  the revarnped Soviet economy was much more efficiently geared for war than the 

German one. 7, 117 The Soviets wnstructed IO 3 15 factories in 1942, 10 4 18 in 1943, 

and 20 647 in 1944."' The success of Soviet econornic rebuilding and reconstruction 

was so dramatic, that the Schwarze Koms newspaper of the Nazi press was forced to 

admit in 1943 : 

That new masses of people and machines aise from the boundless Soviet 
steppes, for it looks as if some great magician were moldimg them in huge 
numbers out of Ural  la^.''^ 

Ln 1942. Soviet industry produced 25 436 a i r d  (a figure 60% greater than 1941) and 

24,688 tanks ( t h e  and half times 194 1 production). To appreciate these figures one 

'" Grcgo~~. et al.. Soviet Ecanomic SUucatrr and Performance. (New Yo* 1986) p. 120. 
Il6 &id* p.121 
Il7 J. Milla., The Soviet Economic Exmiment. (Chicago. L990) p.137. 
''* p. 147. 

ibid. p.150. 
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must r d  that Soviet industriai output in 1942 originated solely from the evacuated 

and pre-war industrial plants in Soviet hia.'lo Cornpared to 1940, the 1942 output of 

the Ural region increased by S O W ,  in the Volga region by 900%, and by 2 700% in 

Western siberia.'*' By the end of the war the Soviet economy out-produced its Nazi 

rival by 83% in tanks, 54% in planes, 340% in mortars, and 400% in g u n ~ . ' ~  

Mer six months of war the Nazis had deprived the Soviet Union of one thùd of 

its industrial capacity and occupied a geographic area which had mstained the Tsarist 

Russian empire for most of its existence. This is "analogous to occupation of the 

" la Although the Bolshevîks had United States east of the Mississippi (river) . 

understood the need to geographically disperse newly created industries throughout the 

USSR, pre-war indushial development dso focused on hproving the existing Soviet- 

European facilities. The evacuation of these facilties, ïogether with much of each 

plants' labour and resources, completed the pre-war task of re-locating industrial 

capacity to Soviet Asia. Production levels were able to rise at a dramatic pace also 

because of the pre-war development of economic complexes in the Ural, Volga, and 

Siberian regions to support and sustain industry. With the majority of the Soviet's 

economic capacity sa& behind the Urals, the Red Army was empowered with the 

l m  Nove, p.274. 
'" D m  a al.. p.92. 
'" Khavin, p.153. 
la DUM, The M e t  Econorn~ and the Red Army. p.111. 
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economic abiiity to wage W. Furthemore, the evacuation of Soviet rolling stock 

deprived the Wehrmacht of the logistic capability it was hoping to seize. 



Introduction: 

Despite the heroic efforts with which Soviet industry was evacuated and 

relocated, the Soviet economy did not begin to recover nom its traumatic experience of 

the Nazi invasion until Spring 1942. Although individual production facilities had begun 

to restart the m a n e a ' a c ~ g  of weapons and munitions, this represented a sporadic 

effort rather than a coordinated nation-wide mobilization of the economy. This was 

reflected in the operational ability of the Red Anny to wage war. That is to say that the 

battles of Moscow and Staüngrad were fought as SoMa defensive measures. This was 

not ody because of the military situation which favoured the Wehrmacht, but also 

because the Soviet economy could not provide the Red Army with the necessary output 

of war materials to sustain offensive operations. This point can be accentuated with 

reference to the additional counter-offensives which were conducted dong the Moscow 

fiont. At Stalin's insistence these operations were undertaken in the spring and summer 

of 1942, but limited gains were made at the expense of a substantial material loss. 

However, by the battle of Kursk (July 1943). the Soviet economy had surpassai the 

production capability of the Nazi economy. The measures by which this resurrection of 

the Soviet economy was possible is the subject of the foilowing section. 
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Centirlçution of Economy: 

June to December 1941, had been a six month period of emergency 

govemmental decrees and ad hoc local initiatives. Much of the evacuation efforts, the 

conversion of the civil economy to war production, and the development of new 

production fhcilities was the work of improvisation and not central planning. 

Neverthefess, this was ody the fint phase of the Soviet war economy and not the basis 

of normality. Yet even during this phase, attempts at central economic pIanning also 

produced duable resuits. The establishment of a State Defense Cornmittee (GKO) on 

June 30, 1941, was the first measure to simplify the administration of the Soviet 

econorny and its mobilization for wadu The administrative organs of the Communist 

Party remained dormant or wllapsed during war tirne to enable GKO to govem the 

country by decree, direct intervention or through its plenipotentiarîes. lZ Entire pre-war 

Soviet ministries were eliminated to shrink the chah of command and to eliminate 

wasteful tirne-consuming bureaucracy. In many cases even the authority of the 

remaining commissariats were bypassed so that industries and evacuation personnel 

received theu orders (and reported) diiectly from ~ ~ 0 . l ~  The GKO "in eEect becarne 

the governrnent", it : 

1 24 GKO (St. Cornmittee for Mence) ( G o s u d ~ s t v e n ~  Komitet O60mt~y) 
lzs Ericksr,n, Rmd to Stalianrad p.227. 
' ~ 6  ibid, p.274. 
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superimposed upon the entire system in order to cucumvent the traditionally 
ridged and time-consuming aspects of bureaucratie procedure and then to 
provide the Soviet regime with both the administrative flexibüity and the 
centralization of wntrol that the war effort required. ln 

Each member of the GKO was assigneci with a specific economic duty in 

addition to his other ministerial responsibilities: V. Molotov was in charge of 

overseeing tank production, L. Beria replaced Vomesenslcy in 1942 as the overall 

planning director of the economy, Malenkov was responsible for a i r d  and aircrafl 

enghe production, Vomesenslq oversaw the production of amuMents and 

ammunition, Mikoyan ensured that the production of consumer goods was kept to a 

bare minimum, Kaganovitch organized railway transport, and Voroshiiov became the 

econornic procurement officer for the Red Army.'" The GKO held regular 'drop-in 

sessions' where speciaiists in specific fields of production were invited to address the 

GKO to help resolve economic problems.'w Khnilev notes that the GKO also held 

regular brain storming sessions so that "the procedure of reacting an agreement with 

Gosplan, the people's commissariat and departments, on questions of supply of the 

army, was reduced to a minimum."130 These procedures aiiowed the GKO to compare 

and adjust the specifics of their centralized planning with local authorities: 

I n  S. Liekrman. 'Crisis Management in the USSR: The Wartime System of Administration and 
Control." in Linz, p.60. 
'" Hamson, Soviet Planninp: in Peaœ and War. p.94. 
" Glantz, et. al., pp.377-383. 
' fotieberman, in Linz, p.61. 
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There were no GKO sasions in the usual sense (Le. with a dennite agenda, 
secretaries and minutes). The procedwe for seairing agreements with Gosplan, 
with wrnmissariats and agencies on questions of supplying the arrny, including 
setting up new production, was simplined in the e~treme.'~' 

One week after the German attack, GKO issued its first wartime plan, the 

National Economy Mobht ion Plan, which was put into effect for the duration of the 

third quarter of 1941. Although, as previously stated, the fist six months of the NaB- 

Soviet war were subject to economic disorganization, this plan increased Soviet 

armaments production by 26% through the redistribution of the supply of metal. The 

Plan also provided a priority-lût for the allocation of raw materials to those involved in 

the construction of war plants, eiectrical power stations, railways, or the fuel, 

metaliurgical and chernical industries. The Plan reduced the suppIy of resources and 

industrial equipment to the civil economy by 12% and redistributed the surplus material 

for war production. For example, of the avdable 22 000 metal cutting machine tools, 

14 000 were docated to Soviet government ministries whose enterprises produced 

ammunition, armaments, and aircraft.ln On August 16, 1941, a plan for the fourth 

quarter of 1941 and the first part of 1942 was instituted by GKO which specificaiiy 

targeted the regions of the Volga, Urals, Western Siberia, Kazakhstan, and Central Asia, 

to accelerate the transformation of their local industries to war production. A 1 386 

000 kilowatt generator was constructeci to supply power, and raw materials worth 16 

"' Hamson, Soviet Planning in Peace and War. p.95. 
1 32 Khavin, p.35. 
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billion rubles, were docated to these regions. As a result the foliowing were built: 5 

blast fumaces, 27 open-hearth h a c e s ,  5 coke batteries, 59 coal mines, and a bloorning 

mill. 133 

In January 1942, Chplan received orden to coordinate the Soviet war economy 

and create individuai departments to plan tank, aircraft, and artillery production. 

Goqdm soon had a department which controlled every Soviet factory involved in the 

production of weaponry. Gosplan also formulized plans for the supply of raw materials 

and manpower to a designated group of 120 major factories during each hanciai 

quarter of every year that the war continue& This guaranteed a minimum level of 

Soviet econornic performance which in tum, formed the basis of aU Soviet military 

planning.1Y The procedural changes in economic planning, from improvisation to 

centrai planning, averted the coliapse of the Soviet war effort and enabled the Soviet 

war economy to adjust to the unfoldimg war scenario so that it could effectively equip 

the Red Army. For example, during the first six months of the war when mere s u ~ v a l  

and defence against the Nazi onslaught was the Soviet concem, anns production had 

been the only goal of the Soviet war economy. 
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From Defence to Offence: 

However in 1942, as the Red Army began to repel the Wehrmacht, a "hdthy 

second place" of raw materials was reseived for basic war industries such as iron and 

steel manuhcturing, elecuicity production and transportation. 13' E3 y May 1 942, the 

Soviet economy had reached production parity with the German economy in artiiiery 

and mortars, by December 1942, there was parity in tanks and ~e~propeiled guns, and 

by 1943 there was parity in aircraft and army strength.lX Voznesensky wrote that "in 

March 1942, war production in the eastern districts alone reached the production level 

of the entire temtory of the USSR at the beginning of the Patriotic ~ar" ." '  The gross 

output nom aii branches of Soviet industry rose 50% fiorn January to December 1942, 

and the gros  output of industry in 1943 was actuaily 17% higher than it had been in 

In order to perceive the significance of this rate of growth of industrial 
production, sufnce it to recall that the average annual rate of increase in 
production arnounted to 13% during the three pre-war years of the Third Fivb 
Year Plan. 13' 

I M  hinn. The W e t  Ecoaomv and the Red h v .  p.35. 
13' ibida.36. 
'" Hamsorr, Savia Planning in Peace and War. p. 110. In the fht six months of 1942 machine gun 
and anti-tad gun production rose six fold and field artillery and mortar production rose eighty percent 
as tank pfoduction rose 130 % (compared to June to Decembef 1941). Great Patriotic War of the Soviet 
Union. p. 1 17. 
I n  Vozoese*, p.39. 

By 1943, soviet production dmany weapons a d y  exceeded demand, and so production l m l s  
for such items were reduceâ or leveled. An example of this is Field Artillery. W. Duan, Kwsk. 
(Westport, 1997) ~p.32-33. 
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On January 29, 1943, Gosplm was d~ected by GKO to plan the emnomic 

remnstniction of liberated areas, with an emphasis on the repair and reconstruction of 

heavy industry.'" The re-conquest of temtory by the Soviets was not as important as 

their ability to immediately amalgamate the industrial capability of these lands to aid the 

Soviet war econ~m~. '~ '  From 1942 to 1944, the production of over 6000 economic 

enterprises in the liberated areas of the USSR was added to the Soviet war ec~norn~.'~* 

Total capital construction wsts for repair and reconstruction totded 77 billion rubles 

over this three year period. This provided the econornic foundation for the huge and 

rapid offensive gains made by the Red Amy between 1943 and 1945 .Id3 Barges were 

built to allow transport upon the waters (which unlike roads or rails needed no repair) 

and by the end of 1943, watenvay trafic had increased by 556 million ton-kilornetre~.'~ 

"Bridge repairs were completed so quickly that German bombing attacks were of 

relatively little effect ." '" 

- -- -- - - -  

I r ,  Voniese*, p.40. 
Hanison, M e t  Plaiuiinr in Peace and War. pp.9,192,194. And Great Paîriotic War of the Soviet 

Union. pp.2 10-2 14. 
'" In 1943. as the Red Amy kgan to regain temtory on its mad to Buh, GKO cfeated "main 
administrations" for motor transport (giuvnue uvtombiinoe uprmienie), and military roads (gImoe 
d o d n o e  upravlenie) in addition to adding rail and meciid units with supply echelons to Khnrlev's 
Rear Admhktmtion. In H i  Khnifew was respom'bie for the supply to the army of everythhg except 
weapons and ammunition. J. Erickson, Road to Beriin. (London, 19%) p.% 1. 

Constmîion in hot-liac SaM* arcas was undertaken Mire battles wen completed ( f o d y  
decided and won by the Red Amy). Supplies, labour. and clefence, was provided by armoured trains. 
Sec: G. Balfinu, The Theourd Train. its Develoment and Usage. (London, 198 1 )  pp. 124-149. and 
W .  Kopenhagen, Armored Trains of the Soviet Union 19 17-1 945. (Atglen, 1 W6), entire pamphlet 

Gmit Pairiotic War of the Soviet Union pp.335-339.33 9-342. 
Voznese- p.85. 
Uebe, p.W. 
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M e r  1943, the Soviet supply and rear units totaled one fifth of the Red Anny's 

field strength.'" Luftwafté reports indicate that the Soviets repaired a section of track 

withh twenty-four hours (sometimes three hours) after it was "supposedly 

The effects of Luftwaffe r d  interdiction attacks remained locaily restricted and, 
what is more important, only temporary. This was so because the Soviets 
developed wmpletely unexpected and astonishing capabilities in the repair of 
damagd rail routes. .. the Russians held large reserves of personnel and large 
supplies of repair materiai avdable dong the routes, and this enabled them to 
repair within a surprisingly shon tirne any damage done by attacking aircraft. l" 

However, it was the railways which provideci the key to Soviet victories. '" In 1943, 

Soviet industries produced 2 000 locomotives and 56 000 fkeight cars."0 From January 

to March 1943, 6 600 kilometres of railway line were reconstructed in liberated temtory 

for Soviet use; the total for 1943 being 19 000 kilometres and growing to 43 000 

kilometres in 1944."' This obviously afkcted the quantity as well as the rate at which 

the Red Amy could be supplied as it carried offensive operations westward.lS2 

Vomesensky writes that "in cornparison with 1942, the average daily carloadings 

'* Eridrson, Road to Bulin. p.8 1. 
'" Uek, p.85. 
l4 Deichmam, pp. l60,l L2. 
'" The fo11owing pmvides spcàficatioas and strengîhs of the various wanime Soviet locomotives and 
kir capability. D. Bishop eL al., Railwavs and War since 19 17. (London, 1974) pp. 102-126. 
'" Dunq Kwslc p.20. 
''' E. Zaleski, Stalinist Piannine: for Eamomic Growth. 1933-1952. (Chape1 Hill, 1980) p.3 14. 
'" GKû columns" were eshblished to use certain trains on constant basis with minimum stoppage 
timc. Eridrson, Road to StaLianrad, p.235. 
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In the liberated areas of the Western USSR a "rapid restoration of power for 

equiprnent needed for the Soviet war industry" o c a i ~ d . " ~  Between 1943 and 1944 the 

foilowing were renewed: electncal stations totahg 1 million kilowatts of power, 1 047 

coal mines with an annual productivity of 44 million tons, 13 blast Grnaces with an 

annual production of 2.3 million tons of pig iron, 70 blast fùmaces with an annual 

capacity of 2.8 million tons of steel, and 28 roihg mas capable of 1.7 million tons of 

output per year.1s5 M e r  its iiberation in January 1942, the Moscow Cod Basin which 

had ceased production since November 1941, began to yield 590 tons of coal a day. 

This was raised to 22 000 tons per day in May 1942, and 35 000 tons per day in 

October 1942. The latter figure being close to the pre-war output of this basin, was 

eventuaiiy supersedeci as  production steadily increased during 1943.lS6 When the 

Donbas was iiberated by Soviet forces in 1943, its coal production was raised Born zero 

to 35 000 tons a day, and by the end of the war it reached 96 000 tons per day. lS' 

In Leningrad, those enterprises which could not be evacuated continued to 

supply the Leningrad fiont as part of the Soviet economy throughout the war."' In 

1942, Leningrad's production totaled 1.4 billion rubles, in 1943 it rose to 2.5 billion 

In Vozaesensky, p.85. 
lY Uek, p.83. 
lsS Erickson, The Road to Staünmd p.344. 
'" Voznesensky, pp.48.S 1. 
ln ibid.. p.52 In 1943 the Kuznetsk Basin produced 26 million tom of c d  whüe the Karaganda Basin 
produced 9.7 mitlion tons. The total output of the Donets Basin and the Moscm c d  mines (new and 
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rubles, and in 1944 it accounted for 3.6 billion rubles.'" By the s p ~ g  of 1944, 

collective h s  in the iiberated areas had sown 16 900 000 hectares of land with crops. 

Crop yields were fiirther aided by the allocation of 394 tractors in 1943, and 1 702 more 

in 1944.'" Additionaily, in 1943: 744 000 beef and dahy cattle, 8 18 000 sheep and 

goats, 55 000 pigs, 65 000 horses, and 417 000 fowl were delivered to liberated Soviet 

aread6' Another big achievement was the construction of housing for both the local 

population in the liberated areas and workers involved in reconstruction, who otherwise 

were residhg in earth dug-outs or caves. Between 1943 and 1944, 839 000 homes in 

rural areas and 12 777 000 square metres of housing space in urban locaiities were 

mnstnicted. '62 

restored mines) produced 15 miiiion tons of coal in 1943. The total coal produced by Soviet mines in 
1943 was 93.1 million tons. Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. p.210. 
IY Ue&, p.83. 
Is9 Voznesensky, p.51. 
'60 If should k noted tbat 1 use the word % i i d  because the majonty of Soviet tractors were 
employed by the Red Army for various hauling tasks. 
'" Werth, Russia At War. p.255.. 
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Economic Crutch, Lead Lerise: 

Within this section something should be briefîy mentioned about the effect of 

Lend-Lease ($1 1 billion f?om the U S A ,  $1.5 billion ârom Great Britain) with reference 

to Soviet wartime planning.lg Although the biggest inauence of Lend-Lease was the 

notion of allied solidarity with the peoples of the USSR, food was undoubtedly the most 

valuable and most appreciated Lend-Lease supply.'" It is estimateci that the total 

American rations supplied to the USSR could have provided one pound per day of food 

to s u  million soldiers for the duration of the Great Patriotic ~ a r . ' "  Lend-Lease food 

aid represented 3 % of Soviet grain consumption, 20 % of Soviet meat consumption, 50 

% of Soviet sugar and vegetable consumption, and nearly 100 % of Soviet fat 

consumption during the war. With regard to the last figure, Lend-Lease aid increased 

the d o n c  intake of Soviet citizens by 50 %.la However, it is interesthg to note that 

the majority of grain and meat féd to the Soviet population was self supplied. As for 

equipment, the Soviets quote the Anglo-American contribution of 9000 tanks and 12 

000 planes as representing only 4% of total Soviet wartime production.167 Mer 

appreciated items included in Lend-Lease shipments were the : 34 million uniforms, 

14.5 d o n  pairs of boots, 4.2 million tons of food, 11,800 railroad locomotives and 

Ibid 
163 - van Tuyli, Feeding the Bear American Aid to the Soviet Unioa 1941-1945. (Connecticut, 1989) 
pp.22-23. 
'" Larionov, "Why the Wehraiacht Didn't Wh in 1941" in Wienysla ed. Oaration Barbarossa. 
p.2 12. 
1 65 van TuyU, p. 1 17. 
166 Dum, The Soviet Econow and the Red Arm~. p.57. 
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cars, 409,000 cargo truck, and 47,000 jeeps." Nevertheless, it is the timing and the 

type of aid which was sent to the Soviet Union which remains the key to understanding 

Lend-Lease's role. '" 

The majority of allied a i r d  supplieci by Lend-Lease were used in a ground- 

attack role because they could not dogfïght or penomi intercepter roles as effectivey as 

their Soviet M G  or Yak counterparts. Consequently, non-Soviet a i r c d  were also 

used as trainers, in defensive roles, or to attack ~ h i ~ ~ i n ~ . ' ' ~  The Amencan P-63 

Kingcobra, a ground-attack fighter, had the notorious problem of losing its tail in flight. 

Nonetheles, it was one of the most substantial types of h a f t  which was supplied to 

the Soviet Union via  end-~ease."' The Red Army was also sent several thousand 

tanks with narrow treads and thin amour which were unsuitable for use on the Eastern 

~ r 0 n t . l ~  Ailied tanks had to be systematically re-med and modifieci after their anival 

in the USSR for example, their 40mm guns being replaced with the Soviet 76 mm 

'" Khavin, p. 153. al% see R Woodmaa. Arctic Convovs 194 1-1945. (London, 1994) pp.83-85,Z 13- 
230,296-3 IO. 
" "tbe AUies b g h t  the Gennan defeat with Russian blood and paid in Spam" (Myaahaq pp. 127- 
129.) and Glaatz et  al., p. 150. Also see, Eridrson, Road to Beriin. p.8 1. The author says that by 
mid-1943, 183 000 trucks and jeeps were delivered to the USSR and W. Dum, KUfSIS p.8. 
'@ Ehrenburg comments thaî n April 15,1942 that British tanks were a minor cornpontnt which 
pmed bel@ but that "a tank is not a girl; tanLs are good when ihere arr many of them." Ehrenburg, 
The Tempering of Russia, p.207. 
170 van TuyU, pp.114-115. 
"' &id. p.12. 

ïbiib. p.50. 
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gun-'" There was the additional problem that each kind of allied tank required a 

separate stock ofspare parts, which is why the Soviets insisted that only a single type of 

tank should be provided in Lend-Lease shipments. 174 

Most non-Soviet machinery was also gas-powered and therefore, more likely to 

explode when hit in cornparison to their Soviet counterparts which were diesel 

operated. This was mie of the M3A1 General Lee and the MM5 General Grant tanks 

which constituted Arnerican Lend-Lease supplies until 1943. In a letter to  Roosevelt 

dated July 18, 1942, Stalin stated: 

I consider it my duty to wam you that. .. U.S. tanks catch £ire very easily. ... The 
reason is that the high-grade gasoiine used f o m  inside the tank a thick Iayer of 
highly inflammable h e s .  German tanks also use gasoline, but of low grade 
which yields smaiier quantities of &mes, hence, they are more fire proof Our 
experts think that the diesel maices the best tank motor. '" 

3, 176 This explains why the Germans nick-named allied tanks "Tornrny-Bumers . In Soviet 

senice they eamed the Nckname "Cotnn For Seven ~omrades". '~  The Sherman tank 

dso consumeci more £bel than Soviet tanks. 178 Consquently, most AUied tanks, 

espezially the Amencan Lee and Grant or the British Matilda II and the Valentine, were 

British Valentine and Matijda tanks bad turrets which were too small to fit a gun larger than 40 
mm. Glantz, et. al., p. 150. 
'" Wexth, hssh at War, pp.%ti-s'lO. 
175 rres~ondence between the Chairman of the Cound of Minisiers and the USSR and the 
Presidents of the USA and the Prime Muiistets of Great Britain duriae tbe Great Patriotic War of 1941- 
1945. Vol. 2, (MOSCOW, 1957) p.30. - "' van TuyU, p.53. 
l n  ihm, The Soviet Emnomv and the Red A m y .  p.73. Author also notes that tk majorïty of 
"Soviet" tanks destroycxi by the Gcrmans during the largest tankagagement of the war (Ku&), were 
Lend-Lease. Dunn, Kursk. pp.72,93,167. 
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used as Soviet trainers or for rear-area security rather than in assault roles." Sherman 

tanks in Soviet service also had to be "re-shoed" with mbber treads (cleats of barbed 

wire were also attached to the treads) to reduce the noise of their movement and 

increase their service l ~ e . ' ~  This procedure took two hours per tank to accomplish.18' 

Nevertheless, Shermans stiil routinely tlipped over and skidded, and were known 

as "easy sliders" and "quick over-tumers" in Soviet service.'" Sherman tanks in Soviet 

s e ~ c e  also regulady broke down or needed constant se~cing .  For example, the 

Soviet 5th Mechanized Corps lost 75 % of its foreign made tanks within one hour 

during the Jassy-Kishinev operation in August 1944.1a The Sherman tank had a 

complex track system which routinely cracked because its rubber road wheels wuld not 

widistand rough temin or extremes of temperature. Soviet rmhiki developed a way 

of 'coohg dom' their Shennan tanks by urinating on the treads. However, this did not 

stop the engines tiom ~ v e r h e a t i n ~ . ' ~  There is also reason to believe that much of the 

Anglo-Amencan aid which was shipped via the Persian Gu& was refùrbished. This 

- - - - - . . - - - - 

' T g  Gianîz a ai., p.151. 
'" Mn Tuyll, p.55. 
D- Loza, Co-dinp; the Red Armv's Sbennan Tanks. (Lincoln, 19%) p.6. Again, "the weli- 

dressed tracks" (its gobd m a n m g )  was a deficiency for the practical purposes of wariàre on the 
Eastern Front, 

ibid.-&. 
'O ibid, p.50. 
'" ibid, pp.51-52. 
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Uifonnation is denved fiom a document within the British archives titled Public Record 

.Ofnce. Tank Retum. Middle East.''' 

Furthemore, it should be noted that Lend-Lease aÏd to the Soviets was only 

provided in usefil (i substantial and in regular shipments) quantity during 1944. Of the 

total Lend-Lease aid to the Soviet Union: 6.3% was received in 194 1, 19.8% by June 

1942,26.4% by August 1943, and 30% by August 1944.'" Not only the quantity of aid 

but the type of aid which was needed also h v e d  late in the waq rail cars and 

locomotives only made an appearance as part of Lend-Lease shipments in 1944. There 

were also quarter to quarter (fiscal divisions of a year) and monthiy fluctuations 

wncerning the quantity and quality of aid being delivered to the USSR1" A three 

month delay between the shipping date and its arriva1 was not unusual and in the case of 

raw materials or complex machinery, the transfer time fiom requisitioner to receiver was 

substantiaüy longer. 'lg 

Lend-Lease aid was dùectly proportionai to Soviet production and the fiont 

situation: 

Glantzet. al., p. 151. and Duns Ku& p.93. 
1 s  Nwe, p.5 1 - In 1944, Lend-Lease feu in cornparison with 1943. Howewer, in 1944,65 % o f  Cotai 
Gerrnan forces were desboyed as the Soviets consumed 4 miHion tons of fuel which represents ID the 
m o n  of total Soviet war hmt fuel ~~nsumption. Enckson, Road to Berlin. pp.405,423. 
t a l  In 1943 the Armoured Forces Administration toId Mikoyan that Lend-Lease was providing the 
Soviet Armed Forces with "no great quantity" of tanks and thaî the majority of those king sent were 
light tanks. Eridrson, Road to Berlin. p.83. 
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As Lend-Lease aid grew, so did the USSR's capacity to meet its own militaxy 
needs. The reverse is also tme: Lend-Lease imports in 1941-42 were 
wmparatively limited but Soviet production was barely adequate, if that . 

The rate of attrition of the Soviet arrned forces was not less during the defensive period 

than during the offensive period of the war. Even though Soviet loss rates were 

enonnous between June to December 1941, they actually rose during the Moscow 

counter-offensive and "for artiîiery and tank forces this was the heaviest period of the 

war."lw After the spring of 1942, d e r y  loss rates begm to steadily dedine, however 

tank losses still fluctuated around 40% of total fiont-fine forces until the end of 1943. 

The air force faced its highest losses, 80% per month, during the "Battle of the Skies" in 

the summer of 1942: 

These massive losses might have proved disastrous except that the Soviet 
aircraf't industry, wisely Iimited its a i r d  construction program to the models 
required for the defence and support of ground operations, succeeded in 
producing a large number or reliable, ifnot outstanding, aircraft. lgl 

In June 1944, Soviet monthly losses still amounted to: 2000 tanks, 3000 aircraft, and 

10,000 artiilery monardg2 Soviet industry not only had to replace this loss but to 

produce reseme quipment. The fact that both these tasks were accomplished is 

another important reason behd  the Soviet victory. '" 

'" Nove, p.5 1 
'" &idx p.50. 
'90 IIarrison, Soviet Plannine in Peace and War. pp. 112-1 13. 
Igi  uebe, p.7. 
' " Hamson, Soviet Planning in Peace and War. p. 1 13. 

Barber, et al., p. 182. The ability of Soviet irdusiry and quality of its output oui k gauged by 
Sralin's fecommendation to the ~ntish and Amcricam, to scnd more trucks than tanks. Stalin was 
more a ~ o y e d  by the disruption and &lay of food and indusbial supplies than any other Lend-Lease. 
Eridcson, Road to Berlin, p.84. 



Soviet weaponry was produced with the least amount of matenal and labour of 

any nation during the Second World ~ a r . ' ~  Cost effective measures producd the 

rough looking finish of the T-34, however, aesthetic appearance received no credits on 

the banlefield. During the entire course of the war the cost of Soviet weaponry 

production stmy deaeased. From 1941 to 1943, the labour needed to produce: a 76 

mm regimental gun was reduced by 3 1%. a 152 mm howitzer was reduced by 41%. a T- 

34 tank was reduced by SI%, and the 76 mm divisional gun was reduced by 73%. The 

moa important Soviet weapon, the T-34 required 1 030 hours for its manufacture in 

1942, but by 1944 it could be replicated in 475 h o u r ~ . ' ~  In addition to rnaximking 

production, the Soviets also rnaximked the usage of their weaponry. The mounting of a 

76 mm artillery piece ont0 the chassis of a tracked vehicle not only dowed the artiilery 

units greater mbility and effectiveness, but also removed the need for horses and trucks 

for transport purposes. In 1942, the Soviet Union produced 12.5 million tons of steel 

whereas Gmany's output was 30 million tons. However, only 8 million tons of 

Gaman steel production in 1942 was actuaiiy used in military production.'96 From its 

low point in 1941, Soviet tank production grew to twice that of Gemany by the end of 

1942, and rose tu three times more by October 1943.'" ln  1942 the diesel engines of 

' " The Industrial Equipment of th RusSan Saldier was good to excellent in quality." Uek, p. 10. 
'% Erickson, Road to Bertin. p.84. 
'% Eridrson, - p.355. 
'" ûvery, Why the Mes Won. p.211. 
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Soviet tanks were also improved which enabled the radius of action to nse by a factor of 

Another important ingredient of the Soviet economic system was "planneci 

obsole~cence'~. This was the consideration of planners in regard to the average We-span 

of weapons in battle. Soviet tank engines seldom lasted longer than a few hundred 

hours. However, the average We-span of a tank on the Eastern fiont whether it was a 

hand-crafted Tiger, a Matilda II, a Sherman, or a T-34, was always six months. Cutting 

the tolerance of engine-wear reduced the production time per unit of Soviet 

manufàcturing. Furthermore, new weaponry designs made use of the existing features 

of its predecesson in order to simplify production. Hence, the Soviets began and ended 

the war with the sarne rifles, pistols machine guns, and mortars. Soviet self-propelled 

guns were built upon chassis of existing tanks while most heavy tanks were 

Unprovements on the KV (Kliment Voroshilov) design fiame.'" In fact, most Soviet 

labourers manufactwed the same part throughout the course of the Great Patriotic War, 

their skiii and speed correspondingly rose making overall production more effi~ient.~" 

Additionaiiy, the concept of mass production and "long runs" served to break down a 

cornplex task into many semi-skilled or unskilied jobs which an individual could be 

trained to pesform in minutes. A practical use of such techniques was that women or 

lm ûvery, Whv the Mes Won. p.2 12. 
'" Dunn, The Soviet Econow and the Red Arw. pp.%-97. 

ibid.. p . 9 .  
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young boys who did not have great physicai strength, could replace men within Soviet 

The other fkctor which allowed for continueci Soviet armed resistance and 

eventudy paved the way for offensive operations, was that units of mechanics with 

trucks fuii spare parts always accompanied Soviet armoured columns. These personnel 

were as valuable as the new tanks being produced in the rear areas because they enabled 

Soviet combat efficiency to operate at its maximum d u ~ g  any battle. For example, 

General Rodmistrov's 5th Guards lost 400 tanks within two days o f  heavy fighting 

during the Battle of Kursk. However, within hours 112 of those darnaged tanks had 

been repaired and were once again made operational. The important thing to note is 

that most mechanical work was completed on the £?ont hes. The Wehrmacht however, 

had to send most of their damageci equipment roughiy 2 000 miles to the ~e ich .~*'  
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Conclusion: 

The resurrection of the Soviet economy was achieved by the efficiency with 

which evacuated industries were restarted and also through the expert management and 

administration of Soviet economic planners. The central control of the Soviet economy 

ailowed for the entire mobilization of a country in the spint of 'total war'. Limited 

labour and resources were rnaximked by Soviet econornic planners to provide the Red 

Army with the means to wage war. Unnecessary bureaucracy was eliminated so that an 

order from Moscow was transmitted by the person in charge (in many cases Stalin 

himseif) to the person it was intended for (head of a EIctocy). Furthermore, Moscow 

regulariy revised its dictates in accordance with the changing situation at the fiont so 

that indu- was producing what was required when it was required. The simplicity of 

Soviet manufacturing techniques and assernbly line production were also responsible for 

the successful military campaigns of the Red Army: 

It is true that the USSR produced the bulk of what was used. Furthermore, to 
the great credit of designers and everyone responsible for manufachiring, the 
quality of a great deai of Soviet equipment was very good, the tanks being 
especiaiiy eff i ive  ... It is quite beyond dispute that the vast majority of the best 
aircraft, tanks and guns were of Soviet rnan~facture?~ 

An effective logistics capabiiity guaranteed that front line troops wodd receive finished 

products without unnecessary complications. The economic recovery of reclaimed 

Soviet temtory was also fundamental in propeiiing the Red Amy outside Soviet 

201 Overy, W b  the Allies Won. p.2 12. 
'Oz Nwc p.275. 
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borders towards Berlin. Thus, with the Soviet economy empowered, the Red Army was 

better equipped to achieve military victory. 



Za Radina!= The Soviet Home Front 

Inîroduction: 

The 'home fiont' remains a neglected aspect of military histonography, 

nevertheles, it is not only the mobilization of a population for the anned forces which 

wins battles, but also the m o b i t i o n  of the population for work in the war economy. 

The most senous limiting fàctor of di war emnornies is labour. The Soviet war 

economy is unique in the anrtals of military history because it represents the 

implementation of 'total war'. This is perhaps due to the fact that the strength and 

momentum of the initial Nazi attack causeci a calamity which physically affecteci the 

majonty of the Soviet population in one way or another. The Soviet government's 

second moa urgent task &er the evacuation, was the maximization of labour. The role 

of women in this endeavour was critical and provided the Soviet economy with a huge 

advantage compared to its German antagonist. Patriotic sentbnentality accounted for a 

great deal of the relative efficiency with which the Soviet government mobilized the 

population. The subject of this chapter is the human face of military and econornic 

statistics, facts and figures. 

" One of the Soviet war t h e  slogans.. . "For tbe Motherland!" (homelaad) 
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The Mobiiization of Labour= 

On June 30, 1941, the Soviet Manpower Cornmittee issued a d i r d v e  for the 

mmpulsory trainhg and redirection of labour. By that tirne (June 22-30) the Soviets 

had already mobilized 5.3 million reservists (aged 23-36 years old) who had previous 

d t a r y  training and between July 1 to December 1, 194 1, 3.5 million additionai Soviet 

recruits found their way into the Red Local cells of the CPSU were 

fiuidamental in the organization and mobilitation of labour for the armed forces and the 

war e c o n ~ r n ~ . ~ ~ ~  By end of June 1941, the CPSU and the Komsomol had mobilized 

95,000 of its members. The Soviet Academy of Sciences was also mobilized on January 

23, 1941, many of its rnembers conduchg sweying operations in Soviet Asia, the 

extraction of raw materials, and the construction of bomb shelters. in Magnitogorsk, 

engineers began improving annoured plates for tanks, and upgrading weapons delivery 

s y ~ t e r n s . ~  From the University of Leningrad, 250 000 students, post-graduates and 

professors volunteered for service, many filling the ranks of the home guard which 

numbered 1 10 000 by July 10, 194 1 ?' On July 13, 194 1, workers at the Kirov Plant in 

Leningrad were trained to operate the tanks which they were beginning to manufacture. 

As the ftont moved closer to Leningrad, its citizens were also mobilized to clean up 

darnage after Luftwaffe air-raids, and to build 900 km of defense trenches and other 

W. Dunn, Hitler's Nemesis: The Red Armv. 1930-1945, (Wcstport. 1994) p.35. 
Great Patriotic War of the Soviet Union. pp.57-58. 

206 Ericksan, ROBd 10 Berlin. pp.77-78. 
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in general, the massive reMuiting of Soviet civilians allowed the Red 

Army to concentrate on fighting nither than the building of defence fortifications in fiont 

From June to December 194 1, 69 000 people were transferred fkom food and 

light industries into heavy industry and construction. An additional 59 000 people were 

transferred to work withh arms producing industries. Twenty governrnent 

commissariats provided 50 000 people for factory assignments, the industriai 

commissariat loosing half of its total For example, the Manpower CoIIunittee 

discovered 1 000 skilied metai workers within the tanks of the Industrial Commerce 

Department. Many more skiiled workers were found to be employed in the d e s  and 

restaurants of the capital. In total, more than 1 1 000 people with high labour skills were 

recruited from all state and econornic agencies. By 1942, the Manpower Cornmittee 

had re-directed 750 000 people h m  their previous employment, into a sector of the 

Soviet war economy. This number exponentially rose by a million each year, reaching a 

total of 12 milJion newly trained or redirected people by 1945.211 This labour was 

utilized in five dEerent environments: within defense plants as war equipment 

207 A most h o u s  example of the Uiteiligensia who rernained in Leningrad, is Dmitri Schoshtakovitch 
who completed and conducted his Symphony # 7 Leningrad. Tbere wcre also 150 Wnters who 
volunteemi for duties witbia Leningrad by July 194 1. 
mr Kislitgn, al., pp.33-39. 

Glantz, a al.. p.63. On Scptember 28, 1942, Gened Chuikov (Stalingrad) received Order # 171 to 
bring "in the civilian population to help in the work (of building obstacles and dismantling buildings 
and tram hm) through the local organizations" Chuikov, p. 170. 
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manuf8cturers and assemblers, in beavy indusm as engineers and industrial plant staff, 

in construction to build or rebuild defense fortifications and evacuated plants, in 

Crinsport and in 

From 1940 to 1942, the total number of people employed in the Soviet economy 

feli firom 31.2 to 18.4 million, the drop in industry being Rom 11 to 7.2 million 

people.2s3 Thereafter, limits of labour mobilization were planned and enforceci to 

ensure that no fùrther labour shortages constrained Soviet productivity. However, the 

Soviet war economy was near coliapse by the end of 1941 because too many skilied 

labourers had volunteered or been conscripted into the armed forces, IeaWig industry 

with a dire shortage of labour.214 This was corrected by the time of Zhukov's counter- 

offensive at Moscow, and although there were fewer citizens defending the capital, 

Soviet industry was able to provide them with a constant output of amis and 

ammunition. By the end of 1942, the Red Amy had nearly reached its w&e ceiling 

of 1 1.6 d o n  people.21s Skilled workers were excused fkom military service, and many 

thousand soldiers were withdrawn from the armed services and redirected to Soviet 

industry. The Soviet labour shortage was most acute duMg the first few months of 

''O Barber, e t  ai.,p.%. 
"' ibid, p.144. 
*'' &id., p.149. 
*'' Zaleski, p.311. 
'14 Barber, et al., p. 166. 
'lS Harrison, Sonet Planning in Peace and Wu. p. 147. It is also important to note that Soviet medical 
proœdures were i m p h n g  throughwt the war, which eased lnaapower quirements. For example, of 
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1945 when: the People's Commissariat of Munitions was short by 35 000 workers, the 

Commissariat of the Tank Indu* was short by 45 000 workers, the Commissariat of 

Amarnents was short by 64 000 workers, the Commissariat of Aircraft Manufacturing 

was short by 215 000 people and the Commissariat of Heavy Machine Building was 

short by 50 000 people. Furthemore, haü of these vacancies required the employment 

of skilied labour.216 

Subsequently on Febmary 13, 1942, GKO issued an order called "On 

Mobilization Of AblaBodieci Town DweUers For Work In Industry And Construction 

For The Duration of ~ostilities"."~ By this order the entire urban population (including 

women) were cornpellecl to work in Soviet defense industries until further 

notifi~ation."~ The ody exemptions were for persons under some fom of educational 

or industrial training or those involveci in child care.*19 To allow for all able bodied 

members (wornen and the elderly) of the Soviet population to aid in these endeavors, 

the Soviet governrnent increased the number of kindergartens in these regions fiom 683 

000 to 1 210 000 during the war years.m This allowed 800 000 housewives, school 

students, and pensioners, to volunteer for employment in the war economy between 

the 5.5 million Soviet soldiers hospitalized in 1943,73 % of this total was retunied to active duîy 
within 00 &YS- % net loss for 1943 w s  thus, 800 000. DUM, Kursk, p.2 1. 
'16 Zaieski, p.311. 
*" Davies, et. al.. p.86. Entire Soviet villages were mutinely mobilized u> move army supplies so that 
soldiers wouid have a Lighter laad, and in order to overcome logistics probluns due to a Iack of rohg 
stock trucks and horses. Dunn, K e  p-8. 
"' AU males baween the ages of 16 to 55, and fernales 16 to 45 years of age. Wright, p.59. 
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June to December 1941. Hence, "it is hardly an exaggeration to picture the typical 

Soviet work-place collective in wartime as schoolchildren, grandparents, mothers, and 

a~nts . "~ '  The breakdown of the labour force in industry (1 94 1- 1945) was: 50 % 

women, 25 % adult male, 8.5 % children, and 16.5 % being the elderly.= The 

mobiiization of the entire male rural population who were not already working in 

industry was issueci by government decree on January 9, 1943 

The Soviet government maintaineci workers education centres and institutions 

for higher leanllng during the war to sustain reserve of qualifieci economic, engineering, 

and administrative people. The Soviet government also allowed university students 

exemption f?om miiitary se~ce?'  nie govemrnent dso sponsored the re-training of 

invalids for work. Furthemore, each year a minimum nurnber of workers were re- 

trained as skiiled specialists. By 1942, 80% of ail industrial workers were taking 

courses to improve their skills and this number increased by 13 1% in 1945.= 

Vomesensky writes that "the increased productivity of Isibour made it possible to 

reduce the expenditure of labour per unit of output, primarily in the war i n d ~ s t r ~ . " ~ ~  

Some examples of this economic phenornenon foUow, and in each case the production 

2 ' 9 D u n 4 T h e ~ t  Ehaamy and theRed ~ r d .  p.41. 
= VoZIleSeaSky, p. 93. 

Baiber. et. ai., p.148 
Dunq The Swici E a m o w  and the Red Armv. p.42. 
Zaieski, p.3 12. 
v m * ,  pp.95 W 
Zaleski, p.3 12. 
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of the said produa increased despite the reduction of labour and the man-hours required 

per unit: Man-houn per IL-4 plane reduced tiom 20 000 to 12 500 hours IL-2 

Shfunnovik fiom 9500 to 5900, PE-2 bomber fiom 25 300 to 13 200, 152mm howitzer 

from 4500 to 2400, 76mm ngimentd gun f)om 1200 to 800, divisional gun h m  2200 

to 600, KV-I and KV-2 tanks fiom 14 600 to 7 200, large-dbre machine guns fiom 

642 to 329, and d e s  f?om 12 to gSrn 

Soviet factories split each day of the week hto three, eight hour shifts, or two 

twelve hour shifts. This raiseci each worker's productivity by 7 % per hour, resuiting in 

a net increase of 30 % output per worker, per shift nom 1940 to 1942." Addionally, 

dl Soviet factory workers were required to perforrn between one to three houn of 

o v e h e  work per day?' On October 4, 1941, Stalin revised his former Order of the 

Day (the "no treason order") which was meant to have enforced military discipline in 

the work place. For srnail labour infiactions plant managers subjected the transgressors 

to harsh punishment in fear that a M u e  to do so would draw suspicion nom higher 

authorities about their loyaity to the Soviet regirne."O The decision was taken by GKO 

after its consukation with numerous plant managers indicated that such penalties led to 

a drop in industrial productivity. This is because a worker who, for instance, was late 

= Vmese*, p. 95. 
Bici - 
fiid. p.42. 

P9 Barbar, et. ai., p. 117. 
Eridrsoa, Road to Stalitimad. p.227. 
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by a few minutes might be sent home for the day without pay. However, that worker's 

absence effected the entire plants production yieid (especiaiiy assembly h e  work). 

Furthemore, harsh labour penalties were demoralizing for the entire staff. Similarly, 

many other harsh labour laws and penalties were also withdrawn.=' During the 

industnali;rstion period of the 1930s many Soviet plant managers over-looked the lax 

and undiscipiined behavior of their employees in order to maintain good employer- 

employee relationship. Since plant managers were held accountable for low production 

quotas, they hired more staff and asked for more raw materiais to compensate for poor 

output levels. Hence, during the war, the productivity of certain plants increased solely 

as a result of the change in worker mentality." The Soviet Union also used the 

services of 1.5 million Soviet prisoners, who expressed popular support for the war 

effort, since ahost  all the inmates knew a relative or loved one who was fighting or on 

the home fiont. Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn wmte that the slogans within the Gulag such as 

"Cod for Leningrad" and "Mortar SheUs for the Troops" were very effective?' 
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Mothers for the Motheriand: 

The utiiization of f e d e  labour was an astounding and unique achievement for 

both the Soviet war effort and its female participants. One may say that the USSR 

already possessed an approxhate fifty percent advantage in avdable labour because as 

previously disaisseci, the u-tion of female labour in the Gennan war economy was 

negligible. A total of 800 000 Soviet women were mobilized for fiont-line s e ~ c e  

during the Great Patriotic War. They servecl as: inf'antry, woks, medics, field- 

surgeons, snipers, machine-gumers, gun layers, tank drivers and wmmanders, bomber 

and fighter pilots, radio operators, saboteurs, scouts, mortar crews, and parachutists.P4 

In 1942, whatever legal restrictions remained regarding the enlistment of women in 

front-line duties, were swept aside. Soviet women had been serving prior to this date 

but the Soviet governrnent was somewhat reluctant to openly admit this fact. However, 

this changed once the role of women actively participating in the military stniggle was 

identifid with patriotism rather than the abominable state of the Motherland's defenses. 

In fa&, the total number of women serving in the rnilitary was so great that they were 

given the privüege of joining entire fernale formations such as: 1st Independent 

Woman's Reserve Rifle Regiment, 588th Woman's Night Light Bomber Regiment 

(formally 46th Guards ... note that the "Guards designation is an elite classification), 

587th Woman's Day Bomber Regiment (formerly 125th Guards), and 586th Woman's 
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Air Defense Fighter ~ e ~ i r n e n t . ~ '  Among these regiments, the 588th was a 

distinguished regiment which flew 23 672 sorties, twenty-three of its pilots being 

honoureâ as Hero of the Soviet Union (highest Soviet distinction comparable to 

Arnerican Congressional Medal of ~ o n o u r ) . ~ ~  

The KomsomoI was instrumental in the task of mobilizing Soviet labour. It 

provided the war economy and the armed forces with women volunteers and re-ts 

over the course of 75 separate mobilizations. There were an additional five 

mobilizations of fùiiaatus women members of the Communist party."' The fkst result 

of universai (female) military training produced 222 000 female mortar crews, machine 

gunners, and radio operators. In Spring 1942, the Komsomol drafted 100 000 young 

women between the ages of 19 and 25 years of age for the Air Defense Command 

(PVO). a second mobilization followed in October 1942. %y January 1943, 70 029 

(1W) of the PVO were woman and by the end of the war this figure rose to 200 000. 

An additional 4 1 0 1 1 garrisoned PVO's ant i -a ird  Many thousands of 

Soviet women also volunteered for the People's Militia (Nàrocihoe Opolchenle), which 

235 B. Myles, Ninbt Witches: The Untold Stow of Soviet Women in CombaL (Novato, 1981). p.77. 
236 The U-2 and Po-2 biplanes fiown by Soviet women were refened to by German troops as "sewing 
machines". This quickiy gave way to h term "night witches'' as more Wehrmacht trocips experienced 
the dectiveness of female, M e t  precision bombing. Muller, p. 130. 

I. Garrard, et. al., d World War 2 snd the Soviet Pco~le. (London, 1993) p.61. 
A. Noggle, A Dance With Death: M e t  Aimmen in Wodd War II. (CoUege Station, 1994) 

pp.4,16,94. Rude1 reports, ". . . our crews always say: 'we've a &te with the flak guls today.' This is 
in no way derogatory, for aii of us who have already ken there know how accwateiy they fhe." Rudel, 
p.727. 
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was basically a civilian army.z)g In July 1941, women made up: 18 884 of 70 464 

By 1944, 26 000 Soviet women served as Operative Partisans, those enlisteci 

military personnel who were deiiberately placed behind enerny h e s  (that is not the local 

and spontaneous resistance fighters). Partisan training schools yielded 1262 women as 

radio-operaton and parachutists for the s p d c  duty of infiltration behind enemy lines. 

In general, Soviet women accounted for 25% of the composition of individual partisan 

~nits.'~' There were ais0 100 O00 women who served in various roles within the 

communist underground movement. This was an organization which functioned as a 

representative of Soviet power behind enemy lînes, providing the occupied temtones 

with a vital iink to the rest of the country and its Soviet central corn~nand.~~* Women 

volunteers who possessed medicai skills were immediately transferred to fiont h e  

assignments where: 41% of aü doctors, 43 % of di field surgeons, 43% of all medical 

assistants, and 100% of the nurses were fernale? The occupation of battlefield nurses 

was so hazardous that "losses arnong the girl and women medics senhg with the rifle 

battalions were second only to the fighting troops thernse~ves.~'~ T'heu efforts were 

239 The importance and cowage of women inœndiary-extinguishers, in M06cow. is commented upon by 
Caldwell, pp.114-118. 
'@ Gmmi, e t  ai., pp.594. 
24 1 S. SayweU, Wornen in War. (Middlesex, 1985) p.166. 
'@ Garrard a al., p.52. 

&id. p.61. 
2u *id. p.62. 
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beneficiai to the Soviet war economy because every year during the Nazi-Soviet war 5 

million people were nursed back to strength.=' 

Besides the military, countless other Soviet women served their nation but as 

"fighters in overal~s".~ As John Erickson writes, in the war economy of the USSR 

"manpower equaled wornanpo~er".~~~ In the Kirov Plant in Leningrad, 500 housewives 

volunteered to replace their husbands who had gone off to fight in June, and by August 

1941, women made up 9û?? of the work force.2u SUnilar decisions were made by 

housewives in Moscow, 374 000 of whom took up vacant factory jobs while others 

replaced their husbands as miners or at the mal-face with pneumatic drills in h a ~ ~ d . ~ ~  

Women filled posts in which they had non-existent representation before the war. From 

1940 to 1942, the role of Soviet women in the national economy rose fiom 38% to 

53%. By the end of 1942 (fhm pre-war 0-9%) women made up: 33% of steam engine 

operators, 44Y0 cornpressor operators, 27% of stokers, 33% metal turners, 3 1% of 

welders, 32% of molders by hand, 39?? of molders by machine, 12% of fitters, 50% of 

245 Fugate, ct al.. p.347. 
2a Gamnï, a ai., p.50. 

EriCJLS04 TIY Road to Sîaiinmad. p.20 1. 
'" W e a h ,  pp. 153-154. Leningrad womn who worked to buüd defeas fortincations wrote notes and 
left them in the struchires for soldiers to read: "Our dear son! Our dear Mender and fnendl We've 
dug this trench for you, so don't let the eaemy break through to Leningrad. This is my behest. I know 
you don? know me, but take my letter. Your own mother wouid tell you to do the same as I'm teIling 
you: smash the Nazi, son." Kislitsyn, et. al., p.39. 

Garrard et, al.. p.55. 
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forge, hammer, and die-press operators, 50% of electricians employed in electric sub- 

stations, and 40% of aii 10aders.~~ 

In 1942, 12% of Soviet employment in industry wnsisted of fernales and those 

over f3l-y years of age. At the end of that year, 165 200 Soviet women had been trained 

as skilled railway workers who servecl on track gangs, as mechanics, station staff, and 

electricians. There was also the especially dangerous work of "flying columns" which 

were, supply trains dnvers to the fiont lines under constant hanissment by Wehnnacht 

artillery and the ~uftwaffe.*' By 1944, women made up 50 % of the Soviet labour 

force who were employed in industry and 36 % of those employed in construction 

work.=* Agriculture was another field which saw a drarnatic conquest by Soviet 

women, their percentage in the work force rising fkom 40% in 1940 to 9 1.7% in 1945. 

For example 81 % of ali tractor drivers in 1944 were women, dthough they had only 

represented 4 % of that labour force in 1940. 
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Labour as Patriotism: 

Cash incentives for workers who predicted higher yields were offered. 

However, the Soviet economy was so deeply impoverished that money lost its worth 

during the war in favour of a barter system. Incentives of extra rations or some 

consumer products were preferred by most. NevertheIess, incentives as such played a 

negligible role in the Soviet war economy because the population was aware of the 

necessity to endure and wage war: 

Soviet people saw that Germany was engaged in a war of extermination against 
them; working for Germany's defeat was seen as bringing its own reward, not 
requiring further coercive or economic levers to be applied." 

By fiir the most effective production booster was morale and patnotic feeling. Civilian 

populations near fiont h e  not oniy provided theu services willing in building defence 

installations, but also by giving blood. In the Blood Transfusion Stations which were 

set up near Stalingrad one could find "women who were donating for the fifth, sixth, 

eighth t i n ~ e . " ~ ~  In &es where it was not possible to evacuate the civilian population 

(or where the procedure was not undertaken), local industries were kept functioning. 

For example, despite the disrnantling and evacuation of rnany of Leningrad's industries 

and people, that city still manageci to produce 3 miilion artillery sheus by Decernber 

" Barber, et ai., p.176. 
ZY Wettlin. pp.230-23 1. Donors were entitied to two glasses of tni and mi& and as much bread as tbey 
wanted. Donors wexe also issued with a certifiate entitling them to higher rations. This ensured that 
donors muid amtinue their work in indus~y and it encouragecl more donations. 
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1941. It is noteworthy that the majority of these were sent to aid the Moscow counter 

offensive. 

The SIaWanovite movement of 'over-producers' which started in the 1930s 

continueci throughout the war. F. Bukh of the Gorky Engineering factory for example, 

led the Two Hundreders, workers who had produced twice the amount of a normal 

shWs work. Very soon there were Three-Hundreders, Four-Hundreders, and 

  ho us and ers.^^ Such movernents began as early as August 1941, the slogans on the 

home walls reading "work not just for yourself but also for your cornrade who has gone 

99 2s7 to the front . D. Bosyi, a Thousander who Ied a group of milling-machine operators, 

was achially sent to various factories nation-wide to raise morale and production. In 

Nizhni Tagi for dance, there were 107 Thousanders by April 1942, three months after 

Bosyi had arrived. On February 23, 1942, in cornmernoration of the twenty-fourth 

anniversary of  the Red Army, Bosyi himself produced 1480% of his regular shift. His 

own record kept rising, fifteen times, seventeen times, until on May 1, 1942, Bosyi 

reached thirty-seven tirnes his nom. This was superseded yet again in 1943, by a 

record shift of sixty-two times 
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With even a handful of such workers in each Soviet factory it is not hard to 

imagine the feats of production which were achieved and which literdy manufhctured 

the Maory of the USSR over ~ e r m a n ~ . ~ ~  Far from being a Soviet propaganda ploy or 

the efforts of a single 'superman', the work of such people (the overproducers) 

effkctively r a i d  the productivity and work-spirit of entire industrial plants. By 1944, 

there was a 30% increase in productivity per worker and the average indusvia1 worker's 

productivity was 42% above the pre-war leveLM By 1944, the monthly output of 

Soviet war industries hsd quadmpled fiom their 1940 figures. Each month the Red 

forces could count on receiving: 3 400 aircraft, 1 800 fighting vehicles, 1 1  000 guns 

and mortars, 2 000 000 dies, 19 miiiion shelis, mines, and bombs, and 500 million 

cartndges (for srnall arrns)? 

Z19 It shodd k noted that Stalthanovites were generaiiy disvustcd and shunned by w d  workers 
prior to the outbreak of war. Stakhanovites oAen disnipted production with their over-zealousness, 
which also eamed them a bad repuataion with other workers as 'politicai types.' 

Harrison, SOviet PIannine in Peace and War. p. 14 1. 
"' -Barber, a al., p.183. 
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Conclusion: 

Many authors have commented that the tradition of Russian 'communalism' 

(peasants) and the tradition of Soviet wmmunism prevented the defeat of Soviet society 

because there was strength and the ability to endure within a tight knit society." It is 

safe to assume that the majority of the population remainuig under Soviet control, 

whole-heartedly supported the govemment's war effort. As the most vital resource, 

labour was regularly superviseci; being aiiocated ami redistributed accordhg to the 

economic pnority as they =ose fiom the military demands placed upon the Soviet war 

economy. Non-essential war industries were hast reduced to zero, with ody the 

barest essentiah provided for the cidian population. Indeed this category 'civilian 

population' was nonexistent in the Soviet war economy because of the nature of the 

connia. Citizens were either on occupied temtory, fighting in the Red Amy, working 

in agriculture or war industries. Indeed, "the Soviet Union became a united M l i t q  

camp."" The employment of women in the Soviet war economy aiiowed for a greater 

number of maies to be eniisted as soldiers, although women afso contributed in this way. 

Perhaps it is appropriate to note that the achievements on the battlefield and in the 

fâctories were, in the final analysis due to the overwhelming support and sense of 

urgency fiom the Soviet population. This human factor, the voluntary and moral 

preocaipation of 'Soviet' labour, was a greater advantage than 'Nazi will' was to the 

German economy. 



Conclusion 



'Blitz', nicht Krieg: 

The Wehrmacht's prelirninary victories (19394941) rested in its ability to 

conduct swift and short distance military campaigns which disarmecl its opponent before 

the latter could mobilize the national economy for war. Hence, the 'Blitrkrieg' strategy 

was in essence, an attempt to remove the factor of economy nom warfare. In these 

early b a t h  German forces quickly encircled or by-passed enemy divisions. That is to 

say that the panzers did not conduct head-head engagements against enemy tanks or 

Far fiom exhibithg confidence in the assault strength of their tanks, therefore, 
they were actuafly doing everything they could to avoid a phase of positional 
warfàre. The r d  strength of amour, in fact, Iay not in battle but in the pre- 
emption of battle? 

During these early carnpaigns the Wehrmacht was actually speeding across barren 

territory trying desperately to stop the enemy fiom building a new line of defence. 

Therefore, none of these early campaigns exposed the fiindamental weaknesses of the 

Wehrmacht. One must remember that although the Wehrmacht possessed mechanized 

formations, that these were attached to the buk of a horse drawn army. This created 

the situation of "two dBierent a d e s ,  one fm and mobile and the other slow and 

" Endwon, Road to Stalinerad pp.231-232. 
2a Section heading of Chapter 4, Gmit Pairiotic War of the Soviet Union 

P. Griffith, Forward into Baak: Fi&- Tactics h m  Waterioo to the Near Future. (Novato. 1992) 
p. 107. 
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n 265 plodding . Although this discrepancy âid not hinder eariier military operations, it 

played a major part in the ultirnate defeat of the Wehrmacht in the Soviet Union. 

Guderian readily admits in his memoirs that the early Wehrmacht's initial successes 

97 266 "stmck me as almost a miracle . 

'Blitzkx-ieg' was the economic reflection of Nazi political chaos. The German 

econorny was not mobilued during the 19309, in preparation for war. Hitler was 

content to d o w  the economy to operate unhindered because of his fms that a drop in 

the Geman standard of living or that excessive rationing and shortage of food, would 

cause the population to revolt against the regirne. Furthemore, Hitler had little concem 

for economic matters and the subject itself was secondary to his military interest. 

Hence, economic potential and rnilitaiy potential were treated as two separate things. 

This lack of coordination and the decentraiized nature of the German economy, lead to 

the misallocation of labour and resources. Speer's attempts to correct this situation met 

with Limited success because in the hostile Nazi political climate, the German economy 

was the property of rnany individuals, each of whom guarded their piece of the pie 

against interference. Speer's goal, the irnplementation of 'total war' had no chance of 

reaiization because it would have required a complete reorganization of Nazi politiw. 

Rather than economics, Hitler placed more emphasis on the role of ideology. Nazi 

presuppositions of '~ûyan superiority' gave Hitler enough solace to disconcern himself 
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with cornplaints and wamings about low production quotas and parallel bureaucracy. 

The Führer's 'will' combined with the strength of the Gennan Vdk would compensate 

for any economic and military problems which arose. However, even Nazi ideology 

admitteci the need h r  Lebensraum and with it, the riches to be found on Soviet temtory. 

ln a gamble of 'double or nothing' to obtain this treasure, Hitler squanded Gennany's 

manpower and resource resewes. After the fdure of the Wehrmacht to conclude 

Operation Barbarossa within the presrriied six week period, t was clear that the 'Blitz' 

had fàiied and the Xiieg had just begun. 

Industriai Foundation: 

A victorious outcorne during short and rapid military carnpaigns depends upon a 

nation's existing rnilitary might. It is the arnassing of weapons and ammunition which is 

the deciclhg fkctor in such conflicts. 'Blitzkrieg' was based on a single-operation 

military victory which proved impossible for the Wehrmacht during Operation 

Barbarossa. The protracted conflict which the Nazi-Soviet war became, was a conaict 

rr 267 "between rival industrial complexes . Through two and a half Five Year Plans, the 

Soviets transformed the inherited war ravaged agrarian Russian economy and laid the 

foundation for the modem industrial state, This task was undertaken with a sense of 

impending military and economic urgency. Uniike Hitler who, as aforementioned, 

removed economic considerations from military planning; Stalin dictated that Russia's 
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best defense against future mititary aggression lay in the economic empowennent of the 

Soviet Union. Soviet industriahtion was a long-term objective which remained 

incompleted in the wake of the Nazi attack. Nevertheless, the foundation for latent 

econornic potential had been provided via the geographic dispersion of industrial 

complexes in the Asian USSR the creation of new railway lines with an improved track 

capacity and t i a i  exercises for the formation of a economy-wide contingency plan. In 

general, the Soviet economic policy had been one of "depth". Together with the 

success of the economic evacuation conducteci between June and December 194 1, the 

USSR was able to absorb its initial losses whiie recoiüng until the economy could arm 

the military to viaory. The Soviets developed their economic base through a series of 

pre-war plans concentrathg on the development of heavy industry and rnass-production 

techniques. 

Even though the expansionkt Reich was potentidy stronger than a USSR 

segregated from half its economic wealth, the extent of the Soviet economic base in the 

Asian USSR was Suflticient to ailow it to out-produce Hitler's Europe (what was 

channeled into the Gennan War Economy). Due to the limitations of Nazi ideology on 

the Gennan economy, no significant industrial expansion was undertaken afler 1939. 

As aforementioned Hitler wanted to cushion the Gerrnan people f?om the realities of 

war. This meant that the civilian economy could continue relatively unhindered at the 

z67 Wright, pp.4445. 
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expense of war production. To compensate for the materials shortage which emerged 

immediately during the first carnpaign (Poland), the Nazis relied on the capture of the 

enemy's logistics capabïlity and the expropriation of wealth. However. this did not 

solve the German econornic situation, rather it aeated a new rnilitary problem, that of 

the non-standardization of weaponry. The Wehrmacht's melange of inventory gave rise 

to training difficulties as well as a spare parts nightmare. Empire proved an econornic 

airse for the Gerrnan economy. Any potential benefits of occupation were squandered 

because the exploitation of the wedth from occupied Europe was not centrahed but 

disperseci arnong various organizations. Many of these functioned as the collecting 

agencies for individuai Nazi leaders. 

Logistical Advantages: 

Another key element of the Soviet victory was the efficient organization and 

supply of the output fkom its war industries. During the 1930s there was a 

modernization of Soviet industry and a reorganization of the Red Amy's supply system. 

Changes were made so that the transportation infrastnicture was more compatible to the 

geography possessed by the Soviet Union. Gennany, Britain, and the United States 

however, wntinued the Napoleonic trend of aeating larger mny divisions so that there 

were enough troops to spare for the job of g o p h h g  supplies. Rather than making an 

army s e ~ d c i e n t ,  this in fact created the majority of the problems for d e s  fighting 
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wars of high mobility. By cornparison, the Red Amy was provideci with numerous 

supply depots and an independent supply-service corps.26g A fiirther advantage of the 

Soviet supply system, in cornparison with that of the Wehrmacht, was that supplies were 

more often deiivered by trains and trucks rather than home drawn transport. MeanwMe, 

by 1942, the Luftwaffe was more involveci in the task of supplyhg the Wehrmacht than 

conducting its missions as a tactical air adery.  Moreover, its aircraft were 'disperse& 

dong different fkonts and that too, employed singularly rather than in concentration.269 

The potential of the Luftwaffe was therefore wasted, and neither its expensive supply 

agenda nor its bombing carnpaigns produced any wncrete results. 

Without an effective and efficient means of supply (logistic capability) wars are 

never won. In the 1930s, Hitler's prized Autobahn was completed. Yet, its ultimate 

purpose was as a public employment projectm, because its logistic potential to the 

Reich proved negligible. This is because although the Nazis built roads and created 

reserves of tanks (and tmcks), they had overlooked the fact that there was a need to 

train drivers. Indeed, as a nation of dnvers and car owners, both Gennany and Italy 

were at the lower end of the totem pole. It is ironic that "the two least mobile nations 

of Europe decided to launch the most mobile war of the cent~xy".~' It has sarcastically 

been noted that the greatest use of the Autobahn came during the Amencan assault into 

- - - 

" Davies, et al.. pp.241-242. 
269 Muller. p.8. 
no Ironicaiiy, a get the people off the streets program, by creating streets. 
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Germany-proper and thereafter, the American occupation (Amerkm jeeps and motor 

transports). It has also been mentioned that the glimmering concrete Autobahn 

provided allied bomber pilots with a degree of directional guidance.m 

Unlike the Soviet railway system, the Reichsbahn was never irnproved with 

regard to its track capacity. As the Gennan military cornmitment grew the logistics 

system ground to a halt, especidy since there was a disparity between European and 

Soviet railway gauge. Furthemore, individual Nazi bigwigs administered sections of 

the Reichsbahn within theu respective G m  or Kommissaria~s as they did the 

economy, as personal possessions. Hence there was no centralization of the economy 

or the transport system which meant that the supply problem was horrendous. As 

motor vehicles were destroyed and the Reichsbahn became unreliable, soldiers became 

dependent on horses to serve as mounts and to haul supplies. This masure fded 

rniserably because of the quality of the animals in question (their hability to withstand 

the Russian  limat te)^^, and dso because the veterinary care needed for the animais 

represented a time and resource detriment. By December 1941, the element of mobility 

The source h forgotten, perhaps Eliis, Brute Force, or Di Nardo, MecMcchanipd Juneemaut or 
MiliCarv Anachronism ? 

Again, source unknown. 
Tbat was a requisitioning problmr It was found tbat the Ge- fârmers hid their kst animais 

and supplied the Wehrmacht with sickly or old horses which were unfit for army service. The 
requisitioners were thus dependant on Polish horses- 
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had been lost by the Wehrmacht. Its situation was that of an invading force which was 

stranded and restncted in its operational capability. 

Cost EftSeiency: 

Good weaponry is useless without the fuel to nui it, the spare parts to maintain 

it, and the means to transport it. in al1 these departments the Red Anny had an 

advantage over the Wehrmacht. The Soviets extended the service life o f  their weapons 

with an ample supply of spare parts and the excellent servicing and repair divisions 

which accompanied the Red Amy. Even the bumt out chassis' of German tanks on the 

Eastern fiont were stripped of any usable parts, the rmainder sent to the rear to be 

melted down into steeLn4 Superficial additions to Soviet weaponry were e b a t e d  thus 

rnaximinng available labour and raw rnaterials. Soviet weaponry designs were 

simplifie4 not because the Soviet soldier was ignorant, but because features which did 

not juste a significant advantage on the battlefield were excluded. The Red Army's 

'core' weapons: the 76 mm gun, the IL2 Shhvmovik fighter, the MiG-3, the Yak-9, the 

BM-13 Kiztyusha rocket launcher, the Stalin-2 tank, and the T-34 tank; were either 

better than or comparable to their wunterparts in any theatre of war. By cornparison 

the unwarranteci production 'adjustments' to German weaponry resulted in a decreased 

weapons' performance, the non-homogeneous composition of the Wehrmacht's 

weaponry, and a senOcing problem. Wehrmacht officers aiways cornplaineci that their 

inventory was regulariy substituted in favwr of maintainhg existing machinery. The 
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cornplexity in manufactu~g and operating Gennan weaponry dso increased the time 

penod before the new creation was fkee of operational problerns. Resources and labour 

were wasted on the principle of 'qualitative superiority', another example of ideology 

interferhg with econornics. Such wastage ultirnately lost the German war effort. 

Bureaucratie Minimization: 

An important factor which empowered the Soviet economy was the 

govemment's willingness and ability to d u c e  the administrative process of conducting 

a war to a bare minimum. Unnece~szuy governmental bureaucracy was eliminated in 

wartime. By cornparison, the systernatic centralization of the Gennan economy wuld 

not be achieved as long as the Nazi's state bureaucracy was so utterly disorgani~ed.~~ 

While the Soviets dissolved Evacuation Cornmittees when they were no longer 

necessary, the Nazi level of bureaucracy Uicreased exponentially as the war continued. 

This is perhaps due to requirements of occupational administration, however, it is more 

W<ely a consequence of Nazi bureaucratic anarchy. The lack of Nazi political 

centraiization was inefficient when comparecl to the streamlined approach of Soviet 

government. This can be iliustrated by he wntrasting of leadership personalities. Staiin 

was a man who mled a one man state, Hitler on the 0 t h  hand was man who thought 

he ruled a one man state. Stalin was a workaholic who was willing to make al decisions 

n4 We* Rusia at War. p.303. 
Overy, Whv the Aüies Won. p.244. 

'16 Wright, p.45. 
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b s e l f  Hitîer was preocaipied with hterfering in the military &kirs of bis generds, 

whiie disregardhg ali else and alioaiting responsibility wherwer necessary. Stalin's 

'lieutenants' feared for their lives and carrieci out his wrnmands to the letter. Hitler 

aiiowed his aonies, especidy the Alfkampfer, to nile separate sections of the economy 

and temtoq in his name but without his interference. Stalin was a man of action, when 

a problem was presented to him a solution (even ifit was the wmng one or a bad one) 

was found. Hitler chose to disregard and ignore problems which were brought to him. 

He fostered bureaucratie cornpetition or else ranted about the utter stupidity of the 

people surroundhg him who did not possess the 'will' of action. This wntrast in 

leadership alone was enough to effect the pediomance of the national economy ofeach 

state and its war effort. 

Economic Prioritmng: 

Military viaory and its possibiiities are wmected with the econornic ability of 

the nation.m Due to the centralized nature of the Soviet economy and its power 

structure, econornic priorities were a natural phenornenon which existed pnor to the war 

and were closely caldated during the codia.  However, the political structure of Nazi 

administration dowed for the econorny to become the property of various officiais. 

Economic priorities were decided at the discretion of many individuals. It was 

inevitable that conaicts should arise among requisitioners, suppliers, and the various 
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branches of the armed forces. Indeed, alrnost every middle ranking Nazi official 

retained a department for economy of one kind or another. The dire straits in which the 

German war economy was pnor to Operation Barbarossa could not be cured without 

removing the Nazis fiom power. Hence, a 'smash and grab' policy vis-à-vis the Soviet 

Union was ernployed. The Wehrmacht's defeat before Moscow was the defeat of 

'Blitzkneg'; that is to say a Wed garnbit to exclude the latent factor of the Soviet 

economY." 

The success of Marshal Zhukov's December counter offensive at Moscow, was 

the first sign of resurgent Soviet economic power. The experience of pre-war Soviet 

contingency planning provided vaiuable information and the ability for Soviet economic 

planners to quickly c o n m a  a national plan. This plan was constantly updated on a 

fiscal quarter to quarter basis which ensured that economic pnontieng was coordinated 

with miiitary objectives. The reliabiiity of centralized planning was based on a unique 

process through which faaory directors and technical specialists conferenced directly 

with Stalin and other leaders. There were regular updates of a task in progress, and 

there were some attempts to amend central directives if they proved unviable. The 

advantage to this approach was that the entire economic potential of the USSR could be 

channeled into a single military operation for a given amount of tirne, and then 

Weinberg, p.28 1. 
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rediredeci elsewhere. Between June and December 1941, the Soviet Military objective 

was s u ~ v a l  and the economy, and this was reflected through an evacuation of îndustry 

and labour. From the beginning of 1942 until the end of the Battie of Stalingrad (Feb 

1943), the Soviet military objective was the defensive requirement of holding the fiont 

from fbrther colfapse. The economy reflected this in its production of ammunition and 

artillery. Mer the spring of 1943, the Soviet military objective was to repel the invader. 

The economy reflezted this with an increased production of tanks, a i r d  and artillery. 

By Spring 1942, Soviet production in ail categories of weaporuy had exceeded Soviet 

losses and by 1943, the Sonet economy had a clear superiority in weapons production 

over the German economy. 

Allocation of Labour: 

Of the total 11 miilion men who served the Red Amy in 1942 (its peak), not 

more than 6.5 d o n  were station4 on the front iines. They were opposed by Axis 

troops totaling a little more than 3 million. This two-io-one advantage in field 

combatants was hardIy in itself. the explanation for the Wehrmacht's defeat. 

Furthemore, the majority of the Soviets' 11.3 million casualties were sustained during 

the first meen months of hostilities, "for the rernainder of the war, loses of two-to-one 

" Wüt, p. 164. Another author says that the baîtie of Mo~cow was the fidure of 'Blitzkdeg'. whüe 
Stalingrad represented the Nazi mure to rectQ theU ec~mmic situation by seizing Soviet oïl reserves. 
Larionov, in Wieczyaski , p.209. 
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279 was the price of attacking a highly proficient defendef . It was a mass of weaponry 

and skill, rather than men, which defeated the Wehrmacht. It can be said that: 

Hitler under-evaluated the resilience of the State planned economic system 
which Staiin had created. This system, contrary to expectations, tumed out to 
be relatively stable under the extreme conditions of war ... the Third Reich's 
Nazi ideology and dictatoriai, automtic regime achieved superiority over 
Western bourgeois dernocrack; but in the East it met with a similar, perhaps 
even better organized regime, and fisism could not withstand the trial by fire? 

The overaii Soviet contribution in the defeat of Nazism was: 11 million soldiers, 100 

000 tanks, 130 000 aircraft, 800 000 guns and mortars, 30 million smali arms including 

12 million rifles, 1 biUion artillery and rnortar sheUs and bombs and 40 billion 

In any war the most important limiting factor, an obviously economic one, is 

manpower for soldiery and labour. Although relative populations (numbers) do account 

for much, it is more important to review the allocation of labour and manpower. This 

fact was illustrateci during the Nazi-Soviet conflict. Hitler's potential '250 million 

Europeans' did not help his Reich to overcome a Soviet Union which had been halved 

of its population and economic capacity. Many of the reasons for this have aiready been 

mentioned: the lack of centralization, parallel bureaucracy and bureaucratie 

cornpetition, an unwillingness to curb the civilian economy, the inefficiency of industrial 

production and the output of non-standardized weaponry, and the Mure to mobilize 

n9 A Seiia, The Vaiuc of Human Life in Soviet Warfan. (London, L992) p.25. 
Ldnonov, in WiccIyIIsIo. p.208- 
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women. Meanwhile, the Soviets reduced any production for civilians to a minimum and 

it has already been noted that the category of civilian during the Great Patriotic War is 

somewhat nonsensical. During each correspondhg phase of the emnomy to the military 

stniggie, labour was channeled. The temporary crisis in December 1941, when the Red 

Army had absorbed too many civilians who could othenvise be employed in industry, 

was swiftly corrected. 

A final point of the Soviet economy and its impact on the war effort is the 

emotion with which labour and soldiery conducted itself. Understandably, this is a 

category which raises eye brows. It goes without saying that the German aitachment to 

der Heimat also existeci. Nevertheless, the psychology of combatants and populations 

mers  accorâiig to situation. The morale of the Wehrmacht and the German 

population plunged drarnaticdy as the conflict with the USSR was prolonged. The 

mode of the Soviet population had its low and high points but never lost its motivation 

nor its wülingness to repel the invader. The sheer sale of the Nazi-Soviet confiict 

absorbed one in eight Soviet citizens, and for every one, countless hearts beat with a 

renewed Uitensity. Hence, 1 do not agree that emotion is an unquantifiable 

phenornenon, for it has corne through the pages of most of the infiormation 1 have 

looked at. The human fce has not been erased from this econornic story. 

- 

*' Davies, et. al.. pp-241-242. 
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